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Two issues are focal to the subject of the spatial distribution of crops in peri-urban
zones. The first deals with developments in the fields of transportation, other technology,
urbanization, and other factors which are not only prevalent in developed world economies,
but which also are thought to force the cultivation of freshly consumed agricultural
commodities away from the immediate vicinity of the market center. The second issue
pertains to indirectly consumed crops, which are thought to shun proximity to the market
center, where land rents per unit area are characteristically high, even when conditions for
productions are ideal. Traditional models have shown a zonal pattern of crop distribution in peri-urban areas.

The present study sets forth two hypotheses, one pertaining to the spatial distribution of freshly consumed crops, and the other pertaining to the spatial distribution of indirectly consumed crops.

It was hypothesized in the present study that freshly consumed crops will continue to be cultivated in the near vicinity of the market center due to characteristics of the crops themselves and to features of the urban market. It was further hypothesized that indirectly consumed crops will continue to be cultivated in the near vicinity of the market center by virtue of greater intensity of production that may be obtained through the use of the environment of designated places. In the case of both crops, the cited factors, as well as others, offset the disadvantages of higher land rent per unit area common to areas close to the market center. These offsetting factors permit agriculture to compete successfully for land in the peri-urban zone.

To test these hypotheses, variables were selected to measure the influence that urbanization, transportation, other technologies, the market, the environment, and land use regulations have on agricultural siting patterns in the peri-urban zones of the "Wheat Region" of the central United States. These variables were expressed as equations and were subjected to multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis.

The present findings tended to support the research hypotheses. On the basis of these findings, the present research offers a revised model of agricultural cropping patterns, one that reflects the sectoral, rather than the zonal, pattern of crop distribution in peri-urban zones. In the revised model, the mixing of different crops at various locations around the market is feasible, and low-priced grains may compete successfully for high-rent locations in the near vicinity of the urban market. The findings also show that the production of perishable crops in the immediate vicinity of the urban market is here to stay, largely due to
access to varied means of transportation as well as characteristics of the crops themselves. Furthermore, the findings show that environmental conditions influence the locating of grain production, although economic considerations were seen to supersede them, particularly at high-rent sites.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Much of the world's agricultural land use is located on the fringe of urban centers. These areas are known as peri-urban agricultural areas, or zones (Organization of Economic Cooperation [OECD], Vol. I, 1979). The purpose of the present study is to investigate spatial patterns of crop location in these peri-urban zones and to assess the factors responsible for crop-selection and location decisions. This study will focus on conditions in the United States.

Peri-urban zones are areas that lie between urban and rural settings and which experience impacts from both directions. Due to this placement, these zones are often described as "grey areas," neither wholly urban nor particularly rural in the traditional sense. Rather, they may be described as at most partly urbanized rural areas. This ambiguity in defining the character of peri-urban zones also creates uncertainties when attempting to draw specific boundaries for the zones, as well as when trying to specify factors responsible for agricultural land uses occurring in the zones. According to the OECD (1979), peri-urban areas can be identified on the basis of the kinds of urban activities found encroaching on the zone, as well as by the kinds of crops that are cultivated in the area. The OECD finds it difficult to determine the depth of the zone in any given area, however, since geographical proportions of land uses vary considerably with the degree of spread of the kinds of urban activities that are characteristically used to define a peri-urban zone.

This inherent ambiguity in locating and defining the peri-urban zone is reflected in
the literature, which is sketchy and lacks consistency. There is no definitive variable or set of variables that portray agricultural cropping patterns in these areas. Views vary considerably as to the crops that tend to be grown in peri-urban zones as well as on the factors (rural, technological, environmental, etc.) that most prominently influence their selection and intensity of production.

Some researchers ascribe the spatial distribution of agriculture in peri-urban zones to the production site's linear distance to a market in the immediate urban area, combined with the characteristics of the commodity transferred (Von Thunen, 1826) in his Isolated State hypothesis; others associate these patterns with the impact of urbanization on peri-urban agriculture (Sinclair, 1967). A third group considers patterns of consumption and transportation technology to be the principal factors influencing the selection and location of crops around a city (Schlebecker, 1973). Yet a fourth group holds that the natural environment is the predominant influence on the selection of crops cultivated in the near vicinity of population centers, i.e., peri-urban zones (Taylor, 1942). Finally, others, such as Bryant (1983), see land use patterns in peri-urban zones resulting from a comprehensive process involving many human and environmental factors.

PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES

This study posits that perishable crops are cultivated in peri-urban zones of metropolitan, as well as many nonmetropolitan, urban centers, in a pattern is due more significantly to urbanization and the characteristics of the perishable crops themselves than to the mere fact of convenient proximity to the metropolitan market, as is suggested in some theoretical literature on the subject. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that grains, whether for human consumption or for livestock feed, are so strongly influenced by environmental factors that under the right environmental conditions grain cultivation will extend into peri-
urban zones, regardless of the higher land rents associated with these areas and despite the fact that the nearby urban centers do not constitute direct markets for the grain produced.

The above two contentions define the scope of the present research. Several factors reinforce the significance of work in this area. First, a majority of the literature on peri-urban agriculture suggests that developments in the fields of transportation, food preservation, and agricultural technology make it highly unlikely that one may satisfactorily determine cropping patterns for perishables, particularly in developed countries like the United States, by means of applying Von Thunen's Isolated State (1826). It is maintained instead that the simple fact of perishability has ceased to be a significantly limiting factor in the locating of perishables production, particularly at sites more distant from urban centers that possess better growing conditions and retain the advantages of competitive transportation links with the urban market.

Second, it is held that due to grain production's relatively low financial return per acre, and the characteristically high acreage needs for successful grain cultivation, grain production in the near vicinity of urban centers is severely discouraged. However, some recent research in the field of peri-urban agriculture dispute this assumption (Heid, 1979; Ikerd, 1985; Schneider, 1986). Sinclair's work (1967) lays an economic foundation for grain cultivation in the peri-urban areas of growing cities.

Third, research on this topic has tended to approach peri-urban agriculture as a "lump-sum" process, wherein all crops were discussed collectively, without considering the production, marketing, and transportability characteristics of each crop. In the present study each will be treated individually. Furthermore, this study will compare and contrast its findings with theoretical research on peri-urban agriculture, the majority of which is grounded in the work of Von Thunen (1826), which is centered in his theory of the Isolated State. This theoretical approach proposes the absolute significance of agricultural production's linear distance to the nearest market as the criterion regulating the spatial
distribution of crops around that urban market center. By virtue of technology existing at that time (1826)--transportation, refrigeration, etc.--Von Thunen introduces six concentric zones of production beginning at the innermost ring with crops that are most prone to spoilage, and concluding in the outermost ring with stock farming--a product far less subject to spoilage and that literally walks itself to market.

Fourth, the present research will address questions about urbanization and urban encroachment and its impact at different levels on the location of various crops in the peri-urban zone, and will compare particularly impacts in the metropolitan versus urban nonmetropolitan centers.

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

This study will assess cropping patterns of peri-urban agriculture around the urban markets in the United States, and will assess which factors are most responsible for these patterns of production. The analysis will focus on the effects of urbanization and new technologies on the location of production in these peri-urban areas. It will further address the extent to which new technologies have succeeded in dispersing agricultural production away from the market center, irrespective of the perishability of the crop itself or its means of consumption (i.e., directly or indirectly).

The present study will also investigate the impact of characteristics of the crops themselves on their spatial distribution. This may be significant considering that not all agricultural production is consumed directly by humans. Rather, some crops (for example, many grains) require processing before being marketed to humans, and thus are consumed indirectly. An added factor is that a large proportion of these grains are intended for foreign markets. This raises the question of what factors would induce a producer, who is motivated primarily by profit, to risk cultivating an export grain crop in peri-urban sites, where land is characteristically expensive per unit area.
Also to be considered is the question of "new" locations, if any, for crops consumed directly by humans and that are marketed in an unprocessed, or "fresh," condition. This is focal particularly when these crops provide the producer with the option of cultivating "outer" locations, which generally have not only lower land rent per unit area but also exhibit environmental conditions that are more amenable to the crops under cultivation. At the same time, these outer locations still provide their producers with transportation networks that allow access to proximate markets at rates competitive with closer-in locations once the latter's higher land rent is taken into account. In light of this, one would ask whether it remains profitable to produce freshly consumed crops in the immediate vicinity of the market (that is, in the peri-urban zone), even in cases where the environmental conditions for the cultivation of these crops are less than ideal?

Such an inquiry includes, among other things, a discussion of the characteristics of the population center as well as characteristics of the crop under cultivation. This would include prevailing environmental conditions that may override the impacts of agricultural and transportation technology as well as land rent per unit area in decisions on crop siting in peri-urban zones. This matter is treated in a way that reveals different production and distribution strategies that result in differing cropping patterns in peri-urban areas, irrespective of the unifying impacts on both production and distribution of new technology and environmental influences.

The present research will attempt to answer the following questions: Are the crops produced in peri-urban zones determined by the geographical location alone? If not, is their location a result of (a) environmental factors? (b) advances in transportation, food-preservation, and agriculture technologies? or (c) characteristics of the crops themselves--that is, by their marketability locally--and the characteristics of the proximate urban center? These questions define the parameters of the present research.

One of the primary research questions which this study addresses concerns crops
that fulfill the following criteria: (a) they are consumed fresh; (b) they may be produced in outer locations, under more convenient environmental conditions than are available in peri-urban zones, and where their producers would pay less rent per unit area; and (c) they are marketable at competitive rates due to available transportation and agricultural technologies. This study asks, If given these circumstances, would these crops still be cultivated in peri-urban areas where land rent is high and where environmental conditions may not be ideal for their production?

A related question concerns a second kind of agricultural product—that is, crops that are not consumed directly (that is, "fresh") by humans, therefore removing any immediate incentive for production in the near proximity of an urban market. The concern here is with grain crops, and the central question is this: Would indirectly consumed crops tend to avoid the near proximity of the urban market, where land rent is generally high, and seek outer locations, even if environmental and other conditions at the close-in sites are ideal for high production of these crops?

The above two sets of questions are two ways of addressing the same set of land-use conditions, but from different directions. Answering these questions, which address the forces that come to bear on, and the influences that largely determine agricultural land use patterns in peri-urban zones, is the central intention of the present study.

TESTING THE HYPOTHESES

The research hypotheses will be tested empirically. A multiple linear regression (MLR) will be performed, as it is a proven technique for analyzing such additive and straightforward correlations. The crops selected for this analysis are wheat, vegetables, greenhouse culture, and nursery products.

Data for this study were collected from the "wheat region" of the United States (see Figure 7). This region was selected because it provides a broad and representative
sampling of the demographic, agricultural, and other developmental and urbanization-related conditions which the present research addresses. The variables selected for testing the hypotheses will cover the physical environment, transportation, new technologies, urbanization, as well as characteristics of the marketplace and of the crops themselves.

The study will rely on 1980 data; this year's data were selected because their statistics show them to be "typical" in a series extending between the mid-1970s and early 1980s, an era that witnessed a peak in U.S. agricultural export, particularly for grain crops, as well as peak levels of federal price supports and prices for goods sold.
CHAPTER II
A REVIEW OF THE THEORETICAL LITERATURE ON PERI-URBAN AGRICULTURE

INTRODUCTION

The theoretical literature on peri-urban agriculture begins with Von Thunen's Isolated State (1826), which is considered the first and still the only comprehensive work in this field which rests on both theoretical and empirical foundations (Hall, 1966; Jones et al., 1978). Von Thunen addresses both the cropping and intensity patterns of agriculture in this zone.

Subsequent theoretical literature on the subject includes the work of Sinclair (1967) and of Schlebecker (1973). Both writers reflect on the views of, and present reactions to, Von Thunen's Isolated State. Their works and those of others on the subject are extremely diverse; however, all relevant views will be reviewed. All of the theoretical views of peri-urban agriculture are formulated on the basis of studies conducted primarily within economically developed regions of the world.

For the sake of organization, this study will treat peri-urban agriculture in two major divisions: crop production patterns (cropping patterns) and production intensity patterns. The study will favor the former, but intensity patterns will be introduced when appropriate, since the level of intensity of production is a major determinant of yields and revenues per unit area, and consequently influences the location of production relative to market centers.
THE THEORY OF VON THUNEN

Most prominent in the literature on the spatial distribution of agriculture in peri-urban zones and the factors responsible for it are the views of Johann Heinrich Von Thunen presented in *The Isolated State* (1826) (see Figure 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Vegetables, fruits, milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>Timber, fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>Cereals, stock fattening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>Cereals, clover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>Grain, feed crops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI.</td>
<td>Wool, flax, tobacco, dairy, meat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


*Figure 1*. Agricultural cropping patterns as depicted in the Isolated State.

Integral to Von Thunen's view was the effect of the linear distance between the production site and the urban market, as well as the characteristics of the commodity transferred. These factors affected a perishable crop's feasibility for transport and the costs of movement. Grotewald (1959) ascribes this prominence Von Thunen gives to
transportation factors to characteristics of transportation available at that time (the early
nineteenth century) and at the place of Von Thunen's residence, Mecklenburg, a region in
the very north of present-day East Germany. When Von Thunen first made it his home,
Mecklenburg had neither major navigable rivers nor improved roads. Not until after his
death in the mid-1860s did the railway penetrate even to Teterow, the town nearest his own
town of Tellow, and only by the 1880s had a branch of the railroad approached Tellow
(Hall, 1966:xvi). This crude state of transportation in the area seems to have influenced
Von Thunen's choice of the horse-drawn cart as the sole means of transportation within his
hypothetical "idealistic" state. Moreover, these same circumstances appear to be
responsible for his identifying his proportion-to-distance charges which he assigned to
commodities transferred within that state.

Other of Von Thunen's theoretical assumptions include the existence of only one
urban center for marketing the "state's" agricultural production. That urban center would
be located in the middle of the state, amid a featureless plain of uniformly fertile soil.
Farmers and agricultural entrepreneurs were assumed to be evenly distributed around the
market center, uniformly cultivating the land and marketing their crops. Transactions were
assumed to occur in a free market with free entry; neither extra profits nor changes in the
going market price of commodities sold in that market exceeded the capacity of any one
producer or a limited group of producers to deal with. Finally, the state was assumed to be
fully isolated from all outside influences (Peet, 1969; Schlebecker, 1973; Jones et al,
1978).

By design, it is this very exclusivity in structuring the Isolated State that caused the
intended elimination of the impacts of any and all factors other than transportation costs and
characteristics of the commodity transported in constructing a model for the forces
influencing the cultivation of land in peri-urban zones (Grotewald, 1959). The merits of
such an approach are obvious: It provides a constant environment of analysis, a ceteris paribus, freezing all factors in the model except the variables under study. According to Datoo (1978), a study with this rigidity of control helps explain the determinants of the process in agricultural change. Many of the variables that interact to produce the economic landscape of a region contribute toward both cause and effect. Thus, it becomes worthwhile to isolate the pursued variables from all other economic, social, cultural, and even psychological factors in order to ensure that the variables intended for analysis are those that are in actuality measured (Lloyd, 1977). Von Thunen is seeking a complete manipulation of the variables in question. It is doing just this, Lloyd suggests, that requires the researcher to know most precisely which variables are involved in the process, and also what specific assumptions need to be made about their action in the model. Since this last point amounts to identifying the rules of the game, so to speak, Von Thunen's success at identifying the variables and their activity in the model constitutes his most important accomplishment, as he himself saw it.

Tarrant (1974) explains certain of Von Thunen's theoretical assumptions as follows:

In Von Thunen's Isolated State, demand is fixed and predictable, and so, therefore, is supply. In the perfect world of such a model, supply can be matched to demand because a uniform and stable physical environment and the operation of farmers in a state of perfect knowledge are assumed. This type of model has its uses, particularly in illustrating how certain variables operate in isolation from the effects of others. (pp. 200-201)

Even by today's standards such a controlled model is significant, since it provides a laboratory-type environment for analysis that is essential to both the physical and the social sciences.
THE LAND RENT FACTOR IN
THE ISOLATED STATE

A fundamental premise of the Isolated State is the rise in the value of land rent per unit area in the direction of the market center. This factor is tied not only to actual land values, but also to transportation costs, since Von Thunen establishes the latter as directly proportional to distance to the market center. These criteria are not only largely responsible for cropping patterns in the Isolated State, but intensity patterns are also closely tied to the land-rent gradient that Von Thunen presents. In fact, the rent criterion is the major determinant for almost all profit-oriented activities competing for sites in the Isolated State.

Holding every force or variable other than transportation cost-over-distance constant, as this model proposes, renders agricultural sites that are closer to the market center more economic advantages than sites that are more distant. This is a function of the cost-economics of transportation, which in the Isolated State are proportional to the distance from farm to market. The advantage for marketing agricultural output, then, goes to sites closer to the urban market. Thus, the closer one approaches the urban center, the greater the attractiveness of agricultural production sites in terms of transport costs, and land rent increases approximately proportional to the degree of attractiveness. Hence, competition for the more advantageous sites closer to the market center increases their cost, offsetting proximity to the market to a variable degree. The interaction of these two factors is critical to making decisions about crops to be produced and their location relative to the market center, since the interaction of these two factors decides to a large degree the value of "economic rent" at each site.

The term "economic rent" here is used in the classical sense: "To describe payments to any factor that is in completely inelastic supply" (Gill, 1973:491-493). This classical definition is the same as that provided by Von Thunen for his term "land rent," which Hall
restates as follows: "That portion of the farm revenue that is left after deduction of the interest on the value of the buildings, timber, fences, and all other valuable objects separable from the land, that portion which pertains to the land itself, is land rent."

Schlebecker (1973) views this rise in the value of land rent per unit area in the direction of the market center as a universal phenomenon, a view that is shared by Alonso (1960) and many others. However, views vary considerably on determining precisely which factors are most responsible for the rise. Krzymowski (1926), for example, ascribes it to the fact that commodities with similar characteristics sell for the same price per unit product in the market, regardless of where they are produced. This attracts more producers to locations in the near vicinity of the market than to sites farther out. Alonso (1960) sees land in the near vicinity of the market valued at the same time for both its real estate value and as an agricultural location. Cromely (1982) sees the locational advantages of sites in the market's vicinity exceeding the transportation costs that farmers on more distant sites pay for marketing their produce. This again suggests that transportation alone is not the major determinant of agricultural production sites.

Other researchers ascribe this rise in land value in the direction of the market center to the monopoly privileges accruing to sites closer to the market by way of access to services originating in the nearby urban center, to which more distant sites have less access. Jones (1978) reports a lower failure rate for agricultural businesses located nearer to urban centers. He explains this as resulting from increased costs that farms farther from the urban market must pay to transport and market their produce, which leaves their net returns more vulnerable to market fluctuations.

According to Von Thunen's calculations, net returns, and hence land rents, are determined neither by a commodity's sale price nor the net return per load of produce. If such were the case, crops with a higher market selling price per unit product would be
drawn closer to the market center, where land rent is higher, and lower priced commodities would be forced out toward more distant sites with lower rent per unit area. Calculating land rent according to Von Thunen involves the figure for yield per unit area. This introduces into the formula a host of factors that influence the determination of rents at sites in the near vicinity of the urban market. These additional factors include transportability of the commodity, bulkiness of the product, and the product's market selling price. This leads us to a formula which Von Thunen used to calculate land rent:

\[ L = P - A - R, \]

where

- \( L \) = rent
- \( P \) = total production
- \( A \) = wages
- \( R \) = capital utilization

Subsequent writers on the subject have used this basic formula, but with the slight modification. Whereas for Von Thunen transportation costs were implicit, as the above formula shows, in later versions these costs are clearly stated. A good example of this may be seen in the following formula prepared by Dunn (1954):

\[ R = E(P - A) - EFK, \]

where

- \( R \) = rent per unit land
- \( K \) = distance
- \( E \) = yield per unit land
- \( P \) = market price per unit product
- \( A \) = production cost per unit product
- \( F \) = transportation cost per unit distance per commodity
The formula above describes rent as a function of distance more than of output, which Figure 2 (below) describes graphically. It should be noted in Figure 2 that the marginal bid rent curve is substituted for the economic bid rent curve, and that the value of land rent is substituted for output. Thus, land rent is substituting for distance. Remember here that transportation costs are established proportional to the distance traveled.

\[ R = E(P - A) \]

**Figure 2.** The economic rent gradient for farm sites in the near vicinity of market centers.

**IMPACT OF THE LAND RENT GRADIENT ON THE LOCATION OF CROPS AROUND THE URBAN MARKET**

Dunn (1954) acknowledges the lead of Von Thunen in the issue of land rent. He and other writers realize that the controlling factor in determining land use is land rent. He explains the effect of land rent on land use in the following terms: "That form of land use which provides the greatest rent will make the highest bid for the land and hence displace all others" (p. 233). However, Dunn also values distance per se as a significant determinant of crop location, saying: "If the previous theorists in the field of agricultural
location have been guilty of a common weakness, it is their failure to develop an explicit
distance function" (p. 233).

In Dunn's formula, shown above, rent (R) is the dependent variable, and distance
(K) the independent variable, with \( P, A, \) and \( E \) acting as constants, or parameters. Dunn
distinguishes between rent for agricultural land and profits sought by industry. Whereas
the former emphasizes the value of space or distance, as his formula shows, the latter
places a greater value on profit or output. This leads Dunn to conclude that for agriculture,
the production problem becomes one not of adjusting output to a marginal revenue line, but
instead of adjusting the spatial location of production to a marginal rent line. As such, he
refuses to accept rent as a function of output instead of distance in the case of agricultural
production. Hence, space is explicit, as seen in Figure 2.

Still, tying rent value to yield per unit area and distance to market, as Von Thunen
does, shows that it is possible to cultivate in the near vicinity of the market center crops that
are both inexpensive per unit product and which provide high yields per unit land area,
even though other variables that are traditionally tied to production location might suggest
that such high-rent locations would be reserved for crops earning a higher market price per
unit product. Moreover, by the same criteria, it is possible for crops that sell for more per
unit product, and which are also more expensive to produce as well as relatively small in
bulk per unit product, to occupy locations farther out from the market center, where land
rent per unit area is relatively low. These spatial arrangements are more interpretations of
the cropping pattern provided by the Isolated State, where low-priced yet bulky crops
occupy locations near the market while more expensive items with less weight proved
profitable even after transported long distances from the peripheries of the "state."
Examples of these two categories of crops would be fire wood, butter, and dairy products
other than freshly consumed milk, occupying the second and sixth zones of the Isolated
State, respectively (see Figure 1). Regardless, these spatial arrangements rely on transport unit charges for the product, and on arrangements where land rent is calculated per unit area.

Hall (1966) presents these Thunian arrangements in two general laws. The first states that with equal yields per acre (The Von Thunen assumption), the product with the lower production costs (per load) will occupy locations closer to the market center, since the value of land there is high, and vice versa. The second law states that the farther out from the market center that crops are cultivated, the lower per unit area their yield will be. Views similar to these regarding location versus productivity and the pricing of crops are presented by Jones et al (1978).

Given (a) the calculated net return for land rent per unit area, (b) the proportion-to-distance transportation costs, and (c) that all other factors are considered equal, as Von Thunen proposes, then it is shown to be more economical to cultivate crops that yeild more per unit area in locations in the near vicinity of the market, and to cultivate crops with lower productivity per unit area at sites farther out, since more remote sites provide savings in land rent with a not too much greater increase in transport costs. Considering such arrangements, the spatial distribution of crops that results, Von Thunen proposes, would not necessarily comply with market price per unit product for the commodities involved. Instead, as we have seen, higher net returns per unit land area would be the criterion for land-intensive crops such as the bulky grains, and would consequently draw lower priced yet bulky commodities closer to the market center, where land rents per unit area are higher. It should be pointed out here that the Isolated State is a prescriptive theory (Huff, 1981), that is, one in which the outcome is determined in advance according to a model or formula.

The spatial arrangement of land uses, according to Von Thunen, is such that the
slope of the curve for the rent gradient (per unit area) rises smoothly and predictably as one approaches the market center, peaking at the very center of that market (see Figure 1). Laut (1968) elaborates on these findings, describing the resulting cropping pattern as follows:

A series of concentric zones of agricultural activities...established around the urban market...Ranking of these zones will be dependent on the economic rent each activity will provide, with the highest rents being nearest the city, those with the lowest being farther away from the city, with market gardening being assumed to provide the highest economic rent and beef cattle grazing the lowest. (p. 53)

Said differently, crop patterns and land uses in the near vicinity of the market center would appear as concentric zones engulfing the urban market. Beginning at the market center and moving outward these concentric zones of agricultural production would appear as follows (see also Figure 1):

Market gardening; forestry (for both firewood and lumber); crop farming without fallow; crop farming; fallow and pasture; three-field system; and, lastly, livestock farming bordered with stretches of wasteland fallow the year round separating the state from the outside world. (Grotewald, 1959:350; Johnson, 1970)

Isard (1956) ascribes these spatial arrangements to the fact that the market center occupies the optimal locations for land uses seeking higher profits. Rutherford (1969) agrees that production zones that are the function of one single variable, namely distance, would appear as simple concentric zones.

THE INTENSITY THEORY OF PRODUCTION IN THE ISOLATED STATE

In addition to the spatial patterning of crops in the peri-urban zone, there is another gradient that is predicted by the Isolated State--the production intensity pattern gradient. Because this theory is said to account for two gradients, it is frequently suggested that the Isolated State is in reality not one theory but two--one for intensity patterns and another for cropping patterns (Peterson, 1944; Horvath, 1967). In the words of Katzman (1974),
"The Von Thunen paradigm comprises a theory of crop substitution and a theory of factor substitution or agricultural intensity" (p. 683-84). However, regardless of the degree to which these two theories remain distinguishable from one another, they remain highly interrelated. As Hall (1966) puts it, "[In Von Thunen's Isolated State] there is an intensity theory and a crop theory. But the crop theory is not a theory of intensity. It has indeed something to do with intensity, but the main factor is something else" (p. xxiv).

Regarding the intensity theory of crop production, Von Thunen applies it in two ways: (a) the added-inputs method, and (b) the crop/fallow cycle. In fact, though, Von Thunen applies a synthesis of both approaches in determining cropping patterns in the Isolated State. He calls the added-inputs method the "improved system," and applies it to locations in the near vicinity of the market. He applies the other, the crop/fallow cycle, to the "three-field" system at more distant locations where grains are generally cultivated. Von Thunen proposes that intensity rises most in the direction of the market center, and least toward the outermost peripheries. Such an arrangement is seen to agree with the slope of the rent gradient curve that Von Thunen presents as the criterion for revenues expected of land uses at different locations around the urban center; these also rise in the direction of the market center and decreases in the opposite direction (see Figure 2).

It is proposed by Von Thunen and accepted by subsequent writers that raising production intensity is one tactic farmers may use to combat rising rent per unit area in the near vicinity of the market (Hall, 1966:261). However, there is less agreement among writers on whether the slope of the curve for the intensity gradient drops smoothly as one moves away from the market, as is the case with the rent gradient, or if instead it falls as a broken line. Some writers (Hall, 1966; Peet, 1969; and Kellerman, 1977) suggest that Von Thunen's intensity gradient, unlike the rent gradient, does not rise steadily between Zone I and Zone VI, but instead drops. Other writers (Muller, 1973; Schlebecker, 1973;
and Chisholm, 1968) suggest that the intensity gradient in the Isolated State drops rather smoothly throughout the model.

Regardless, it is a fact that higher intensity production is an effective device for combating higher land rent. As such it is safe to conclude that the intensity of production would rise in the direction of the market center, where land rent per unit area is highest. However, there are exceptions to this. Some crops occupy locations in the near vicinity of the market for the reason that they earn higher prices per unit product. Peet (1969) states the case as follows:

Some products [Von Thunen gives as examples fresh vegetables and milk] gain more from proximity to the market than others, and, within limitations set by their elasticities of demand, these crops "outbid" the others for the use of scarce inner land. Thus, Von Thunen says, "the price of milk will rise to the point where the land used to produce it cannot be more profitably devoted to any other product." (pp. 284-85)

On the other hand, locations closer to the market center occupied by some crops may be explained by factors other than higher intensity or bulkier production per unit area, even though the market price for these products is not as high. A good example of this is Von Thunen's firewood occupying Zone II in his pattern; it is known that firewood is produced at low intensity levels, especially with regard to the added inputs. Tarrant (1974) explains this situation as follows:

Since rent is calculated per hectare of the crops under cultivation, high yield crops like firewood would incur high transport cost if cultivated far away from the market, since in the Isolated State the only means of transport was the horse and cart. This makes transport costs for bulky material like timber very high when calculated per unit area. (p. 24)

Tarrant finds these costs to be higher than for wheat, although the latter is more intensively cultivated. He concludes that firewood should be produced at locations with higher land rent relative to wheat production, which makes it occupy locations closer to the market center. Hall (1966) sees firewood as representing a basic commodity with a highly inelastic demand curve and a permanent market to justify its production at higher rent sites.
in the near vicinity of the market.

Another situation, opposite to that for fire wood, would be the case of dairy products located in the outermost zone of the Isolated State, which relies on the less bulky final product (butter) to cut down transportation costs in the marketing of the dairy product. Morgan and Munton (1971) present another explanation for the peripheral location of butter production. They see labor representing the largest portion of the total cost of unit production of butter, and they find labor costs declining in the same direction that transportation costs increase—that is, in the direction away from the market center—therefore offsetting the effects of higher transportation costs. In their view, then, it is inexpensive labor, and not inexpensive land rent, which accounts for the peripheral production of these dairy products.

As noted earlier, the intensity of agricultural production may be expressed in either of two ways. One is based on the frequency with which a given piece of land is cultivated as compared to another that is kept fallow (the crop/fallow cycle). The other is the added-inputs method, which measures the input of fertilizer, labor, pesticides, and the like. This added inputs approach is considered more an input/output ratio, and it is the method relied on in the discussion thus far.

One might be led to question the reason for employing two different methods for determining production intensity patterns. Hall (1966) explains the reasons for doing so as follows:

At sites nearer the market, it will pay to choose a more intensive system of cultivation in which a higher level of cost is associated with a later point of diminishing return . . . . Thus, intensification brings a higher rent, but as compared with the less intensive methods, it stops being profitable at smaller distances from the market (contrary to the less intensive method). (pp. xxix-xxx)

Still, Peterson (1944) warns that the productions rings in the Isolated State are not necessarily intensity rings.
As was pointed out in the Introduction, the thrust of the present research is toward agricultural cropping patterns in peri-urban zones. However, since the intensity of production affects yields and returns from agricultural production, and since receptivity to higher intensity production varies among crops, it should be kept in mind that even when the research is limited to investigating cropping patterns only, the intensity level by which crops are cultivated continues to be an important factor in the yields per unit area, and, consequently, in the location of production as well as the rent per unit area that such production can bear.

APPLICABILITY OF THE ISOLATED STATE TO PRESENT-DAY PERI-URBAN AGRICULTURE

Since the emergence of the Isolated State early last century, it has been much discussed and vigorously tested. Opinions vary widely on the theory's practical value— that is, its applicability to present-day peri-urban agriculture, particularly in economically and technologically developed regions where the majority of research is taking place (Heady, 1971). While some researchers find the theory applicable to today's peri-urban agriculture (Muller, 1973), others find it outdated (Grotewald, 1959). A third group finds the theory too specific, particularly insofar as it addresses a topic that must, they say, be approached on more general terms (Peet, 1969). A fourth group, however, finds the theory to be not specific enough; these feel that it does not lend itself to research applications insofar as it fails to identify specific zones for the production of specific crops, or, conversely, that it fails to permit the identification of specific crops with specific zones (Garrison and Marble, 1957; Jones et al, 1978). Some researchers might even be characterized as outright opponents of Von Thunen; these writers (for example, Robert Sinclair, 1967) completely reverse his intensity pattern and the attendant cropping pattern. Others might be considered
to be loyal proponents, who support the theory, albeit with some modifications designed to accommodate circumstances brought about by developments in transportation and food-production technologies as well as changes in consumption patterns. One of these proponents is J. T. Schlebecker (1973), who maintains that the Isolated State is applicable to the circumstances of today's peri-urban agriculture in developed world economies.

Next to the work of Von Thunen himself, the work of Sinclair and Schlebecker represents the most comprehensive of the theoretical research efforts on the subject of peri-urban agriculture; this is so with regard to both cropping and intensity patterns. However, there is clear disagreement between the two on both of these focal issues, that is, patterns of crop production and patterns of production intensity. Consequently, discussing the views of these two prominent theorists will bring to the surface a great many new aspects, opinions, and viewpoints on the critical issues of cropping and intensity patterns in peri-urban agriculture.

Schlebecker and the World Metropolis

In his work entitled The World Metropolis (1973), J. T. Schlebecker argues for the applicability of Von Thunen's Isolated State to today's circumstances in peri-urban agriculture in developed economies, both for cropping and for intensity patterns; furthermore, he sees the historical evolution of American and world agriculture fitting well with Von Thunen's theoretical principles. He ascribes the continued applicability of the theory to the impacts of the city and to the nature of agricultural production, and he sees the following factors as influencing this trend.

First, he sees urban residents using legislation and land-use controls to manipulate the evolution of the countryside in a planned and orderly fashion, resulting in land uses and cropping patterns that best serve the interests (viz à viz consumption patterns) of the market population. At the same time Schlebecker sees farmers as ineffective instruments of change
in the field of peri-urban agriculture for a variety of reasons, not least among them the fact that they lack the collective political power that distinguishes urban political entities.

Second, Schlebecker recognizes that some crops, by their very nature, are intensive users of inputs, thereby making them quite amenable to locations in the near vicinity of the urban market, regardless of the higher rent per unit land area. Other crops, however, are extensively cultivated and are far more economically cultivated at locations more distant from the urban center, where land rent per unit area is much lower.

However, Schlebecker cautions against the indiscriminate application of the Isolated State to today's peri-urban agriculture in developed countries. His recommendation is that the theory be applied on a macroscopic level so that the impacts of modern transportation and developments in food-preservation techniques may be accommodated. Furthermore, he sees such large-scale applications of the Isolated State to be more capable of ironing out irregularities in production patterns brought about by human actions, for example government programs and specialization of production. Regarding the shape of production zones, Schlebecker suggests they are shaped more like stars than concentric circles, as is suggested by Von Thunen, because their shape is determined most prominently by transportation lines that criss-cross the zones of production (see Figure 3, below).

Schlebecker qualifies his acceptance of the Isolated State in other ways as well. He recognizes that obvious changes have taken place since the early nineteenth century, among them changes in predominant fuels in household and factory use, consumer tastes, income, lifestyle, and a host of other particulars, all of which have their impact on the spatial distribution of agricultural production in peri-urban zones. Furthermore, he recognizes the large-scale effects of developments in transportation technology with regard to capacity, speed, availability, rates, and connectivity among outlying areas and transportability between them and the urban market at tolerable costs.
Figure 3. Land use patterns resulting from Von Thunen's agricultural cropping patterns, as modified by Schlebecker (1973).

Figure 3, above, illustrates today's peri-urban agricultural cropping patterns in developed countries as perceived by Schlebecker. In his pattern, Schlebecker suggests the presence of six consecutive zones of production. His zones are similar in number and kind to those proposed by Von Thunen, although they are shaped differently. Also like Von Thunen, Schlebecker assigns perishables production, which he terms "truck gardens," to Zone I of his pattern. Unlike Von Thunen, however, he permits this zone to extend deep into the countryside, unabated by the longer distances to the metropolitan market. This
outward extension of truck gardening is due primarily to the availability of reliable and speedy transportation and to advanced food-preservation technology. These factors are emphasized even further in Schlebecker's assigning production of highly perishable dairy products, particularly milk, to Zone II, which he does because of its need for large grazing pastures that are more commonly found at greater distances from urban centers, where land rent per unit area is low enough to make dairy production at these locations feasible, and yet where modern transportation and food-preservation techniques make the urban market accessible. Like Von Thunen, Schlebecker assigns grain production to Zones III and IV for basically the same reasons as did Von Thunen—that is, because of the extensive cultivation required for these crops and due to their low market price per unit product.

Schlebecker summarizes his design of his pattern, and the extent to which it relies on many of Von Thunen's original findings, by asserting the following:

In spite of amazing improvements in transportation, the words "near" and "far" are not yet synonymous. Economic distance has not yet been eliminated by any governmental action. The establishment of zones of agricultural specialization still operates as suggested by Von Thunen. (p. 35)

The above implies Schlebecker's perception of the dominant effect of cities and their markets on land uses in their proximate peri-urban zones. It is interesting, however, that Schlebecker adds spices, furs, and gold to the outermost zone of his pattern, perhaps in order to arrive at the same number of total production zones as was originally suggested by Von Thunen. In this, however, is an echo of Grotewald (1959), who in order to retain Von Thunen's intensity pattern suggested replacing perishables production in Zone I with urban services, which is just one more indication of the interrelatedness and competitiveness of land uses in the peri-urban zone, the difficulty of putting solid boundaries between land uses, and the impossibility giving any of them permanent placement status.
Sinclair and the Theoretical Construct

In his work entitled *The Theoretical Construct* (1967), Sinclair is highly critical of the Isolated State and of its indiscriminate application to peri-urban agriculture regardless of the degree of urbanization and level of technological development in the area to which it is applied. This view is based on his contentions that the theory's applicability depends on the precise identification of the factors responsible for the production and distribution of crops in a given peri-urban zone. What is lacking in Von Thunen's theory, in Sinclair's view, is specificity. Satisfying this lack makes feasible analyses of peri-urban agricultural zones, comparisons of contemporary peri-urban zones, and also comparisons across time periods. Sinclair asserts that recent developments in the fields of human organization, tastes, and habits, as well as achievements in the technologies of food preservation and agriculture have greatly influenced land-use practices in the peri-urban fringe as well as the processes of making agricultural siting decisions. Grotewald (1959) offers similar views on the effects of the changes that have occurred since the time that Von Thunen first proposed his theory, agreeing with Sinclair that these altered circumstances greatly curtail the applicability of the Isolated State. Consequently, Sinclair believes it is necessary to tie the application of the theory to the level of economic and technological development of the region under study. In short, Sinclair holds that more highly developed and urbanized circumstances obstruct the smooth application of the theory.

For example, Sinclair asserts that under highly developed conditions, the intensity of agricultural production will decrease in the direction of the market center, and finally vanish at the very center. This is so primarily because of uncertainties exacerbated by urbanization as well as other urban-related impacts unfavorable to agricultural production. This is, of course, precisely contrary to what is asserted under the Isolated State. Sinclair qualifies this assertion, however, limiting it to urban centers in the developed world, where
detrimental impacts of urbanization like pollution, littering, and land speculation (i.e., the threat of displacement) actively discourage crop production in peri-urban areas. Furthermore, Sinclair sees modern transportation as encouraging this trend toward less intensive agricultural production in the near vicinity of the urban market by easing access to more distant agricultural sites that offer both lower land rent per unit area and better growing (environmental) conditions. Sinclair believes these trends to be a direct outgrowth of economic and technological development. Consequently, he views the Isolated State as applicable to peri-urban agriculture in less developed economies, and progressively less applicable in progressively more developed economies.

As a result of his critical view of the Isolated State, Sinclair proposes his own model of peri-urban cropping patterns. Sinclair's model is composed of five consecutive zones encircling the urban market (see Figure 4). The diagram presented in Figure 4 is not identical to that presented in Sinclair's 1967 article, since his is made up of regular concentric circles similar to the zones of production shown in the Isolated State. The figure below, however, more closely represents Sinclair's views.
As shown in Figure 4, Sinclair's zones differ from Von Thunen's in that they are not quite circular. Their irregular, oscillating shape is a result of several factors, including the irregular growth of modern urban centers, environmental inconsistencies, human whims, governmental policies and regulations, and the impact of irregular lines of transportation that cross the region. His five production zones, counting from the center

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Greenhouses &amp; vacant land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>Vacant for recreation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>Grazing &amp; extensive furrowing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV.</td>
<td>Dairy &amp; field crops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V.</td>
<td>Specialized farming</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: Sinclair (1967).

Figure 4. Land utilization in the peri-urban and extended zone as predicted by Sinclair (1967).
outward, are as follows: (I) greenhouse cultivations with much vacant land; (II) vacant land for recreation; (III) grazing and extensive farming; (IV) dairy and field crop farming; (V) extensive farming. In Sinclair's model, extensive farming is limited to areas far outside the range of the detrimental impacts of urbanization, which Sinclair asserts deter agricultural land uses.

Sinclair cites several studies in support of his position. For example, he cites a study by Gottman (1961) on crop production in the northeastern U.S. megalopolis, and Lessinger's study (1956) on orchard replenishment in California, which was subjected to the pressure of advancing urbanization. Sinclair also reports on Krueger's study (1959) on Canada's "disappearing Niagara fruit belt." In reporting on these studies Sinclair highlights several findings and developing trends, including the dominance of factory farms in and around the megalopolis, the outward shift of dairy farming, the switch to short-term crops such as grain production at sites in the near vicinity of the urban market, and the spread of vacant land surrounding the cities.

Sinclair agrees, however, that not all kinds of agricultural production change with the approach of urbanization. Instead, he says, "where there are farming regions at the margins of expanding cities . . . such as the cash grain regions" (p. 86), there is not a great deal that urbanization can change. Under those circumstances, Sinclair argues, farming will continue unabated in one form or another until immediately before it is overrun by urbanization. Furthermore, Sinclair sees farmers turning to this kind of short-term, machine-intensive agriculture (particularly grain cultivation) as one way to alleviate the detrimental effects of urbanization on peri-urban agriculture.

This last point is significant to the present research, since it supports the hypothesis that short-term field crops are able to occupy locations in the near vicinity of the market under certain conditions, specifically, conditions similar to those outlined here by Sinclair.
Despite obvious differences among the three theorists (Von Thunen, Schlebecker, and Sinclair) on the subject of cropping patterns and production intensity patterns in peri-urban agriculture, many of the fundamental elements of their respective models share certain common threads. A summary of some of the most important of these follows:

1. All three models present peri-urban agriculture as consisting of several consecutive zones (between five and six) that engulf the urban market.

2. Production zones in each of the three models are the result primarily of a single factor, be it urbanization, distance to market, or man himself, rather than a multifactor process as is the case in actuality.

3. All three fail to incorporate the environment into their models as a major determinant of the spatial distribution of peri-urban agriculture.

4. There is little if any mixing of noncompatible crops in any single zone in any of the models.

5. All assign perishables production to the zone nearest the urban center, while limiting grain production to outer zones. One exception to this is in Sinclair's model, which admits 'a little' grain in areas near the market center that are threatened by urban encroachment. However, Sinclair's ascribing a little grain production to such a high-rent zone does not reflect a belief that revenues from grain yields could ever compete satisfactorily with urban land uses that generate considerably higher revenues. Instead, grain production at these sites is seen as a temporary condition at sites at the threshold of urban encroachment which land speculation has rendered useful for little else. What is special about grain production of this kind at these locations, according to Sinclair, is that it represents a short-term investment, is frequently machine produced, and that it requires
OTHER VIEWS ON THE ISOLATED STATE

Many writers on the Isolated State and present-day agriculture in peri-urban areas concern themselves not with the theory's applicability per se so much as with the degree of its applicability. Chisholm (1968), for example, examines the Isolated State on both the micro- and macroscopic levels for both developed and developing countries, and he finds that the microscopic level is more appropriate for checking the applicability of the theory. This is the case since its application on such a small scale tends to neutralize the impact of machinery and advanced technological achievements on the location of production, and at the same time highlights the influences created by the individual farmers, particularly with regard to the factor of distance between the fields of production and the market. Chisholm goes on to refute the notion that any single factor can be the sole determinant of the location of production, even if that single factor happens to be the distance to the consuming market. In Chisholm's words:

It is foolish to expect the single factor of distance--which is not even geographical distance but economic distance, related to transport charges--to account for all phenomena, or even always to provide readily discernable regularities. (p. 71)

Chisholm concludes by adding more factors as determinants of crop location, including such things as elements of the natural environment, socio-economic influences, and government policies.

Peet (1969) agrees that applying the Isolated State on a macroscopic level opens the door to spurious influences on the analysis, although he goes on to say that application of the theory on the macroscopic level does not completely undermine its applicability to present-day peri-urban agriculture. And yet Peet, too, adds additional factors or determinants that he posits affect crop location in the vicinity of the market, citing among
these elements of the natural environment and new technologies insofar as they are reflected in the forces of supply and demand. This latter view is shared by Dunn (1954). In his research, Peet tested for the applicability of the Isolated State on the macroscopic level in the Northeast United States and Western Europe, which may conveniently be tied together (Huff, 1981).

Peet concludes that a combination of factors (among them competition from foreign production, the fact that farming is more mixed than monocultural, and the unbalanced distribution of bodies of water and land masses) combine to militate against the development of consistent Thunian production patterns in the test area, mentioned above. Still, though, Peet sees many advantages to applying the theory. He asserts, for example, that doing so helps tie together in a causal fashion diverse aspects of an agricultural issue which might not otherwise lend themselves to causal analysis. An example of this would be discussing spatial changes in economic activity in a given region at the same time one discussed that region's level of technological development.

Muller (1973), in testing for the applicability of the Isolated State to peri-urban agriculture, also conducted his analysis on the macroscopic level, but did so in the northern plains states of the United States. Muller's findings are positive and show "a persistence of concentric contours focused upon the megalopolis" (p. 237). Muller explains these concentric zones in terms of the distance-to-market factor, which he suggests has shaped American agriculture since the early nineteenth century.

Schlebecker (1973) shares Muller's views on the historical evolution of American agriculture, but does so in a fashion that suggests agreement with the implications of the Isolated State. For example, he differs with Muller insofar as the latter accepts the importance of deviations from the patterns advanced by the Isolated State, particularly in areas with large population concentrations. This opinion is shared by Kellerman (1977),
who also tested for the applicability of the Isolated State. Kellerman’s study analyzed American agriculture in 3076 counties in the conterminous United States; unlike Muller, however, he found the theory not applicable to today’s peri-urban agriculture in developed areas. It is worth noting that Kellerman applied factors other than distance in his examination of the validity of the Isolated State; these "other" factors included such things as urbanization factors, characterization of the market, and elements of the natural environment. It should be noted, though, that in the modified version of the Isolated State, which Von Thunen presented in later years, he introduced more factors of production as determinants of crop location in peri-urban areas. The major reason for these later changes are grounded in increasing the scale of application of the theory to a macroscopic level. This new scale covered more land area, more settlements, varying environmental conditions, varied means of transport, and other factors (Hall, 1966:227). This further reinforces the significance of the scale of application when judging the applicability of the findings of the Isolated State to any particular cropping pattern, or when attempting to determine which factors of production that might influence these cropping patterns.

Grotewald (1959) also finds the Isolated State not applicable to present-day peri-urban agriculture, but he ascribes this incompatibility to changes in factors of production and distribution that have occurred since Von Thunen’s time. Grotewald asserts that these changes have rendered the Isolated State obsolete. In his own words Grotewald has this to say:

A theory is applicable only if its propositions are applicable . . . . [The Isolated State’s] propositions regarding the production, transportation, and consumption of agricultural commodities are no longer applicable. Otherwise, there is nothing faulty in the theory. (p. 347)

Grotewald goes on to suggest that advancements in technology, transportation, as well as changes in tastes and patterns of consumer demand have all reduced the ability of the peri-
urban areas to satisfy the consumption demands of the urban center. At the same time, however, these same changes have brought to the urban consumer easy and affordable access to more distant agricultural locations and, consequently, have reduced to a minimum the competitive edge once possessed by farmers cultivating crops in the peri-urban fringe of urban market centers. The result of all of this, according to Grotewald, is that fewer perishables are being produced in the peri-urban fringe, and this to the advantage of more distant sites where environmental conditions are more amenable to the production of these crops. Grotewald cites particularly the cities of St. Louis, Kansas City, and Chicago as illustrations of the findings and patterns he describes in his study.

It is worth noting, however, that Grotewald suggests that perishables production in peri-urban areas would be replaced with services, so that the intensity gradient would continue to rise in the direction of the market center, where it would finally peak in accordance with the views of Von Thunen.

Two additional points must be raised in regard to Grotewald's findings and conclusions about peri-urban agriculture and Von Thunen's Isolated State. First, although Grotewald promotes the production of more perishable crops at sites more distant from the urban market, he does not (for environmental and other reasons) ever specify any agricultural crops that might replace the declining production of perishables in this high-demand peri-urban environment, suggesting instead that urban services would fill the vacuum. This brings us to the second point, which is that the Isolated State is a theory applicable exclusively to crop production, and not to activities and/or land uses that originate in the urban areas themselves. This is, in fact, the theory's most distinctive feature. Accordingly, introducing urban services into a model wherein they share cropping patterns created by agricultural factors in the model in such a way that the theory's predicted intensity gradient is preserved undermines the very essence of the theory. In fact,
doing so subverts the theory and converts it into a theory of location in a long series that concentrates on activities other than agriculture and which then addresses land uses under urban pressure, adopting an urban orientation, and considering agricultural variables only as an alternatives. It should be noted here as well that production rings in the Isolated State are not necessarily intensity rings (Hall, 1966; Peterson, 1944).
CHAPTER III

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS ON THE LOCATION OF INDIVIDUAL CROPS IN THE PERI-URBAN FRINGE

INTRODUCTION

Von Thunen and subsequent theorists limit the production of perishable crops to the peri-urban zone closest to the market center for a number of reasons, including the very fact of their perishability, the impact of urbanization, the cultivation characteristics of some crops, as well as other reasons already touched upon. At the same time these researchers assign the cultivation of grain crops to locations more distant from the market center. More recent writers on peri-urban agriculture, however, many of whom are not constrained by any specific academic treatments of the subject, have contradicted these theoretical assertions. Consequently, more recent writings on the subject of peri-urban agriculture has put forward views on the locations of various crops in the near vicinity of the urban market center that differ in various ways from traditional literature on the subject.

Examples of these new views on crop location in peri-urban zones include the finding that perishable crops are being cultivated at sites more distant from the urban center. This has become recently possible since transportation and refrigeration technology has virtually eliminated perishability as a limitation on the transport of otherwise "perishable" corps. At the same time, grain cultivation is also no longer viewed as restricted to outlying regions, as is suggested in the conventional literature. This new development is being introduced by writers who are challenging the "extensive-cultivation" argument that has for
decades been used to explain why grain crops in fact were limited to outlying sites.

It is clear that many of the changes being noted in the locations of crops around the urban market are the result of new sets of factors, primarily those resulting from technological innovations, which are influencing agricultural production and its siting in ways much different from the influences of only a few decades ago.

The following discussion shall focus on just two crop categories—grains and perishables—and shall look at recent spatial arrangements of cropping patterns for them as well as at the factors most prominently influencing these patterns.

**CHANGES IN THE LOCATION OF PERISHABLES PRODUCTION RELATIVE TO THE MARKET CENTER**

The literature on peri-urban agriculture indicates that perishables production in developed world economies occupies two primary locations—sites in the near vicinity of metropolitan centers, and sites farther outside them (Symons, 1967; OECD, 1979). The locations of the close-in sites can be explained in terms of their accessibility to the market; however, the newer, more distant sites must be explained in terms of the increased access to better food technology and modern transportation that makes more feasible the growing of perishable crops greater distances from the market, where better environmental conditions and lower land rent per unit area, respectively, enhance yields and increase net revenues.

Chisholm (1968) maintains that cultivating environmentally more suitable locations results in earlier harvests, which in turn command higher prices; this increased income, then, offsets the extra transportation costs incurred by cultivating distant locations. Grigg (1969) shares this view, and adds that cultivating crops in environmentally more amenable sites reduces production cost per unit product and enhances productivity per unit area, both
at no increase in cost per unit production. Johnson (1969) asserts that the greater distances for transporting goods produced at more distant sites is easy to accommodate by means of new technologies and modern transportation. These influences are so strong, in fact, according to Johnson, that it is becoming both logistically and economically feasible to market Colorado's lettuce in Boston, thousands of miles from the point of production.

This outward migration of perishables production is also upheld by Grotewald (1959), who asserts that vegetables production in the vicinity of major midwestern cities has lately been declining in favor of more beneficial distant cultivation sites. In support of this view, Grotewald cites the cities of Chicago, St. Louis, and Kansas City, where he has observed and verified this trend. Grotewald explains the locational shift of perishables production by citing a low-cost transportation system connecting the Midwest with out-of-state locations where production conditions (particularly those pertaining to the environment) are more conducive to perishables production.

One major goal of cultivating crops where it is environmentally suitable is to satisfy the interests of certain categories of food producers who seek higher quality, more homogeneous, and more stable production. Examples of these food producers include chain stores and fast food businesses in the United States, which are rapidly increasing their share of the food market, particularly with regard to perishables, since both are interested in high quality, homogenous production. Moreover, the rise in competition between fresh and preserved food producers in many ways boosts the attractiveness of outer locations, where most foods targeted for preservation are supposedly cultivated (Woolverton, 1987). However, due to developed transportation, these outer sites are proving to be an acceptable alternative growing site for produce that is normally marketed fresh (Isard, 1956). Schoenemann (1987) discusses this trend as it pertains to the cultivation and marketing of potatoes:
The supply side is only one dimension of potato marketing; the other ingredient is consumer demand. Over quite a few years the percentage of the crop sold in the fresh form has continually declined while the volume of potatoes used in processed forms has expanded. (p. 22)

Obviously, the situation with potato marketing applies equally well to a number of other crops that are conventionally consumed in both their fresh and processed forms. An additional factor is that processed produce is trimmed of its unnecessary portions, which reduces its weight and bulk, and in turn makes it more economically transportable. It should be noted in this discussion of the competition between fresh and processed produce that prices for fresh produce have in the past two decades risen more sharply than have prices for processed agricultural commodities. Miles (1977) points out that "between 1960 and 1972 retail prices for fresh perishable produce rose by 51 percent as compared to a rise of only 30 percent for processed fruits and vegetables, and a rise of only 32 percent for all cereal, bakery, and dairy products" (p. 42).

Krueger (1978) studied the locations of perishables cultivation in the Niagara fruit belt of Ontario, Canada, for the period 1931-1971, focusing on ten townships on or close to the south shore of Lake Ontario between the town of Hamilton and the Niagara River. He found that, except for grapes, the acreage cultivated with different fruit trees in peri-urban zones has been declining since 1951. At the same time, the number of fruit orchards has been increasing at locations more distant from the town of Hamilton. At the same time, he found that urbanization obstructed the replenishment of orchards in Hamilton's peri-urban areas, keeping production intensity low. This in turn promoted even further declines, therefore reducing its competitiveness against more rewarding urban land uses seeking those same sites. This trend has not held for the cultivation of grapes, however, and Krueger explains this fact in terms of the high resilience of the vines to varied environmental conditions, including varied types of soil, which he ascribes to durable new European hybrids.
The OECD (1979) cites both the truck and improved storage, as the major threat to perishables production near the urban markets. This is so, it is explained, because these new developments have "brought into the market a number of new suppliers whose costs are much lower. As a result, a shift is taking place in major producing areas away from growing agglomerations and sometimes to remote rural areas" (p. 27).

Schlebecker (1973), who has much in common with Von Thunen and who assigns perishables production to the first zone of his cropping pattern, still permits this zone to extend deep into the countryside unabated by the lengthening distance to the market, primarily because of fast refrigerated trucks. Johnson (1969) shares this view.

THE TWO-LOCATION INITIATIVE OF PERISHABLES PRODUCTION

The notion of two locations engaged in perishables production, one in the near vicinity of the metropolitan center and the other farther away from it, is abundant in the literature dealing with developed world agriculture (Laut, 1968; Jumper, 1969; Chisholm, 1968). The OECD (1979) reports that up to 70 percent of the vegetables marketed in Vienna, Austria, in 1975 came from small holdings in the vicinity of the city. However, the OECD finds the truck and improved storage capabilities associated with more distant production areas to be major threats to perishables production near the urban markets. Otte (1974) reports that about 60 percent of all vegetables sold in 1969 came from SMSAs, as did 43 percent of the fruits and nuts. Jumper (1969) explains the situation as follows:

Traditionally, vegetable farms in the United States have been classed as either market gardens or truck farms. The immediate environs of large cities are favored locations for market gardens, which consist of small intensively cultivated plots producing a wide variety of vegetables for nearby urban markets. Truck farms, on the other hand, locate some distance from their markets, contain relatively large acreages, and specialize in a limited variety of vegetables. (p. 311)
Symons (1967) presents a number of characteristics about these two sites of perishables production, and uses the same terms to denote them. Urban demand for perishables is satisfied from both locations, and not from one alone. There is a trend toward higher intensity production in the near vicinity of the market in order to compensate for higher land rent in these locations. Further, outer regions produce their crops earlier in the season, which brings higher revenues. She cites in this regard agricultural areas along the English Channel, the coastal lowlands of France, the Low countries, the Rhone Valley, the North African Coast, the Southeast coastal plains of the United States, and regions of drier climates farther west, notably those in Colorado and California. Additionally, Symons counts irrigation as a major factor in the cultivation of perishable crops in outlying regions and a stabilizing force for better quality produce.

Murphey (1982) also plays down the impact of linear distance to market on "perishable truck crops" cultivated under suitable environmental conditions at sites more distant from the market, since urban areas can afford the extra costs associated with marketing fresh produce. He cites Holland and Denmark, which possess sandy soils that produce early in the season and therefore command premium prices in neighboring European markets. Murphey sees a similar situation developing in the U.S., "with its highly developed system of fast, low-cost transportation and country-wide competition from fruit and vegetable crops grown in Florida and California, [which] limits the scope of market gardening around cities in other parts of the country" (p. 146).

Chisholm (1968) describes perishables production in England as occupying two distinct locations as follows:

As to horticulture, a glance at a land use map of this country will show at once that there is a marked concentration of market gardening in certain areas of the country. Broadly speaking, the areas may be divided into those which are situated adjacent to major urban areas and those which are located where natural conditions of soil and climate are peculiarly favorable. (p. 82)
This notion of the growing role of environmental condition in the locating of agricultural production is supported by the findings of a study conducted by the "glasshouse" (greenhouse) industry in Britain, which analyzed the costs of perishables production under various conditions. The study's findings "showed a net savings of over £2 million annually if all glasshouses [in Britain] were to be located in the climatically most favorable southern parts of the country" (Bennett, 1963:167).

Laut (1968) agrees with the above findings of his contemporaries, i.e., that outer regions enjoy a more specialized production which relies on a more cooperative environment and lower land rent per unit area. Still, Laut suggests that farms at inner sites can market their produce at low cost and on short notice, something that appears to be vital for many perishable products marketed as fresh produce.

Peet (1969) describes the use of outer locations for crop production as inevitable. He explains this outward migration primarily in terms of the rising demand for food in the urban markets, both quantitatively and qualitatively, which stems from the inadequacy of the peri-urban zone to satisfy the rising demands of the urban consumer either spatially, environmentally, or qualitatively. For example, Belkin (1985) points out that "a decade ago, the average supermarket carried 9,000 items; today it carries 22,000" (p. D 1). Jamison (1968) notes rising inventories in urban supermarkets as indicative of increased quantitative demand on the part of urban market centers.

THE ROOTS OF THE DICHOTOMY IN THE LOCATION OF PERISHABLES PRODUCTION

According to Furuseth and Pierce (1982), the dichotomy in the location of crops in the near versus the distant vicinity of the urban market stems primarily from the method by which the value of the land sites in these locations are determined. This is true largely
because the assessment of urban land value involves a variety of criteria that include environmental, economic, and urbanization characteristics. Furuseth and Pierce put the matter as follows:

In considering the value of agriculture within an urban society, the initial task is to identify those lands which have the greatest potential agricultural value. This could be done by calculating the economic or monetary yield attainable from a parcel, or by using soil and climatic data to determine which land needs the least energy, fertilizer, and other external inputs and has the fewest environmental hazards. (p. 15)

The authors point out that the impact an urban area has on its surrounding fringe varies with the size of the urban center. In smaller urban centers, those with fewer than 50,000 people, peri-urban areas are more rapidly converted from agricultural to nonagricultural uses than are those of larger urban centers. The authors refer the phenomenon to the trend toward the decentralization of urbanization that began in the sixties. They maintain that this condition of more rapid turnover of land to nonagricultural use creates greater uncertainty about the future availability of existing agricultural land sites in these smaller urban centers, which discourages the use of these sites for perishables production. It should be noted here that although perishables production may be initiated on short notice, it does not flourish under conditions of uncertainty, because the cost of start-up is high and it requires a good deal of time to create a market for perishables produce, particularly where direct farm sales is a major business goal.

In fact, evidence suggests that perishables production is spreading fast in the peri-urban zones of the metropolises of developed world economies, too. Bowler (1981) ascribes this trend to three factors: "The wide spread of car ownership, purchases of deep-freezers, and increased leisure time" (p. 307). Woolverton (1987) verifies Bowler's view.

Consumers want good-tasting fresh vegetables. Consumption is on the rise. This has created a flourishing demand for fresh vegetables at farmer markets, roadside stands, and U-pick operations. It has also created a way for some farmers to keep a larger share of the consumer's retail dollars. (p. 15)
Phipps (1983) holds that the incidence of perishables production at both near and distant locations can be explained because the same farmers invest in both areas in order to augment the natural environment and to overcome its limitations, depending on the circumstances at hand. This view has been stated previously by Krueger (1976). A case in point would be that of greenhouse culture found in peri-urban areas, which is designed to combat the inconveniences and incompatibility of surrounding environmental conditions with the cultivated crop.

Phipps recognizes the significance both of environmental factors such as soil types, topography, drainage, etc., and socio-economic factors such as the farmer's life history and his technical skills in the development of specific land uses. Still, he acknowledges that "there is little, if any, agreement as to the weight that should be given to physical and economic factors in the implementation of land use policies" (p. 61). Consequently, he advises against broad generalizations on this subject, suggesting instead that the issue be handled on a case-by-case basis. However, Phipps believes that with increased economic commitment, adjustments of established land uses become more and more stringent. He concludes that there are more factors involved in the production and spatial distribution of crops than one can count. Accordingly, part of the outcome of any analysis of land use patterns "may not be attributable to any known pattern. Furthermore, some influences attributed to socio-economic factors might be redundant with physical patterns and should therefore be reinterpreted" (p. 69).

The OECD (1979) suggests that not one but two opposing forces affect cropping and intensity production patterns in peri-urban areas--land rents and uncertainty. It is argued that whereas the first increases capital and labor commitments, the second reduces them. Accordingly, it is expected that different crops, as well as the same crop at different sites and under different conditions, would react differently to these two contradictory
forces.

Jumper (1969) agrees that more than one factor determines the sites of perishables production, for locations both near or far from the market center. Nonetheless, he sees the major determinant of the actual cultivation site to be the quality, availability, and cost of transportation. Thus, Jumper argues that environmental suitability is not the sole determinant of the siting of perishable crops any more than is the distance-to-market factor. Instead, individual siting decisions are made in the context of alternative packages, since each choice would only satisfy part of the producer's needs.

This theme of the interrelatedness of the factors of production is sustained by Murphey (1982), who encourages a broad-based approach to determining the most prominently operative set of factors in agricultural production patterns:

Physical factors do not operate alone and may often be of relatively minor importance. The significance of location and of spatial relations especially is clear in accounting for land use and may often override the importance of local soils. (p. 146)

Murphey ranks both technology and demography ahead of soils as factors determining crop location. He perceives the relationship between market gardens and truck farming as competitive instead of complementary, with market gardens exploiting their near proximity to the urban market while truck farming counters with more suitable environmental conditions while still providing low-cost transportation. In Murphey's words:

Market garden areas are distinguished from truck gardens or truck farming because they are right next to the city, whereas truck farming may be carried on wherever transport gives it access to a market at bearable cost. Market gardens have to use what soil they find in the city environs, but even if the soil is poor, nearness to the market outweighs most soil disadvantages and makes it profitable to invest in soil improvements. (p. 146)

Murphey observes that Florida and California provide illustrations of exploiting on a national scale geographical locations relatively distant from the primary national market (the northeast megalopolis), wherein they enjoy the environmental and economic advantages of
their locations, while modern transportation systems still provide profitable access to the market.

**THE FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION**

The discussion thus far indicates that more perishables are being cultivated at sites that are distant from urban centers than ever before, and that this is so primarily in an effort to exploit environmental and economic advantages (i.e., better growing conditions and lower rent), as well as to avoid the adverse impacts of urbanization. Furthermore, it has been shown here that the application of new technologies and modern transportation, among other things, has greatly reinforced this outward migration of perishables production. These developments, then, raise the important question of whether the forces that are currently promoting the out-migration of perishables production are strong enough to completely uproot remaining levels of perishables cultivation in the near vicinity of the urban market. If the answer to this question is "no," then one must follow-up by asking what force or forces are at work to preserve the cultivation of perishable crops in the peri-urban zone.

Finding the answer to this last question is a major goal of the present research. This requires expanding the research beyond the issue of environmental necessities of basic crop production, and encompasses an investigation of not just that whole class of factors pertaining to urbanization, but also to characteristics of the perishable crops themselves. Included in such an investigation would be an analysis of marketing strategies that influence the location decisions for perishable crops.

A second and related issue is that of the locations of other crops relative to the urban center, particularly grains, which prior theory has limited to the most distant tiers of peri-urban cropping patterns. However, this theoretical location assignment has
historically been made for reasons that are no longer as defensible as they once were, again, largely because of advances in the fields of agricultural and transportation technologies, as will be shown next.

THE CULTIVATION OF PERISHABLES IN THE NEAR VICINITY OF THE URBAN MARKET

Central to this issue is determining the factor or factors that keep perishables production close to the market center, despite the many forces that actively push it away from the urban center. Among these are high land rent, the apparent adverse effect of urbanization, less than optimal environmental conditions, and many others.

The literature shows that perishables production occurs on an appreciable scale in the near vicinity of the urban market (Jumper, 1969; OECD, 1979; and others). Otte (1974), for example, reports that up to 60 percent of the vegetable crop sold in the United States in 1969 came from SMSAs, as did 43 percent of the fruit crop. Otte reports further that land under cultivation for fruits, nuts, and vegetables in U.S. SMSAs during the decade 1959 to 1969 increased rather than decreased.

Otte divides agricultural activity occurring in peri-urban areas and divides it into two major categories—that which competes with nonagricultural land uses in the same physical areas, and that which complements such activities. He finds that crops of the first category have a more difficult time surviving the nonagricultural pressures that are building in the peri-urban zones. Furthermore, Otte sees the perishability factor itself as increasing the chances of siting these vegetable crops closer to the market center.

Blair (1980) reports that a significant portion of the perishable crop in England is cultivated in peri-urban zones, although this is deemed a mixed blessing. On the negative side, Blair points to the detrimental impact of urbanization on peri-urban agriculture,
including factors like vandalism, littering, traffic, dogs, pollution, and trespassing. On the positive side, though, Blair sees the cultivation of perishable crops in peri-urban zones as benefitting crops that are vulnerable to long-distance hauling or to time lapses between harvesting and marketing. Cultivating the peri-urban zone conserves transportation resources and costs. Finally, Blair suggests that near proximity to the urban environment provides peri-urban agriculture with the managerial expertise it needs, enhances farm-based recreation, and increases part-time employment, since perishables farming lends itself more readily than do other kinds of farming to part-time commitments. He holds that urban and agricultural environments, as represented in the peri-urban zone, enjoy a host of activities that reflect mutual benefit and attraction, among them the provision of camp sites and other recreational activity facilities, U-pick fields, direct sales of fresh produce to urban consumers, home-delivery, all of which are integral to the business of perishables production.

It is worth noting that Blair's study was conducted in Essex County, England, one of Britain's leading agricultural counties. He found there that between 1960 and 1973 full-time employment in agriculture declined 51.2 percent. Furthermore, during the same period the incidence of part-time employment outside the agricultural sector undertaken by Essex farmers rose substantially, a situation reminiscent of circumstances faced by U.S. farmers. The significance of these developments is that they open the door for perishables production in peri-urban areas, since this form of agriculture is relatively well suited to part-time employment for persons outside the agricultural sector.

Bowler (1981) also writes on agriculture in Britain, focusing on strategies for combatting the effects of the drop in market prices for British produce that occurred as a result of the dumping of low-cost produce in the British market by European Economic Community (EEC) countries. Bowler reports that one way British farmers devised for
dealing with the situation was to reduce, if not eliminate altogether, marketing expenses for their produce. As Bowler puts it, they arranged to have "a portion of their produce . . . sold directly to the consumer, since the value added through the regular distribution of those commodities . . . can be as high as 40% of their retail price" (p. 307).

Bowler describes several methods British peri-urban farmers employed in marketing their produce directly to consumers, including door-to-door sales, farm sales, family shops, roadside stalls, shop deliveries, and urban market stalls. However, Bowler specifies "pick-your-own" (PYO) as the most productive technique, and he sees this marketing technique spreading widely in the peri-urban zones of major British conurbations, particularly in those near areas noted for their quality fruits and vegetables. Finally, he reports that perishables producers in peri-urban areas do compete against one another to occupy locations closer to the market center, a trend that he terms "location exploitation."

The OECD (1979) agrees that cultivating peri-urban areas results in numerous locational advantages, including a shorter distance to market, access to a larger pool of farm labor, and the availability of highly fragmented sites that would otherwise be fit for few uses, if any, at locations removed to greater distances from urban-related activities.

Symons (1967) acknowledges that developments in transportation have helped to diffuse market gardening over wider areas, deep into the rural countryside. However, she finds that large cities retain greater amounts of horticulture in their immediate vicinity, which she ascribes primarily to the higher intensity production that horticulture achieves. This characteristic of production fits well with higher land rents found closer to the market center. Gregor (1957), who also associates perishables production with the peri-urban fringe, differs with others in attributing the association to land fragmentation, which land speculation in peri-urban areas helps to promote. This view is shared by the OECD
Jumper (1969) has a great deal in common with Sinclair (1967) regarding the latter's "theoretical construct" pertaining to the declining intensity of agricultural production as one nears the market center. Still, Jumper finds that perishables do not follow this model of lower intensity and are, in fact, produced at higher intensity levels the closer one approaches to the market center, especially in areas where land resources are in short supply, as in California. It is well known, of course, that urbanization's threat to peri-urban land in California is real. Instead, Jumper reports that Californians cultivate these peri-urban fringes with perishable crops intensively, an indication of the stability of perishables production as a short-term investment.

Von Eckardt (1964) deals with the subject of perishables production in peri-urban areas in the northeastern U.S. megalopolis, where land is under extreme pressure from urbanization, and where farming is sophisticated relative to farming in rural areas. However, Von Eckardt explains peri-urban agriculture in this region more in terms of the nearby market's extraordinary purchasing power and the higher unit price that agricultural production can command. Von Eckardt, then, sees the production of perishable crops in these areas as influenced primarily by their commanding higher prices per unit product. This requires, says Von Eckardt, that among other things the producers must act as smart managers as well as competent farmers, selecting the proper crops for cultivation as well as managing its cultivation correctly.

Von Eckardt lists among the products most suitable to this metropolitan market fruits, tobacco, nursery stock, greenhouse products, white potatoes, and other greenhouse specialties. He observes that the "center of mushroom production in the U.S. is in southeastern Pennsylvania, within overnight shipping distance of all large cities of the megalopolis" (p. 51). Von Eckardt acknowledges that competition for land uses is fierce in
this area and that this competitive pressure forces agriculture to become more compact, intensive, and mechanized. Some growers, however, are yielding to this pressure and are relocating to more distant and less expensive sites.

Finally, Von Eckardt recommends agricultural zoning as a means of curbing the threat of urbanization on agricultural land in the northeast megalopolis, so that agricultural production will become more stable. This, in turn, should encourage, among other things, the cultivation of capital intensive perishables.

SHIFTS IN THE LOCATION OF GRAIN PRODUCTION
RELATIVE TO THE URBAN MARKET

The argument regarding the disparities between theory and practice in the spatial distribution of perishables production is every bit as prominent for the spatial distribution of grain production. In the case of grains, however, the argument takes an opposite geographical, or directional, course.

Both Von Thunen (1826) and Schlebecker (1973) assign grain production to the outer zones of their cropping patterns, where land rent per unit area is much lower than at sites closer to the center. This, they claim, compensates for a number of factors, including the low market price per unit product which these crops earn, their low intensity cultivation per unit area, and their relatively high transportation costs per unit land area. For Sinclair (1967), however, in whose model the majority of grain production is assigned to outer locations where the impact of urbanization is least noticeable, there nonetheless exists a limited amount of grain production in the zone closest to the urban market. Sinclair, after all, views urbanization as a destabilizing factor in long-term agricultural land uses in the peri-urban zone, whereas grain production represents a short-term investment, requiring limited capital expenditure and relatively little labor. These factors make grain cultivation a
suitable "temporary" investment for land that is threatened by imminent urban overrun. To reiterate, Sinclair makes it clear that grain production in the near vicinity of the market is only a temporary solution for sites on the verge of being overrun by nonagricultural uses, a point which the present research proposes to reconsider for reasons explained below.

Assertions by Von Thunen, Schlebecker, and others to the effect that grain production, which is acreage-extensive and commands a relatively low price per unit area of cultivation, is not suitable in the vicinity of urban markets where land rent is high, are becoming less and less convincing. In fact, recent literature on grain production questions one of the field's fundamental assertions, indicating that extensive production with low productivity per unit area is not the invariable condition for grain cultivation. Instead, as a result of advances in the field of agricultural technology (and many of the same ones that have allowed perishables production to move away from the urban center), grain production may be practiced more intensively than ever before, with yields per unit area more than double traditional levels (Schneider, 1986).

There are a number of ways to achieve such notable increases in productivity, and among these, research into environmental effects of the locating of grain production is proving highly rewarding. The Farm Journal (January, 1986), for example, suggests that farmers could raise land productivity in the cultivation of corn to up to 160 bushels per acre from the present level of 100 bushel by, among other things, stepping up fertilizer and herbicide application, and, much more importantly, by redistributing plants into narrower rows. This, according to the Farm Journal, would result in better soil utilization, an environmental factor. Smith (1986) agrees that more suitable environmental conditions are capable of raising corn production to up to 200 bushels per acre, although he argues that doing so requires, among other things, planting corn in wider rows, which, despite its contradiction of the above, is again an application of environmental factors to production
questions. Schneider (1986) summarizes some of the profound changes in grain
production, summarizing the highlights as follows:

Corn farmers in the Middle West will average a record 120 bushels an acre this
year, nearly five times the average yield in the mid 1930s . . . . Farmers in the
European Economic Community recently started planting a new winter wheat
variety that has produced crops that are 20 percent larger than before. And
several American companies have introduced new hybrid wheat varieties in the
last three years [that] increase yields by 30 percent in some areas. (p. F2)

Looking exclusively at wheat productivity in the U.S., though, one finds startling
variations in production, "ranging from an average of 75.0 bushels per acre in Arizona
down to an average of 13.2 bushels per acre in South Dakota" (Heid, 1979:98; 1976
statistics). Baldridge and Bowman (1987) report even higher wheat yields than those
reported by Heid; largely due to access to sufficient water supplies through a combination
of rainfall and irrigation, Montana achieved productivity as high as 86.3 bushels per acre
(p. 8; 1986 statistics). However, in the absence of such water supplies, average yields at
these same Montana sites dropped to as low as 44.0 bushels per acre. It should be noted
that these yield differences reflect intensity differences, too; furthermore, that they are so
startling weakens propositions advanced by Von Thunen and others that grain production is
exclusively extensive.

A similar argument could be made regarding grain pricing per unit product, which
has been enhanced by the opening of international markets for grain exports. Ikerd (1985)
reports the following:

Food grain exports almost tripled in the last 25 years. Feed grain exports have
increased by four and one half times . . . . In 1983, feed grain exports were
equal to 40 percent of total production compared with exports of only 10
percent of production in 1959-61. Food grain exports have risen to 65 percent
of production in 1983 compared to less than 50 percent in the earlier period. (p.
14)

Ikerd also reports that international marketing of perishable crops is far less significant than
for grains.
The U.S. Department of Commerce (1981) puts it even more directly: "Driven by expanding foreign demand, cropland harvested rose rapidly, reaching 353 million acres in 1980," up from 289 million acres in 1972. Table I, below, shows figures for U.S. wheat harvested, marketed, and exported in the years 1976-1982. The table also shows price supports in dollars, as well as the market price per bushel. The table shows that wheat exports have lately reached very high levels, as did the average market price. This is also true for price supports paid by the federal government to wheat growers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production and Carryover (in millions of bushels)</th>
<th>Exports (in millions of bushels)</th>
<th>Price Supports (national average loan rate in dollars/bushel)</th>
<th>Average Price (in dollars per bushel)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>2807</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>3148</td>
<td>1124</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>2953</td>
<td>2031</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>3076</td>
<td>2158</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>2376</td>
<td>1514</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>2799</td>
<td>1771</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>2812</td>
<td>1509</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCE:** Chicago Board of Trade, 1980; 1983.

The figures in Table I highlight two findings, which at first glance may appear paradoxical. The first is that linear distance to the proximate market center should drop in significance, and this most likely to the advantage of regional, national, or even international markets largely because of the large share of exports compared to wheat sold within the U.S. This should be even more the case where one knows that the majority of the grain will pass through intermediate processing prior to its human consumption. In
sum, these developments reflect the ability of the grain crop to carry extra production costs, whether from higher land rent per unit area, which characterizes locations in the peri-urban zones, or from greater distances to market centers, which generally are also transit points, be they seaports, rail terminals with grain elevators, or assembly points where grain crops are assembled for further processing and marketing in processed form.

The second of the two findings pertains to the market price for grain per unit product, which established theory assumes to be low regardless of market demand; however, grain price is seen to improve by the opening and development of international markets for grain exports. As we have seen, export markets have expanded dramatically in the past two decades, and one would expect, then, that prices will have risen correspondingly (see Table I). It should be added that acreage sown is generally based on the previous two year's yield/income. Moreover, agricultural acreage responds slowly to changes in market prices.

Based on the above two sets of findings, then, it is hypothesized that the location of grain production will not necessarily be limited to locations relatively distant from urban centers, since convenient environmental factors and access to more intensive production per unit area, among other things, will tend to rectify many of the inconveniences which near proximity to urban centers might create. Consequently, the feasibility of grain production in the near vicinity of many urban centers is seen as greatly enhanced.

The above undermines assertions limiting production of grains in peri-urban areas to the outer portions of the zone, and also promotes a new patterning of agricultural production in these peri-urban areas. In this new pattern, a new tendency to mix crops in a single zone is replacing the old patterns of zonal patterning of production. Moreover, size as well as characteristics of the urban market has a great deal to do with crop selection in the peri-urban zone.
CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

OF THE MODEL

The present research addresses agricultural production intensity and cropping patterns in peri-urban areas of developed countries and the forces influencing them, particularly as this occurs for individual crops. The crops under study are vegetables, greenhouse culture, and wheat. Wheat production will represent grain production in the empirical analysis. The review of literature has shown that there exist variations between the findings reported by theoretical studies and by other recent literature written on this subject.

These variations from the theoretical expectations result largely from the impact of variables that earlier theorists on peri-urban agriculture failed to take into account; these variables narrow even further the discussion about the purported "new" locations for the cultivation of both grains and perishables at defined sites in the peri-urban zone. These "new" locations of agricultural production in peri-urban zones are at the heart of the present research, and are addressed in the two hypotheses this study is pursuing.

The two hypotheses of the present study recognize the sectoral patterning of crops in the peri-urban zone. This is obvious from the admission of grain production to the immediate vicinity of the market while at the same time defending the continued production of perishables in the same locations, albeit for different reasons. This fact makes it logical that single crops be addressed individually rather than as crop families, lending the research
criteria more readily to empirical testing. It also raises expectations for more accurate findings. A detailed explanation of the author's two hypotheses at the core of the present research and a discussion of the research topic from the point of view of the literature in the field follows.

**HYPOTHESIS NUMBER ONE: THE LOCATION OF PERISHABLE CROPS PRODUCTION IN THE PERI-URBAN ZONE**

The literature shows that changes in the structure and pricing of transportation, as well as prominent advances in technology, do in fact make feasible perishables production at locations relatively distant from the market center. Still, even these drastic locational shifts stop short of overturning Von Thunen's spatial pattern of perishable crop production. Even in the wake of the past century's great changes in technology and transportation, perishables production has continued to be located primarily in the vicinity of metropolitan marketplaces, even in cases when environmental conditions in those locations were less than optimal for perishables production. This situation is a result, largely, of those criteria that historically tie perishable crops to the metropolis.

With better technology and transportation, more perishables may be produced at locations that are more environmentally suited to their production; these locations are characteristically rural and more distant from the urban market. However, lower land rents per unit area, lower transportation costs per unit product/mile, and greater yield per unit area (achieved as a result of improved environmental conditions) combine to offset the effects of the greater distance to the market.

Regardless of this trend, however, perishables production in the near vicinity of the urban market will not necessarily be eliminated, as one might expect it would be. Instead, it is hypothesized that perishable crops will continue to be produced in these peri-urban
zones near metropolitan market centers due to factors other than those of the natural environment. These are expected to relate to: (a) characteristics of the perishable crops, and (b) characteristics of the metropolitan areas. Although nonmetropolitan areas might see an increase in perishables production over time, this increase would not significantly displace perishables production presently taking place in peri-urban zones. This assertion restates hypothesis number one, and the present research intends to empirically test this hypothesis.

Those factors seen to encourage the production of perishable crops in the peri-urban zone include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) The willingness of urban residents to pay higher prices for perishable goods in order for them to be obtained fresh. Statistics clearly show that the market price for perishables sold fresh is much higher than for the same crops sold frozen, dehydrated, or otherwise preserved. In fact, in some cases the price of the item fresh might be more than double that for the same items designated for processing (U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Crop Reporting Board, 1980). Expressed somewhat differently by Miles (1977), it may be seen that "between 1964 and 1967, although 52 percent of commercial vegetable acreage was grown for processing, the 48 percent grown for the fresh market provided 71 percent of total farm value" (p. 42). Still, though, the market for perishable crops remains a delicate one, and its location relative to the market center is only one in a long list of circumstances that affects it.

(2) The higher intensity production of perishables relative to many other extensively cultivated crops helps perishables compete more effectively against nonagricultural land uses competing for the same peri-urban sites. As Miles (1977) puts it:

Competition for the land takes the form of alternative agricultural as well as alternative nonagricultural land use. Land will be used for vegetable and fruit production only if the crop is more profitable than soybeans, cotton, or some other commodity. Export demand or a vastly expanded agricultural industry will, therefore, have the effect of displacing some land for an alternative use. (p. 24)
Such competition and resultant substitution of land uses in the market's vicinity applies to grain production as much as it does to perishables. Such substitution of inputs in land uses constitutes the basis of the new cropping patterns posited in this research.

(3) The short-term notice and the low-level investment that production of many perishable crops entails suits locations that are threatened by imminent changes in land uses. This condition is characteristic of peri-urban areas. The condition of short-term notice, on the other hand, pertains to the time needed for many crops, particularly vegetables, to mature and yield, which for many vegetables requires only a few weeks. Beans, for example, require only a minimum of 64 days to yield. Cabbage, too, requires only 64 days, and Chinese cabbage requires just 55 days. Corn requires 64 days, cucumbers 62 days, eggplant 52 days, and most other vegetables are comparable (Harris Moran Seed Company, 1987). This issue of short-term notice should be distinguished from another time-related issue for perishable crops, one which is vital to its success as a business: the time needed for the new farm/business to become known to customers in the proximate market. This is important since direct marketing is such an important channel of farm sales, largely because direct sales eliminate the high costs of indirect marketing that peri-urban perishables farming can rarely bear (Woolverton, 1987).

(4) Land fragmentation in the peri-urban zone caused by urban encroachment, particularly land speculation addressed toward business uses other than agricultural, which results in small lot sizes that are suitable for little, if any, agricultural production other than perishables production (OECD, 1979; Gregor, 1957).

(5) That perishable products, contrary to the case for most agricultural output, may be marketed directly to the consumer in the form of on-site sales creates large marketing savings for producers, thereby creating cash flow through an entire season as well as inflating the profit margin (Blair, 1980; Bowler, 1981; Woolverton, 1987). The short
distance to market adds to transport costs savings and makes it easier for producers to deliver fresh produce to the urban consumer without the application of preservatives (Klassen and Arthur, 1987). This relationship between the urban consumer and the perishables producer is expressed succinctly by Woolverton (1987):

[Perishables consumption] is on the rise. This has created a flourishing demand for fresh vegetables at farmer markets, roadside stands, and U-pick operations. It has created a way for some farmers to keep a larger share of the consumer's retail dollars. (p. 15)

Obviously, these economic and logistical pluses are more available to producers in the peri-urban zone, who are actively seeking out these advantages to offset the negative impacts of proximity to the urban market. Large metropolises offer more open markets and greater opportunities for face-to-face contacts between producers and consumers, circumstances that are reflected in fresher produce, lower prices, and ultimately higher revenue for the farmer, since the middleman's share, which is commonly quite large, is divided between the consumer and the producer.

(6) Since many farms in the peri-urban zone are small and in many cases are only partially self-supporting, additional income from part-time activities outside the agricultural sector is frequently essential. "The economic situation of the smaller farms that make up almost three-fourths of the farm sector [in the U.S.] often depends on the availability of off-farm jobs opportunities" (Utah Farmer-Stockman, 1987, p. 9). This encourages producers to locate relatively close to an urban center, where jobs may be found. Moreover, cultivating perishables is relatively labor intensive, which adds incentive to locate near the urban market, where a labor pool exists. This is the case even for large corporate farming operations. Since perishables production sits easily with almost any schedule, it easily accommodates the needs of a part-time labor force of the kind characteristically found in the vicinity of an urban center. Perishables cultivation is extensively practiced as a hobby, to raise fresh vegetables for home consumption and/or for
ornamental vegetation (Frowine, 1986), making it all the more suitable to semi-urban settings characteristic of the peri-urban zone.

(7) The literature indicates that the size of the proximate urban center has a great deal to do with the speed with which peri-urban land is converted to nonagricultural uses. Findings indicate that larger urban centers convert land uses to nonagricultural purposes more slowly than do smaller urban centers (Furuseth and Pierce, 1982; Krueger, 1967). This condition favors perishable crops produced in the peri-urban areas near larger urban centers. Although perishable crops may mature within a short period of time, they still require a longer time span and a greater capital outlay to establish as a viable business, particularly if the producer depends to a large degree on direct sales of his produce, and if the endeavor is implemented on a large scale.

(8) Several of the negative aspects of large metropolitan centers (including such things as congestion, pollution, crime, etc.) have enhanced the proximate countryside as both a leisure site and as the site of commuter homes and second homes. This has created an outward movement of urbanites who have become available for part-time cultivation of perishable crops, particularly on a smaller scale. A second effect of this outward movement of urbanites is a growing market for direct-sales perishables in these expanding outlying residential areas.

(9) Eaton (1973) finds that in the peri-urban zone, the high costs of extensive greenhouses cultivation may be offset by the advantages of location near the market center. For example, greenhouse cultivation improves on natural conditions substantially, since it eliminates insect infestation and competition for food and moisture from other plants. Additionally, says Eaton, "greenhouse gardening involves the 'forcing' of plants into bloom at a time other than their normal flowering period" (p. 162). This enables the producer to command the higher market prices available to out-of-season products.
Nonetheless, greenhouse cultivation is expensive, and the market itself and the characteristics of the crops influence which crops may or may not be economically produced in this way.

(10) Because cultivating perishable crops is relatively labor intensive, and because it is frequently carried on at small-sized lots where machine use is highly restricted and economically infeasible (particularly when yields are freshly consumed), peri-urban areas are favored for the cultivation of perishable crops insofar as these areas characteristically have available smaller-sized lots. On the other hand, perishables production would be encouraged on larger lots in peri-urban zones in the vicinity of a large consuming market with a large pool of labor, a stagnant economy, and/or high unemployment (Wohld, 1987). Similar views are expressed by Miles (1977), who sees perishables production near and within metropolitan areas as "a special case of [agricultural] dispersion, with the potential for solving several problems simultaneously" (p. 74).

In summary, a great many characteristics of the urban market encourage producers at peri-urban sites to ignore prevailing environmental conditions and cultivate perishable crops. This is particularly true in the northeastern megalopolis of the U.S. Von Eckardt (1964) explains that despite better environmental conditions elsewhere, and often at lower land rent, peri-urban farmers stick to the vicinity of the megalopolis. And what inclines these peri-urban producers to concentrate on perishables rather than other crops is that, among other things, perishables production is short-term (Morran Seed Company, 1987). For this reason, even a crop failure can be replaced and offset so that an entire season is not wasted (Jumper, 1969). Quite often farmers in the peri-urban zone cultivate consecutive plantings of the same crop at several locations, so that fresh produce continues trickling to the urban consumer for the full length of the growing season. The market for fresh produce is always available in the megalopolis, so that when produced at high intensity
levels market factors make it worthwhile cultivating perishables in the otherwise unsuitable near vicinity of the large urban market, even when costly greenhouse cultivation is necessary.

HYPOTHESIS NUMBER TWO: THE LOCATION OF GRAIN PRODUCTION IN THE PERI-URBAN ZONE

Although grains are often cultivated on large tracts of land, usually with the assistance of heavy machinery and are commonly destined for international markets (Cramer & Jensen, 1985), grain cultivation is still correctly considered a short-term investment. This kind of agriculture is suitable for areas where there exists the threat of urban encroachment, as is frequently the case in peri-urban areas.

Grain products, whether destined for human consumption or animal feed, require intermediate processing and are not consumed directly (Heid, 1979), so there is no obvious immediate benefit to locating grain production in the immediate vicinity of the metropolis. On the contrary, the cultivation and production of grains under convenient environmental conditions is the primary need for grain production's survival amid the relatively higher land rents found at peri-urban locations. One might add Sinclair's view (1967) that the short-term nature of grain production is suited to the transient nature of the peri-urban zone. Recalling that the impact of urban centers on the surrounding countryside is largely relative to the size of the metropolis (Furuseth & Pierce, 1982; Krueger, 1976; Miles, 1977), and that rapidly growing urban centers are said to create less stable land-use conditions in their peri-urban fringes (Furuseth & Pierce, 1982), it is reasonable to expect that few crops besides perishables and grains could survive in the peri-urban environment. Consequently, it is reasonable to expect to find both crops sharing the same peri-urban areas, in some cases for similar reasons, and in other cases for different ones (see Figure 5, below).
Accordingly, it is held that due to the greater capacity of present-day production and the lower costs for modern transportation, and due to the greater productivity per unit area that cultivation in environmentally suitable locations makes possible, expanding production of grain crops into peri-urban zones is feasible and sound (see Figure 6, below). Miles (1977) illustrates this well in the following:

Local weather and climate are the most important variables affecting food production. Despite advances in irrigation, the development of new seeds for use in arid soils, and other technological advances, the local weather, the amount of sunshine reaching the crop, the temperatures of both the soil and the air, and the amount of rainfall determine whether the farmer has a good crop or a bad crop, and the kinds of crops he can grow. (p. 25)

The same point is made somewhat differently in The Good Fruit Grower (Jan., 1987): "No matter how good the farmer may be, the yield of a field will not go above that allowed by the most limiting environmental factor" (p. 16).

In line with the above and with previous discussions (see Chapter III), it is hypothesized that the spatial distribution of grain crops in peri-urban areas having advanced transportation and technology is influenced more strongly by factors of the natural environment than by the linear distance to the market and/or the cost of land rent per unit area. This should be even more the case for peri-urban zones near nonmetropolitan urban centers where the pace of development is fast and land rent per unit area is not quite as high as on the fringes of large metropolitan areas (compare Figures 5 and 6).

Besides the input of convenient environmental conditions, higher productivity per unit area could be realized by utilizing the added inputs approach, i.e., more fertilizer, more irrigation, and greater use of herbicides and pesticides, among other things. However, added inputs raise production costs per unit product. Significantly, though, some recent research indicates that it is economically feasible to adopt the added inputs approach (see Chapter III, "Shifts in the Location of Grain Production"). Accordingly, greater intensity production per unit area should be seen as a broader theme behind the second hypothesis.
and its dealing with "new" locations of grain production in peri-urban areas.

THE NEW PRODUCTION PATTERNS

The review of literature could be summarized in the following points:

(1) Perishables production will continue in the immediate vicinity of the urban market, despite more perishables being cultivated at outer locations largely because of advanced transportation, advanced food technologies, and convenient environmental conditions.

(2) Grain production is not limited to outer locations, as much theory suggests, since grain crops may also be intensively produced and therefore compete for locations in the near vicinity of the market.

(3) Several crops may compete for the same peri-urban sites, though each for different reasons. The outcome of this is extensive crop mixing, which results in a sectoral rather than zonal/concentric cropping pattern. This also runs contrary to theoretical assertions.

(4) In this new sectoral cropping pattern that would replace the concentric/zonal pattern, in which there is considerable crop mixing, low-priced crops would be found occupying sites relatively close to the market center. The resulting cropping patterns will vary qualitatively with the size of the urban center. Whether the urban center is metropolitan or nonmetropolitan will also affect the cropping pattern in the peri-urban zone. Figures 5 and 6, below, show these findings graphically.
Figure 5. Agricultural cropping patterns in the peri-urban fringe of metropolitan urban centers (SMSAs).
Greenhouse culture and nursery products cultivation (both covered and uncovered).

Perishable products cultivation.

Grain cultivation (specifically wheat).

Other agricultural and nonagricultural land uses.

Note: The quasi-circular lines are county boundaries, since production zones are of a sectoral character.

SOURCE: Author

**Figure 6.** Agricultural cropping patterns in the peri-urban fringe of nonmetropolitan urban centers (with populations less than 50,000).
Figures 5 and 6 present cropping patterns which this author sees as representing those found in peri-urban areas of developed countries. They reflect a configuration of the literature reviewed on this subject. Differences between the two reflect more quantitative than qualitative variations in land use patterns in these areas may be attributed largely to varied impacts of urbanization on the surrounding countryside. These impacts are affected somewhat by the size of the urban center, and are characterized by such activities as land speculation and other activities that affect the speed with which agricultural land is converted to nonagricultural uses.

The new land use patterns in these peri-urban areas are seen by this author to be sectoral and not concentric. This is seen to be the case because more than only perishable crops are capable of occupying high-rent sites at locations close to the market center. In fact, preliminary analysis of the data supports this sectoral patterning of agricultural production in the peri-urban zone.

It has been noted that the size of the urban center also affects land uses in the peri-urban area (Furusyth and Pierce, 1982). This may be explained as follows. Large urban centers are more stable and induce perishable production in their peri-urban zones. Smaller-sized urban centers have more dynamic centers, so that land in the peri-urban zone is subject to more rapid conversion to nonagricultural uses. Such highly unstable environments are seen to attract more short-term grain production and less perishables production. This conclusion is supported by the findings of the present research. Furthermore, larger, more sophisticated urban centers act as strong markets with powerful buying power, which is highly suitable to relatively expensive perishables. Smaller nonmetropolitan urban centers cannot match this significant economic force.
THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Area for Testing the Hypotheses

The area chosen for empirically testing the research hypotheses is the so-called "wheat region" of the United States. This area consists of 15 contiguous states, extending from Texas to North Dakota, and from Washington State to Ohio. These 15 states are the top wheat producers in the nation (see Figure 7). This testing area is to represent the status of peri-urban agriculture in the United States.

The Rationale for Selecting the Wheat Region

There are several reasons for selecting the wheat region over other agricultural regions for testing the accuracy of the research hypotheses. The second hypothesis intended for empirical verification is the spatial locations for the production of grain crops, specifically wheat, relative to market locations. The wheat region lends itself to this test for the obvious reasons. Second, it is posited that environmental factors more than any others account for the spatial distribution of grain crops (again, wheat in this case). According to this hypothesis, the effects of these environmental factors will override the effects of other influences, including those of urbanization and the consequent higher land rents in the vicinity of urban markets. Again, the wheat region lends itself to this analysis on the basis of its large area and the diversity of the climatic and environmental conditions that are found within it. The region is so large and varied in geography that a great many varieties of wheat are planted to best exploit each subregion's environmental profile. This variability in wheat-type production is so extensive that different parts of the wheat region commonly import and export their respective products to one another in order to satisfy varying local demand for specific wheat products.

Five primary varieties of wheat are grown in the United States (see Figure 7, below): hard red winter, hard red spring, durum, soft white, and soft red winter. These
five varieties are cultivated in four major exclusive areas offering distinguishing environmental conditions, the most prominent of which are length of the growing season and the average annual precipitation.
Hard Red Winter
Soft White
Hard Red Spring & Durum
Soft Red Winter

Twenty-Eight-Inch Rain Line: areas east of line receive more than 28 inches of rainfall per year; areas west of line receive less than 28 inches of rainfall.


Figure 7. The spatial distribution of the five primary varieties of wheat in the United States.
The fourth reason for selecting the wheat region pertains to the first hypothesis, which deals with the location and production of perishables, specifically vegetables, greenhouse culture, and nursery production. In fact, the wheat region could be more suitable than any other region of the U.S. or any other developed country, primarily because it is not yet glutted with metropolises. Therefore, the rural impacts remain visible and continue to influence the location of crop production in their vicinity. Such impacts tend to originate in counties located farther out from metropolitan SMSAs, in tiers three and two. There are several hundred counties that satisfy these conditions from among the 1117 counties included in the present study. At the same time, however, this region contains a large number of SMSAs of metropolitan status (106 of them), which enables the research to measure whether or not a metropolis is capable of influencing land uses in its peri-urban fringe, particularly with regard to the location and production of perishable crops. It will be remembered that hypothesis one posits that perishables production is highly affected by the presence of urbanization, as well as by characteristics of the perishable crop itself.

THE MODEL

The method to be employed in testing the research hypotheses is Multiple Linear Regression (MLR). Applying MLR to the research data shall establish correlations between the dependent variable and the selected set of independent variables, that is, between the locations of crops cultivated in peri-urban zones in the wheat region and the various factors that have been hypothesized to be most influential in the siting of these crops.

MLR is well suited for testing correlations that are straightforward and of an additive nature. In the words of Heady (1971), "[MLR] is a versatile and flexible approach, provided we are concerned with linear and nonlinear phenomena; properly
specified regression models are fairly realistic and computations are easily handled" (p. 249). Heady goes on to suggest that single-equation regression analysis of the kind employed in the present research has robust parameters obtained through least-squares calculations. In Heady's view, the robustness of these parameters is capable of bringing about valid statistical results even when the samples used are not drawn from a normal population. This differs from other models, which are highly sensitive to the relaxation of the assumption of normality. In fact, robustness of the MLR permits reliability even when assumptions in addition to normality are violated.

There are four sets of data (that is, four sets of counties to be analyzed); consequently, there will be four regression equations, one for each set of counties. However, in order to test for each of the three dependent variables, there will be three regression "runs" for each of the four sets of data, one for testing each of the three dependent variables. The four sets of data may be summarized as follows (see Figure 8):

1. The set of aggregated SMSAs, which consists of the 106 SMSAs in the 15 states of the U.S. wheat region. This is Tier I.

2. The set of metropolitan counties, which are those constituting the 106 SMSAs. These are made up of 253 metropolitan counties. These two sets are not identical. Variations exist between the two sets, and their comparison will amount to more than simply a data summation, since, among other things, urban impacts will vary with location and will not be limited to specific political jurisdictions. These differences will be highlighted in an analysis of both sets of data.

3. The set of counties that immediately surround the metropolitan counties constituting the SMSAs. This is Tier II, which is composed of 467 counties that lie adjacent to the urban counties in the direction away from the urban center.

4. Tier III is the set of counties that lie outward from, and adjacent to, the
above-defined second tier of counties. This set consists of 291 counties (see Figure 8, below).

THE UNITS OF ANALYSIS

As implied above, the major unit of analysis to be employed in the testing of the hypotheses is the county, which is the official unit of analysis employed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. Although census data will represent one major source of data for analysis, the present research is not limited to census data. A second primary unit of analysis to be employed is that of the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA); these SMSAs represent administrative "units" whose borders coincide with county lines. In most cases more than one county is included in a single SMSA. A further definition of SMSAs is provided by the U.S. Department of Commerce (1978):

A Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (as defined by the Office of Management and Budget) is a county or group of counties that contain at least one city of 50,000 inhabitants or more, or "twin cities" with a combined population of at least 50,000. In addition to the county, or counties, containing such city or cities, contiguous counties are included in an SMSA if, according to certain criteria, they are socially and economically integrated with the central city. The central city usually consists of the population of the city named in the title of the urbanized area . . . . Each SMSA must include at least one central city and the complete title of an SMSA identifies the central city or cities. (p. 1)

An interesting feature of SMSAs is that they are not static. Instead, they change over time with regard to the number of counties they represent (ranging from one to more than a score of counties). In addition, effective June 30, 1983, the Office of Management and Budget, which administers statistics for metropolitan areas, changed the term SMSA to MSA (for Metropolitan Statistical Area), and revised the geographical limits of many individual SMSAs (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1986). These modifications, however, not just in the terms to be employed and their definitions, but in the geographical areas represented as well, should not be thought of as unusual, since the resident
populations taken into account in the analysis is in a state of flux, itself changing over time.

THE CASES

The year 1980 has been selected for testing the research hypotheses. Census data for this year lists 106 SMSAs in the wheat region; these 106 SMSAs encompass 253 urban counties. Both the SMSA units and the county units will be used for testing the hypotheses; furthermore, two tiers of counties surrounding these SMSAs will be analyzed. By incorporating these three strata of counties into the analysis, the author hopes to test the impacts of nonmetropolitan urban counties on the spatial distribution of wheat, vegetable, nursery, and greenhouse cultivation in their surrounding vicinity (see Figure 8). Moreover, the impacts of nonurban areas on the spatial distribution of these kinds of agricultural production will be tested by analyzing the character and impact of rural counties surrounding the SMSAs and which are interspersed throughout the outer two tiers of counties. Implicit in this spatial arrangement is that outer counties entertain more natural environmental influences on the spatial distribution of crops than do inner counties.

THE VARIABLES

Overview

The variables chosen to test the hypotheses encompass five general categories of factors: urbanization, transportation, the physical environment, characteristics of the individual crops, and characteristics of the marketplace. The selection of the specific variables is consistent with extensive reviews of the literature and a thorough analysis of the factors that most prominently affect the production and spatial distribution of crops. Although no set of variables is exclusive with regard to the question of factors affecting the spatial distribution of agricultural production, since this is such a highly complex issue, it is
believed nonetheless that the present set of variables will satisfy the technical demands of the present analysis moreso than would any other set.

Paludan (1968) considers any set of variables to be useful in understanding agricultural land uses only if it includes variables that: (a) are external to the land being considered; (b) are internal to the land being considered; and (c) lead one to the answers sought. Paluden terms these three kinds of variables, respectively, "input variables," "status variables," and "output variables." Whereas a farmer cannot control status variables, he tries to manipulate the input variables in such a way that he achieves the desired output.

Similar views are adopted by Harvey (1966), who also identifies three primary factors of analysis: (a) demand for crops at specific markets, (b) transportation costs to those markets, and (c) the cost of different inputs (i.e., the input variables). For status variables Harvey lists such things as capital stocks and financial assets of the farm, yields of different products under different inputs, and the total land available for production. Lastly, he identifies output variables as decisions on production systems.

The Dependent Variables

The variables employed in testing the hypotheses of the present research consist of sets of dependent variables (also known as criterion variables), and sets of independent variables, predictors, or covariates. There are three dependent variables: (a) the harvested wheat acreage in each of the counties under study (WHEAT); (b) the harvested vegetable acreage in each of the counties under study (VEGET); and (c) the number of farms in each of the counties under study that employ greenhouse culture and/or nursery production (GREENH). Each of these dependent variables will be applied to each of the four data sets outlined above, resulting in a total of 12 regression runs.
The Independent Variables

The set of independent variables, which it is hoped will isolate the factors most responsible for the spatial distribution of crops in the region under study, represent factors under the general categories of the natural environment, urbanization, transportation, the marketplace, and characteristics of the crops themselves. These categories of variables are drawn from the literature reviewed and they should present an accurate picture of the forces influencing the spatial distribution of the crops in question, insofar as they reflect the views presented in the literature reviewed. This view is summarized by Heady (1971): "The factors affecting agricultural output can be classified as ecological, economic, technological, and institutional" (p. 258). In the present research, the independent variables will include the following categories of factors:

1. **The Urban Factor.** This category of variables represents characteristics of the urban environment present in the city/county being analyzed, although views vary considerably as to which specific variables best represent the urban factor. Taboda (1976) summarizes the difficulties of representing this category when he says that "[although] urbanization processes are among the most characteristic and significant contemporary phenomena, no universal and comprehensive indices of urbanization have so far been developed. The process covers complex economic, social, cultural, demographic, and technological transformations" (p. 75).

Brian Berry (1972), for one, considers the age of the city and the date when it achieved SMSA status to affect the rate of land transactions within it, and, consequently, the kinds of land uses to be found in its peri-urban areas. Other researchers consider the percentage of land area in the metropolis under urban usage compared to the overall land area of the respective county to be a factor affecting land usage in the peri-urban zone. Gottman (1961) acknowledges that the metropolis has influenced farmers' choices of crops
in the peri-urban fringe; however, he admits that he has not yet figured out how to spell out these effects. Von Eckardt (1964) and Bochert (1972) both suggest that population size in the urban center presents an acceptable representation of the potential impact of that center on land uses in the surrounding countryside. This view reflects that adopted in the present research for measuring the impact of the urban center on land uses in surrounding countryside.

(2) Transportation. Another important variable is the accessibility factor (ACCESS), which is designed to measure the impact of accessibility to various means of transportation in the designated county on both the acreage cultivated and the selection of the crops to be grown in that county. Alexander et al. (1967) express it this way:

In a commercial economy having specialized transportation, the movement of goods is influenced by several forces. . . . The spatial difference in transport charges is not only a geographic factor influencing the circulation of goods, but also a geographic element in terms of which the character of a region may be expressed. (p. 552)

Due to the complex interaction of modes of transport, different means of transportation will be considered in the present research. However, they will be measured as dummy variables, with values ranging from zero to seven. The value of zero (0) will be assigned to counties with no interstate lines, be they highway, rail, or navigable waterway; the value one (1) will designate counties with interstate highways only; two (2) will designate counties with interstate rail connections; three (3) will designate counties with navigable waterways; four (4) will designate counties with interstate highway and rail connections; five (5) will designate counties with interstate highway and waterway connections; six (6) will designate counties with interstate waterways and railroad connections; and seven (7) will designate counties with interstate highway, rail, and waterway connections.

Of note here is that more than half of the wheat produced in the U.S. is shipped to
international markets using primarily unit trains and, to a lesser degree, water transportation (Johnson, 1970). This fact is an indication of the limited value (in the best of circumstances) of linear distance to local markets in deciding the location of wheat cultivation. These claims are supported by earlier research that applies the linear-distance-to-metropolis variable and obtains quite weak correlations (Kellerman, 1977).

(3) Lot Size. This variable, (LOTSIZE), represents the average lot size in acres in the peri-urban zones of the county under study. Russwurm (1967) sees small-sized lots (a result of land fragmentation) as encouraging specialized production, mainly garden farming, at the expense of field crops. Moreover, he sees specialty crops as associated more with large cities. However, Russwurm also warns that since city markets can be supplied from outer areas, the significance of this assumed relationship may be greatly weakened, although not completely eliminated.

(4) The Natural Environment. This variable represents the environmental influences operating in the county under study. The literature on this issue shows no single factor predominating nor leading to any others; instead, the literature recommends selecting a representative factor or factors to cover for the many variables inherent in the environment. The process is explained here by Alcock et al. (1974):

The number of climatic factors operating in the atmosphere and the soil is large, and in practice it is often necessary or even logical to exercise some selection over what is to be measured. Determination of relevance depends on the biological response under consideration. (p. 66)

In this matter of selecting a representative or proxy variable, Gottman (1961) and Visher (1942) recommend selecting the length of the growing season. As explained by Arunachalam (1965), "The number of days of growing season free from abnormal weather conditions is a very important criterion affecting the distribution of agricultural cropping patterns" (p. 23). But this view is not universal. Grigg (1969), for example, suggests that it is best to use climatic criteria when analyzing large areas, but to use local morphologies
when analyzing smaller areas. His point is that land potential is related to local economic and technical conditions as well as to the physical stability of the local soil or peculiarities of the climate. Cumberland (1964) seconds this approach, although he recommends that soil be looked at in conjunction with other environmental variables. Other researchers promote different variables for measuring the impact of the environment on the siting of agricultural production. Papadakis (1952) uses the availability of water during the growing season as well as the winter hardiness, the latter being a variable used by Heid (1979) and Von Eckardt (1964) to determine the environmental impact on the spatial distribution of crops.

In the present research, two variables are used to represent the environmental factor: (a) the length of the growing season in the county under study (GROWTH), and (b) the average yearly precipitation in the county (PRECIPIT). According to Arunachalam (1965), the term "growing season" describes the average number of days free of climatic extremities and which are satisfactory for the growth and nurturing of plants. The latter condition is generally measured in terms of temperature. Thoman (1968) estimates the length of the growing season for wheat that is developed for high latitudes to be 90 days free of abnormal weather. He considers necessary precipitation for wheat to be a minimum of nine inches per year. Alexander (1963) considers an average daily temperature of 43° F as a critical limit necessary for most forage grasses.

(5) Irrigation. The irrigation variable (IRRIGATE) represents the land area under irrigation in the county under study. The importance of irrigation in American agriculture is implied by Miles (1977), when he tells us that "about 36 percent of the entire national water consumption is used for irrigation. About 10 percent of U.S. agricultural acreage is irrigated. . . . Over half of our fruit crops is irrigated . . . [and] a third of the vegetables that we eat" (p. 60). In Miles’s view, several factors accelerate the use of irrigation, among
them the fact that moisture is a controlling factor in plant growth. Furthermore, irrigation represents a major step toward a more stable and predictable agricultural output, which chain stores, the most important marketers of food stuffs, strive to control. Added to this is the fact that irrigation and mechanization assist with production on a large scale, thereby reducing costs per unit product.

Among other things, then, irrigation facilitates agricultural production in outlying locations, where marketing of the product still requires additional transport costs. Moreover, irrigation encourages the intensification of production and increases productivity per unit area, circumstances that are essential to successful agricultural exploitation of peri-urban zones with their high land rents. This condition remains in force even for crops that are bulky and/or earn a low market price per unit product, which is the case for wheat (Baldridge and Bowman, 1987).

It is expected that the irrigation variable will correlate highly with land in peri-urban zones that is cultivated with any of the three crop categories under study. (It should be noted, though, that the Census Bureau withholds a good deal of data on the irrigation of individual crops so as not to disclose the identities of specific farmers.) As such, use of the irrigation variable will be limited to that applied to wheat and vegetable cultivation. The findings, therefore, which are expected to show a positive correlation between the cultivation of these two crops and intensity of irrigation, could be interpreted as indicating a means for pushing production of these crops in the direction of the market. This would be even more the case because locations closer to the market center have relatively higher land rent, which may be combatted by increasing yields per unit land by means of added inputs like irrigation. It should be pointed out, however, that the irrigation factor is expected to be influenced heavily by the presence or lack of other environmental factors, most prominent among these being the average yearly rainfall in the designated area. Since both of these
factors will be substituting for one another, yet a third factor will be influenced by irrigation—the fertilizer factor.

(6) The Fertilizer Variable. The fertilizer variable (FERTILIZ) represents the quantity of fertilizer of different kinds that is used in the production of crops in the county under study. It is obvious that crops produced with the assistance of fertilizers cost more per unit product than those produced without; however, the use of fertilizers is a proven technique for raising productivity per unit area, thereby enabling agriculture to compete successfully with other nonagricultural land uses in peri-urban sites where land rents per unit area are high.

According to Schneider (1986), agriculture has passed through three revolutions, the second of which was incorporating "the widespread use of pesticides, fertilizers, and other farm chemicals" (p. 2), which took place following World War II. Accordingly, it is expected that the fertilizer variable will correlate strongly with crops cultivated in peri-urban areas, where high yields are needed to offset high land rents. This is expected to be the case in areas cultivating both perishable crops and wheat. One is led to conclude, then, that the fertilizer variable and the irrigation variable will work together to enhance and intensify agricultural productivity, particularly in locations in the near vicinity of population centers, where land rent is higher than in more remote locations. Still, the application of fertilizers is highly dependent on the availability of sufficient moisture, since adverse outcomes result from applying fertilizer to crops under dry conditions. The Good Fruit Grower (Jan. 1, 1987), for example, reports the following:

When farmers applied enough nitrogen fertilizer to produce 80 bushel yields but only had enough available water for 60 bushels, wheat plants tended to use up available water too fast, causing stress to the plants. Stressed plants were exerting suctions up to 700 pounds per square inch to pull water from the soil. (p. 16)

According to the same source, stress in plants increases their vulnerability to disease.
Ruthenburg (1985) ties moisture stress in plants to retarded growth, including a reduced response to fertilizer inputs (p. 47).

(7) The Interaction Variable. This variable (INTERACT) represents the spatial interaction among diverse factors in the peri-urban areas under study, and it may be approached from two distinct points of view—that pertaining to interaction of SMSAs with the surrounding peri-urban zones, and that pertaining to interaction of nonmetropolitan urban centers with their surrounding peri-urban zones. For reasons explained below, different means must be employed for measuring interaction in each of these locations.

Spencer and Stewart (1973) suggest that any system of agriculture maintains a strong relationship with the structural makeup of the culture and society that employs it. This fact illustrates the need to examine factors beyond the inherent elements of agriculture itself, which leads to typologies and regionalism. Instead, Spencer and Stewart count three attribute complexes of cultural systems they see as shaping agricultural patterns. These are "organizational constructs," "economic conceptualisms," and "technological assemblages."

Richter (1975), in line with these views, suggests the following:

The land development pattern is a result of the natural conditions of an area in question remodeled by its present and past use. This pattern, formed by natural, social, and technical factors, is a spatial expression of the dialectic interrelationships between nature and society. (p. 95)

Phipps (1983) agrees that land use choices depends on, among other things, the economic and social environment, the farmer's culture and history, and on the level of the farmer's technical skills. Klages (1949), however, warns that the social environment includes a variety of factors, so that, consequently, "the field to be considered under the social environment cannot well be circumscribed" (p. 58). Accordingly, a selective approach should be used in selecting variables to represent the social environment so that the whole group is represented in the most reliable manner possible. Russwurm (1967), for example, views spatial interaction as the percentage of land rented. He also measures it as the
percentage of land improved.

For the purposes of the present research, the variables to be employed for measuring the spatial interaction are the population of the proximate urban center, and the nonrural population living in the peri-urban fringe. These population variables are seen to influence land speculation as well as agricultural land uses that serve the interests of the proximate urban population. As such, these population variables are expected to correlate strongly with the dependent variable representing the vegetable crops and with that representing greenhouse culture and nursery production. This is supported by the view that posits a positive relationship between the degree and quality of urban interaction with the countryside to the size and therefore the sophistication of the urban center, since this is seen to determine the kinds of land uses that are likely to occur in these peri-urban areas. Of note is that a higher level of urban interaction with the countryside might activate land speculation and short-term cultivation of land, which would be expected to encourage the cultivation of short-term grains, including wheat.

In that portion of the present research that deals with SMSAs, the interaction variable (INTERACT) shall be represented by the urban population living outside the main urban center of the SMSA. In that portion of the present research dealing with nonmetropolitan urban centers, or consolidated SMSAs, the "urban" population that shall represent this variable is that of the county seat. The reason why a different variable is used for the data set for the consolidated SMSAs is because of the lack of data resulting from the small numbers of urban residents in the peri-urban areas of county seats. Furthermore, most of these county seats are small centers with probably limited differences in lifestyle and patterns of consumption, etc., from the population of the countryside proper. This limited variability is expected to be even more prominent in comparison of the population in the countryside to the urban population residing in the peri-urban areas of
those county seats. Because the former have roots that extend quite deep into the area (both historically and psychologically), this may tend to reduce variations in the life styles and consumption habits insofar as it offsets the influence of urban dwellers in the peri-urban zone on the population of the county seats. This would reduce the chances of any one single group exerting impacts that would result in distinguishable changes in agricultural land use patterns in those peri-urban zones.

The interaction variable is expected to impact land use patterns in the peri-urban zones, including types of agricultural land use. The Department of Commerce (1978) states the case as follows:

A large and sometimes unrealized retail market potential exists in the non-SMSA areas of the nation. Business planners on an increasing scale are beginning to recognize and channel funds into these previously neglected areas. In addition to their market potential, non-SMSAs are repositories of labor, capital, and managerial expertise. Local banks are available to finance new construction, and manpower is abundant to fill job requirements. (p. 1)

(8) The Land-Use Regulation Variable. This variable (ZONING) is seen to act as a constraint against the conversion of peri-urban (agricultural) land to nonagricultural uses. This loss has been enormous, particularly in the U.S. over the past three decades (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1981). One major factor behind land conversion is the rise in the value of land per unit area that is brought about by land speculation and the nonagricultural uses of land. Healy and Rosenberg (1979) report that "in Delaware, announcement of the possible construction of a coastal oil refinery caused the value of nearby marshlands to rise from $40 to $100 per acre to $1,000 per acre" (p. 227). It is obvious, then, that such rises in the price of land for nonagricultural uses negatively affects the long-term use of agricultural land, and, consequently, the kinds of crops to be cultivated (Coughlin, 1981).

One measure seems to slow, if not totally halt, the conversion of agricultural land to nonagricultural uses, and this is regulating the use of land for longer periods of time. Still,
the results of such a process, that would be expressed as stable land uses, are expected to show up slowly since there are so many factors involved. These include farm profitability, urban growth pressures, land values, personal decisions, community expectations, taxes, and government programs, to name but a few. Coughlin (1981), in fact, warns of the enormous complexity of this issue.

Land use regulations are intended to control the conversion of agricultural land to nonagricultural uses in areas threatened by urban takeover, which is particularly the case in peri-urban areas. Depending on the area in question, these regulations may range from mandatory measures, which are strict, comprehensive, and free of loopholes, to less stringent voluntary measures. Given the extent of the impact that such regulations might have on land speculation and land uses in general, and considering further that the variability in land use regulation reflects political boundaries, it is obvious that land use trends, including choices of crops as well as conversion of land to nonagricultural uses, would vary considerably from county to county or state to state to reflect the effects of these regulations. It is equally clear that the need for land use planning varies with the crop. Crops demanding more capital expenditure--e.g., greenhouse culture and vegetable production outside of greenhouses--will correlate more strongly with sites with long-term planning.

It should be realized, however, that unless there is a clear urgency for land preservation in a specific area, regulations are usually of a voluntary nature (Coughlin, 1981). The result of this is the so-called leap-frogging urbanization, which in the long run undermines the commitment to long-term planning for agricultural production. All of the United States' states have at least voluntary land use regulations; restrictive and mandatory land use regulations in the U.S. are still limited to a relatively small number of instances. Among these, however, the most popular are regulations that sustain agricultural zoning in
peri-urban zones. Regulations of this kind, which involve both exclusive and nonexclusive zoning, have been applied so far to more than 270 localities in the U.S. (Coughlin, 1981).

The present study will evaluate the presence or lack of this kind of specific agricultural zoning regulation in peri-urban zones as a variable testing for the long-term effects of urban encroachment on crop selection, location of crops, and production intensity. These factors should correlate, since zoning regulations affect the availability of capital needed for crop production. For example, lands threatened with imminent urban encroachment would not tend to attract large agricultural investments; consequently, farmers would tend to choose crops that are short-term and less capital intensive--e.g., grains. On the other hand, perishables production, particularly greenhouse culture, would not tend to flourish in a climate of active land speculation, since its intensive production requires large fixed capital investments.

Following is a list of variables used in the present study, with a record of data sources (See Figure 9, below).
### Variable and Unit of Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable and Unit of Analysis</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dependent Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. WHEAT Acres per county</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>XV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. VEGET Acres per county</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>XXVII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. GREENH Number of farms per county</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>XXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a. URBAN Population of SMSA</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b. INTERACT Pop. of suburban area outside SMSA</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>II, III, V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. LOTSIZE Average size of farm/county level</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a. GROWTH Days per year over 32°F</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b. PRECIPIT Average inches per year</td>
<td>4, 5</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. IRRIGTATE Wheat acreage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>XV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>XXVII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. FERTILIZ Acreage under fertilization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>VII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. ZONING County/SMSA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. VALACRE Value in dollars per acre in county</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ACCESS Number of interstate lines in county</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Data Sources:
1. Census of Agriculture (AC82-A)
4. NOAA: Climate of the United States.
7. U.S. Dept. of Transportation

### Tables: Supplementary Info:
- a. Rand McNally
- b. Basic business data, by county
- c. Study area data

**Figure 9. Summary of variables and data sources.**
EQUATIONS FOR TESTING THE HYPOTHESES

In each of the four sets of data, three equations are employed for testing the research hypotheses--one for testing each dependent variable's correlation with the relevant independent variables. As listed earlier, the three dependent variables are acreage wheat harvest (WHEAT), the acreage vegetable harvest (VEGET), and the number of farms with greenhouse culture and nursery production (GREENH). Each of these three variables are represented in each of the four data sets.

Since the U.S. wheat region represents the pool or "universe" of cases for empirical testing in this study, the spatial distribution of data sets to be included for testing is necessarily located within this same wheat region. However, the major criterion for differentiating one data set from another is the physical location of that data set relative to the proximate SMSA market center (which is represented by the SMSA), since each data set (hence, each case in that set) is located an equal number of county units from the proximate market. Moreover, each county in every set is subjected to urban impacts similar to all other counties in that same set, be it from the county seat or the suburban population of the SMSA. This is seen to expose each unit of analysis (county) in every tier to urbanization impacts similar to those experienced by all other units of analysis in the same tier. These urbanization-related impacts constitute only one category in a longer list of variables that are hypothesized to influence the kinds and production intensity patterns of crops cultivated in the areas under study.

Following is the equation to be applied to the third and outermost tier of counties relative to the SMSA for testing the spatial distribution of harvested wheat acreage (WHEAT):
WHEAT = f(URBAN + ACCESS + LOTSIZE + GROWTH + PRECIPIT + IRRIGATE +
FERTILIZ + ZONING + INTERACTION + VALACRE + E)

where E = disturbance term associated with acreage cultivated with the designated crop

Similar equations are used for testing the location of harvested vegetable acreage as well as
the number of farms cultivated with greenhouse culture and nursery production in the same
(third) tier of counties, except that, of course, the irrigation variable is absent from the third
equation, which is that for greenhouse culture, and the fertilizer variable is absent from
both the second and third equations. The significance of irrigation and fertilizer variables
on crop location relates to the fact that both are proven techniques for increasing
productivity, which is essential for agriculture located at sites with higher land rent.

Following are the equations for perishable vegetable crops (VEGET) and
greenhouse culture and nursery production (GREENH):

VEGET = f(URBAN + ACCESS + LOTSIZE + GROWTH + PRECIPIT + IRRIGATE +
ZONING + INTERACTION + VALACRE + E)

GREENH = f(URBAN + ACCESS + LOTSIZE + GROWTH + PRECIPIT + ZONING +
INTERACTION + VALACRE + E)

Identical equations are to be used for testing in the second tier of counties, as well
as for the tier of metropolitan counties. As for the consolidated SMSAs, the interaction
variable will be represented by the suburban population living outside the main urban center
of the SMSA. However, this variable is represented in the other tiers by the county seat
population.

IMPACTS OF THE MARKET FACTOR ON THE
CULTIVATION OF THE WHEAT CROP

Unlike perishables production, which is intended primarily for domestic
consumption (Martin, 1987), grain production, both for silage and for food, is primarily
intended for export to international markets (Ikerd, 1985). This factor ties market prices
for grains in part to buyer conditions overseas and beyond the scope of overwhelming
domestic influence. Ikerd (1985) reports that U.S. wheat export for the years 1979-81
amounted to 64 percent of domestic production for those years, whereas corn exports
totaled 30 percent of the same period's production. When added to this is the fact that
export grain sales are not stable, the enormous difficulty of production forecasts and
domestic control over demand become apparent. Frequently geopolitical and other
nonmarket factors influence the international demand for U.S. wheat as much as
conventional market factors, as is often the case with Soviet purchases of U.S. exports
(The Utah Farmer-Stockman, Jan. 15, 1987). Among these factors would be periodic
fluctuations in the state of export-market economies, and accidents of the kind that occurred
at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant in the Soviet Ukraine in 1986. The same source cites
other factors that would cause the Soviets to buy less American grain, among them being
"the strong American dollar--relative to the Argentine peso and the Canadian dollar--
aggressive marketing of major grain competitors, and Soviet problems in earning hard
currency for more farm imports" (p. 13). Of course, this is only a small portion of the
complexities of international grain marketing, for the Soviet Union is only one among
many customers for American grain, and Canada and Argentina are not the only
competitors of U.S. grain farmers. Further complicating the situation is the buying power
of Third World countries, not to mention government programs for protecting local
producers/exporters.

The domestic wheat market is not much easier to define or predict than is the
international market. This is so for many reasons. First, the term "wheat" itself is generic,
denoting five main classes of wheat that vary in end use, price per unit product, and the
location of productions (see Figure 7). For this reason the trade of different varieties of
wheat occurs between different regions of the U.S., including states and localities that
produce wheat for export. This factor makes it quite possible having a population center listed as a wheat importer while at the same time the same population center is listed as a wheat exporter. Furthermore, it is difficult to predict the sources of these imports, and it is equally difficult to estimate future needs of wheat by-products, since such predictions must take into account such subjective factors as tastes, eating habits, etc., which are in a constant state of flux. Regardless of this, however, it is still expected that the variables FERTILIZE, IRRIGATE, and ACCESS will influence the locations for the production of wheat relative to the market. Specifically, the location of wheat production is expected to show a measurable correlation with these variables.
CHAPTER V

RESEARCH FINDINGS

INTRODUCTION

As described earlier, the field area is composed of the fifteen states that make up the so-called "wheat region" of the United States (see Figure 7). The unit of analysis is the county. The research is designed so that three consecutive tiers of counties may be examined. The first of these tiers consists of the SMSA counties—that is, the metropolitan counties in the wheat region. The second and third tiers are the next two concentric bands of counties surrounding the SMSAs (see Figure 8). Data for the first tier of counties are presented in two forms: (a) an aggregated form that addresses each SMSA as a consolidated entity, and (b) a more detailed and detached form that addresses the SMSAs as disaggregated into individual counties.

This spatial structure was designed to test for the impact of urbanization on agricultural land uses at different locations around the urban market center, with space/distance acting as an umbrella under which those impacts occur. At the same time, it is expected to test for the impact of other variables that may affect the cultivation of crops at different locations in peri-urban zones, particularly variables pertaining to natural environmental factors and technological development. In other words, the design of the present research is intended to provide equal opportunities for urbanization factors and environmental factors to function independently of one another insofar as they impact agriculture in the peri-urban zones, while at the same time being free to compete against one another.
The present research design will also permit other variables, for example the effects of modern transportation, zoning regulations, lot size, and others, to influence the outcome of the present research so that their effects on agriculture may be measured, both in conjunction with and regardless of the impacts of the metropolis.

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DATA

The data exhibit both spatial and quantitative characteristics that appear highly supportive of the hypotheses advocated in this study, including the proposed sectoral cropping pattern of peri-urban agriculture. The preliminary analysis of data reveals the following characteristics:

1. The spatial spread of the data strongly supports the research hypotheses that are summarized in Figure 5 and Figure 6, which indicate a rather concentric layout of agricultural land uses in the peri-urban zone (see Table II). This finding differs with most theoretical assertions, which suggest a zonal layout of crops in the vicinity of the market center, with crops limited to specific locations around the market center and no mix of crops in assigned locations. Data collected for the present research, however, indicates that this is not necessarily the case. Data show that the production of each crop, whether grains, vegetables, or greenhouse culture, tends to occur throughout the peri-urban zone, both very close to the market center and quite far away from it.

2. Data show further that gradual changes occur in the acreage cultivated with the crops under study here as one moves from locations close to the market center toward locations more distant from it. This gradual change runs in two opposing directions. On the one hand, in the direction of the market center, there is a reduction in the number of acres cultivated in wheat. At the same time, moving away from the market center, one finds a gradual decline in acreage cultivated with vegetable crops as well as the amount of...
greenhouse culture and nursery production (see Table II). This would be even more so the case when numbers are weighted so that different tiers have the same number of county units, as Table IV projects.

**TABLE II**

**DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN PERI-URBAN ZONES, BY CROP AND COUNTY TIER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Wheat (in acres)</th>
<th>Vegetables (in acres)</th>
<th>Greenhouse (num. of farms)</th>
<th>Total Num. of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier I (SMSAs)</td>
<td>5,803,787</td>
<td>339,500</td>
<td>5,703</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier II</td>
<td>17,347,700</td>
<td>404,565</td>
<td>2,357</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier III</td>
<td>14,184,713</td>
<td>138,326</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II shows acreages cultivated in wheat in each of the three tiers of counties making up the study area. It also shows acreage cultivated in vegetables as well as the number of greenhouse and nursery products farms in these same areas. Finally, Table II shows the total number of instances (counties) located in each of the three tiers of counties. It should be noted that Tier I covers the SMSAs in the wheat region, while at the same time covering the metropolitan counties, since all counties considered SMSA counties are also considered to be metropolitan.

There is unquestionably more acreage cultivated in wheat in tiers two and three than in Tier I. Furthermore, the wheat crop in the peri-urban zones is distributed spatially in a manner that is opposite to the spatial distribution of the vegetable crop and greenhouse cultivation in the same areas.

Table III shows these same data expressed as percentages. It is important to note
that the number of counties located in each of the three tiers is not equal; instead, more counties are located in tier two than in either of the other two tiers. In fact, there are almost twice the number of counties in tier two than in tiers one and three combined. However, after taking these size differences of the three tiers into account, the adjusted total acreage/number of farms cultivating each crop in each tier of counties continues to exhibit a gradual and orderly progression toward and away from the market center (see Table IV).

**TABLE III**

**DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN PERI-URBAN ZONES, BY CROP AND LOCATION, EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE OF ABSOLUTE NUMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wheat</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Greenhouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier I</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier II</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier III</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV is an adjusted/weighted comparison of crop distribution in the three tiers of counties. Data were adjusted to a normalized standard so that all tiers of counties would have relatively equally weighted numbers of cases. Accordingly, Table IV shows that the acreage cultivated with wheat increases systematically as one moves away from the market center, whereas acreage under vegetable cultivation and the number of greenhouse farms increase systematically in the opposite direction, that is, in the direction of the market center. These findings are consistent with the research hypotheses, which are summarized
in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

### TABLE IV

**DISTRIBUTION OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN PERI-URBAN ZONES, BY CROP AND LOCATION, EXPRESSED AS PERCENTAGE OF ADJUSTED TOTAL FOR ALL TIERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wheat</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Greenhouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tier I</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier II</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier III</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In absolute terms there is more wheat acreage cultivated in Tier I—that is, the metropolitan tier of counties—than there are vegetables cultivated in all three tiers of counties combined. Nonetheless, there is more vegetable cultivation in absolute terms in the near proximity of the metropolitan market, where rent is high per unit land area, than in either of the two outer tiers of counties. This is so despite the fact that outer locations enjoy much lower rents per unit area and at the same time enjoy easy transport access to the metropolitan market at a reasonable cost. Figure 10, below, presents the data in tables III and IV comparatively in graphic form.
GUIDELINES FOR DATA INTERPRETATION

Having noted the spatial distribution, the question becomes, which factors are most responsible for the above-noted pattern of crops in peri-urban zones, and how important is each in relation to the other? To address this, one must ask the extent to which the present research hypotheses provide satisfactory explanations of these relations and their relative importance. What follows, then, is a description of the strategy employed here to extract the most comprehensive answers to these questions.
ANALYSIS OF THE REGRESSION OUTPUT

The regression performed on the data is single-equation, least-squares regression analysis which is intended as an empirical check on the validity of the research hypotheses. The method of analysis is that of "backward elimination." The advantages of this method over others is that it allows for all of the predictors in the equation to be processed. This allows each of the predictors to associate with and influence the criterion-dependent variable; this, in turn, provides each with the opportunity to explain why, relative to it, each crop locates close to or distant from the market center.

Introducing all of the predictors into the analysis is particularly important to this research, largely because each was chosen in accordance with established theory and on the basis of an extensive and thorough review of all pertinent literature. For these reasons, backward elimination is the preferred method of analysis, since other stepwise routines like "forward selection" permit variables into the analysis only if they satisfy specific criteria of entry. The criteria of entry are established a priori and have nothing inherently to do with the specific differences between one set of data and another. Consequently, some "evidence" is invariably excluded from the analysis, thereby precluding its opportunity to influence the final outcome of the analysis. Furthermore, although the quantitative impacts of the excluded predictors might be limited, it is nonetheless true that other theoretical and/or qualitative impacts might ultimately prove to be quite significant. For this reason any method which limits the scope of the analysis is to be avoided.

PHASES OF DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis is designed to occur on two phases. This procedure will best serve the goals of the present research.
Phase One

Phase One is designed to evaluate the capabilities of the model as whole—all sets of predictors collectively—insofar as they explain the criterion variables (i.e., harvested wheat acreage, harvested vegetable acreage, etc.) and their locations relative to the market center. Stated differently, Phase One is designed to point out the proportion of $y$, the criterion variable, which is explained by each $x_i$, that is, each set of predictors. Therefore, this part of the analysis will be capable of measuring the degree of the variability of $y$ that may be explained by the relevant equation. Phase two, which is dealt with below, will explain the effect of each one of the predictors individually on the variability of $y$, the criterion variable.

The product best suited for describing the findings of Phase One of the analysis—that is, to quantify the sum of the impacts of the predictors on the criterion variable—is the multiple coefficient of determination, the so-called $R^2$. The $R^2$ is a measurement of the variability in $y$ (the criterion variable) insofar as affected by each $x_i$ (each set of predictors) (Lewis-Beck, 1980:52). This is expressed another way by Heady (1971):

Agricultural economists have a tendency to put more emphasis upon the goodness of fit [a high $R^2$] than is usually the case in engineering and other experimental sciences, rather than focusing diagnosis on the relative roles of the various exogenous factors associated with supply. (p. 249)

Nie, et al. (1975) value $R^2$ as an adequate tool for describing the strength of the relationship between the sum of independent variables and the criterion variable. In the present study, the $R^2$ will be reported for each tier of counties in order to account for the explanatory power of the predictors taken collectively. This result should prove valuable for pointing out the significance of specific locations on the cultivation of given crops in the peri-urban zone.

Obviously, higher $R^2$ values are more desirable than lower ones, since they are indicative of a greater level of explanatory power in the predictors. Still, though, achieving
a higher $R^2$ is not an end in itself, since adding more predictors to the regression equation should raise the value of $R^2$. However, unless there is a clear and solid theoretical foundation for doing so, the resulting $R^2$, although higher in absolute terms, will be difficult to defend or justify, since, as explained by Lewis Beck (1980), "tiny coefficients can be statistically significant" (p. 36).

Other products that are supportive of the $R^2$ and which enhance its interpretability include the F-value associated with the regression output. In actuality, the F-value is an estimator of the linearity of the relationship—that is, the quality of the regression line. According to Heady and Dillon (1961), the F-value provides an overall test of the significance of the regression equation, since it in fact represents the ratio of the regression variance to the error variance. As such, a relatively large F-value is preferable to a smaller one. An F-value of 2.00 or more is considered statistically significant.

The Durbin-Watson index is also indicative of the quality of the relationships among the predictors. This index measures the presence or absence of autocorrelation problems among the residuals of regression and the dependent variable; should such difficulties exist, the addition or subtraction of variables from the equation and analysis might be indicated. However, only Durbin-Watson values less than 1.00 would cause concern about the existence of such problems.

Other products to be reported include sample size and the standard error of the regression. Both are helpful in the reproduction of additional statistics and are useful for explaining in greater detail the outcome of the analysis. In fact, the value of both the $R^2$ and the standard error of regression are inversely related, meaning that reporting both shows the direction and value of the overall correlation between the criterion variable and each set of predictors. Standard error is considered to be a "summary" statistic for the spread of the residuals around the "line of best fit." In other words, its value expresses the
variables' degree of variance from a perfect linear association.

Also included in Phase One is the analysis of a residual plot, since it demonstrates visually the linearity of the relationships expressed in the equation. The object of this is determining randomly distributed residuals rather than residuals with specific patterns. This will indicate the existence of problems in the equation which may need special attention. The correlation matrix will also be checked for high collinearity among the equation's predictors. These regression products will be treated in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSSx), which is that used in conducting the present analysis.

Findings of this first phase of the analysis are expected to show the degree of variability in the criterion variable which may be explained by the selected sets of predictors. Still, however, the practical value of these findings will remain limited, since the role that each predictor is to play in the final outcome is not yet clear.

Phase Two

Phase Two of the analysis is more detailed than Phase One, since it involves each predictor individually insofar as it associates with the criterion variable. The goal of Phase Two is to measure the impact of each predictor on the location of specific crops in the vicinity of the market center. The product best suited to this portion of the analysis is the regression coefficient, or $b$.

Although $b$ is a measurement of the level of association between each predictor and the criterion variable, it is considered sensitive to violations of homogeneity of variance assumption of multiple linear regression. Accordingly, the standardized $B$--the BETA--which adjusts for heterogeneity, is reported here. BETA represents associations of standardized units of measurement instead of raw data, which is the case for the $h$ (Heady and Dillon, 1961).

The partial correlation expressed in this product describes associations between
each independent variable and the dependent variable (the criterion variable), but with each independent variable's impact held constant. The control, here, is statistical and not literal. Moreover, the withheld variance is assumed to be linear throughout the equation, and in fact it is this linearity which makes partial correlation possible (Nie, 1976:302). These coefficients take either a plus or a minus sign, depending on the direction of the relationship; predictors with the highest coefficients are considered to have the strongest correlation with the criterion variable.

Many scholars prefer to report both the $b$ and the standardized BETA. They also suggest otherwise reporting the standard deviation of all variables involved so that the reader can derive one set of coefficients from another (Pedhazur, 1982:250). Pedhazur recommends further that the researcher state clearly the role of theory in his or her report of an independent variable's impact that is derived from the degree of association between BETA and that variable.

In the present research, only the standardized BETA will be used in reporting on Phase Two analysis. This will help overcome many of the problems that the heterogeneity of the present data could very well cause for the $b$ product. The decision to use the BETA instead of the $b$ preserves the quality of the association between the two variables--i.e., the plus and minus signs. Moreover, the statistical significance reported in SPSSx, the reference used for this analysis, is statistically significant for the BETA, even though it was originally calculated for the raw $b$.

Such a method for handling the analysis means that the regression output will be presented in two distinct and yet highly interrelated parts. The first of these parts will provide information about the explanatory power of the applied model as a whole for predicting the patterning of crops in the peri-urban zone. The second part will provide more detailed information about the role that each predictor plays in influencing such
agricultural land-use patterns in these peri-urban zones.

Both sets of regression output will be obtained for each of the three crops as occurring in each tier of counties under study in the present research.

THE EMPIRICAL TESTING OF THE CULTIVATION OF THE WHEAT CROP

Phase One: The Sum of the Explanatory Power of the Regression Model for Wheat Harvested in the Peri-Urban Zone

Checking for linearity in the regression equation and for multicollinearity among the predictors are two essential precautionary preliminaries. A check of residuals for the harvested wheat acreage shows a fairly random distribution, with no distinctive patterns. However, the correlations matrix showed a multicollinearity problem of a magnitude of .85 between the predictors URBAN and INTERACT, which represent urbanization.

This level of multicollinearity is a problem which needs to be addressed. One method of handling it would be to drop one of the collinear pair from the analysis; this solution, however, should take into account both theory and statistical significance. The predictor retained should be the one most closely associated with the analysis, or else have the larger coefficient.

Since both predictors in the present study were chosen based on theory, both were checked for statistical significance by dropping each one temporarily from the analysis. This allowed determination of the one most closely associated with the criterion variable, so that it could be retained. In the present study the retained predictor is URBAN. Dropping it from the analysis resulted in a much lower $R^2$ than did dropping INTERACT. Furthermore, the values of the coefficients associated with URBAN are more consistent with the research hypotheses.

The correlation matrix also shows the predictors PRECIPIT, GROWTH,
VALACRE, and LOTSIZE all to be collinear, although at a low level ranging between .4 and .5. Literature holds that this is a tolerable level of collinearity and that it does not require action of the kind taken with the multicollinear pair described above. As such, it was decided that all these collinear predictors would be retained. More encouraging in this regard is that dropping them from the analysis one at a time, as was done with the troublesome predictors URBAN and INTERACT, did not significantly alter the analysis. One reason for this is the huge net of interrelationships among variables in multivariate analysis, which discourages specificity in the relationships. Notwithstanding, these collinears need to be watched closely, and their outcomes should be considered with these collinears in mind.

Table V lists the products of Phase One of the analysis—that is, it lists in tabular form the overall impacts of the set of predictors on the criterion variable.
TABLE V

REGRESSION OUTPUT FOR THE ACREAGE OF HARVESTED WHEAT AT THREE LOCATIONS IN THE PERI-URBAN ZONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F-Value</th>
<th>Durbin-Watson</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>Sample Size (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMSA</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>13***</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7074</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier I (metro)</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>19***</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2367</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier II</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>76***</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2039</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier III</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>26***</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3838</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** Statistically significant at .001

A quick glance at Table V shows the set of predictors to explain a relatively large proportion of the variability in the criterion variable WHEAT (harvested wheat acreage) for all tiers of counties. Table V explains variability that reaches levels of up to 55 percent for wheat harvested in the consolidated SMSA counties; up to 41 percent for wheat harvested in Tier I counties; up to 61 percent for wheat harvested in Tier II counties; and up to 45 percent in Tier III counties. The table shows these ratios as R² values.

These empirical findings demonstrate, among other things, that wheat cultivation is not foreign to the metropolitan tier of counties, as the theoretical literature on this issue frequently presumes. This is obvious in the R² values for this tier of counties, which reaches a level high enough to be situated between the two values describing the two most
outer tiers of counties. Moreover, the F-values associated with these findings are relatively high, ranging between 13 and 76. High F-values are indicative of greater variance emerging from the regression equation relative to the error variance. In other words, it is another indication of a greater linear association with the criterion variable. All F-values show a quite high level of statistical significance—above the .001 level. Table V also shows relatively high Durbin-Watson values, all of them exceeding 1.00. This shows no autocorrelation problems.

Phase Two: The Role of the Individual Predictors in the Location of Wheat Cultivation in the Peri-Urban Zone

The regression results reported in Table V are supported by the preliminary analysis reported earlier in this chapter. The regression results also show clearly that the harvested wheat acreage extends into different locations in the peri-urban zone, including sites in the near vicinity of the market center. Both of these findings are of limited applicability, however, since they leave unanswered the crucial questions pertaining to the specific roles of each predictor in influencing the outcome.

This lack is satisfied, though, with the partial correlation coefficient in standardized form—the BETA—since it shows the degree of association between each predictor and the criterion variable. Because of the standardization, comparisons are permitted between as well as within groups which are otherwise indivisible, because, among other things, the BETA is not sensitive to heterogeneity of variance nor to changes of measurement units in the data. This is achieved without jeopardizing the statistical significance of the findings, since the BETA reflects the statistical significance as much as does the $b$.

Table VI tabulates the values for the BETA (coefficient) associated with each predictor in the regression equation as applied to harvested wheat in different locations in the peri-urban zone. The larger the coefficient, the stronger the association between the
pairs (Norusis, 1983). Frequently greater levels of statistical significance are associated with larger BETAs.

### TABLE VI

**BETA VALUES OF REGRESSION OUTPUT FOR ACREAGE OF WHEAT HARVESTED AT THREE LOCATIONS IN THE PERI-URBAN ZONE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>SMSA COUNTIES</th>
<th>TIER I (Metro.)</th>
<th>TIER II</th>
<th>TIER III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>URBAN</td>
<td>VALACRE</td>
<td>IRRIGATE</td>
<td>PRECIPIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.168*</td>
<td>-.090</td>
<td>.168*</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>-.164***</td>
<td>.122**</td>
<td>-.092*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-.068*</td>
<td>-.330***</td>
<td>.129***</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>-.347***</td>
<td>.095*</td>
<td>.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance at level of .1 or better.
** Statistical significance at level of .01 or better.
*** Statistical significance at level of .001 or better.
This table presents a great deal of information. Among other things, it shows that in the Tier I counties the predictor FERTILIZ leads all others with its extremely large BETA; it is followed by the predictors VALACRE and IRRIGATE. The values for these three, all of which are statistically significant at .01 or better, are .51, -.16, and .12, respectively; these figures are indicative of an association between these predictors and the criterion variable, harvested wheat acreage. In the SMSA counties these same predictors led the others with their high coefficients and statistical significance.

Such a high level of association between these predictors and the criterion variable should not be surprising, though; VALACRE reflects cultivation's location in metropolitan areas, and IRRIGATE and FERTILIZ reflect the need for higher intensity production in these areas where farmers must compete with characteristically nonagricultural land uses. Such an interpretation of these findings is supported by the large and statistically significant coefficient with minus sign associated with the predictor VALACRE, indicative of a reverse relationship between higher land value per acre and the cultivation of wheat in the metropolitan environment. Such a reverse association with VALACRE makes it in effect necessary that production taking place on those sites be implemented at higher intensity levels, even when such higher intensity raises production costs per unit product. It is worth noting that a plus sign accompanies the coefficient for the predictor FERTILIZ at all production locations considered in this study. Such an understanding of the relationships is supported by the large and statistically significant coefficient with plus sign associated with the predictor IRRIGATE, since this, too, is indicative of a strong forward association between this predictor and the cultivation of wheat in the metropolitan region. It is understandable that increased irrigation means higher intensity production per unit area. It also means higher costs per unit product. Moreover, the large and statistically significant coefficient with minus sign (-.17) associated with the predictor URBAN also supports the
interpretations thus far, since urbanization is assumed to discourage the use of land for activities that are not urban in character. It should be mentioned that the predictor URBAN is assumed to function as a proxy variable on behalf of urbanization. The large coefficient with minus sign for the predictor URBAN could be held responsible more than any others in the equation for the large coefficient with plus sign associated with the predictor FERTILIZ, since the minus sign is indicative of the lack of compatibility of the land uses in question. The result of this is that these uses either get rejected at these sites, or in an attempt to remain are forced to produce at higher intensity levels.

These findings for SMSA counties are repeated in the data for Tier I counties, since there, too, the predictor FERTILIZ has the largest coefficient, again followed by VALACRE and IRRIGATE. The signs for these three predictors in Tier I duplicate those experienced in the SMSA counties, including the fact that both are statistically significant at .01 or better.

In Tier II one finds the coefficients for the predictors FERTILIZ, VALACRE and IRRIGATE still leading the others. Not surprisingly, the same remains the case in Tier III. As important as this, however, is that the signs associated with the coefficients again duplicate those found in the preceding tiers of counties. This should indicate a powerful unifying influence which affects wheat cultivation in the wheat region, one which goes beyond the impact of location relative to the nearest market center. Note that most of the wheat produced in these tiers of counties ends up in the international market. Note, too, that the term "wheat" covers a multitude of classes of grain which vary considerably in both characteristics and end use. Furthermore, wheat goes through several intermediate processes before it is fit for human consumption; these intermediary production processes generally take place in locations other than those of cultivation. Given these conditions, the linkage with local markets is likely to be very thin.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL ARGUMENT

One significant factor affecting the location of wheat production is the impact of the natural environment. It was hypothesized that natural environmental factors significantly influence the production locations of wheat. The two variables selected to represent the environment's influence are PRECIPIT and GROWTH— the average annual rainfall and the number of days of the year with temperatures above zero, respectively.

A look at these predictors as they appear in Table VI shows quite modest values for the coefficients for both at most locations. In addition, the coefficients carry minus signs in most cases. This indicates an inverse relationship with the criterion variable. These values are a bit surprising in light of the hypothesis. However, there are several interpretations of such an outcome.

One is that it pays cultivating wheat in peri-urban areas at locations with high rent per unit area as long as production is highly intensive. This could be so because wheat is not particularly sensitive to specific environmental requirements. Instead, wheat can survive fairly well in diverse environmental conditions and still provide a satisfactory yield (Arunachalam, 1965; Laut, 1965). The large coefficients we saw for FERTILIZ and IRRIGATE appear to reinforce this interpretation. Furthermore, a large share of production ends up on the international market, which may reduce the impact of local variations on production locations. However, this explanation conflicts with theoretical assertions which contend that the crop/fallow cycle is the most appropriate intensity measure for wheat produced in the peri-urban zone, and not the added-inputs factor.

Another explanation for the unsatisfactory coefficients for the environmental variables might pertain to the extremely broad array of environmental conditions in the wheat region in the United States. This could be creating the low levels of association,
since environmental diversity is met with the production of five major classes of wheat, each of which varies significantly from the others in their environmental requirements.

Another possible explanation for the small value of the environmental coefficients and the inverse coefficients is the relatively high collinearity between the environmental and other variables in the equation. It is known that collinearity can not only reduce the value of coefficients associated with the collinear pairs, but can also turn its sign to a minus one. However, testing this last possibility by alternately dropping both collinear pairs from the analysis did not result in any measurable differences from the already stated values.

To rectify this discrepancy, the wheat region was divided into homogeneous subregions in order to focus the measurements. This was done by dividing the region along lines identical to those presented in Figure 7, which represents the four areas or subregions of production for the various classes of wheat (see Table VII, below). Regressions for the four subregions resulted in more statistically significant findings than were achieved in the regression for the wheat region as a whole.
The regression output reported in Table VII reveals several statistically significant products, although most show an inverse relationship with the criterion variable, wheat production. This is particularly true for the variable PRECIPIT in most subregions, and particularly at outer locations. This is clearly seen in the northern subregions, where temperatures are relatively mild and hence the effectiveness of precipitation greater due to reduced loss to evaporation. Another explanation for this outcome is that a good deal of wheat is dependent on irrigation.

Even more telling in Table VII is the comparison of the two sets of findings--those for PRECIPIT in the southern subregions incorporating Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and Nebraska, and those for GROWTH in the northern subregions incorporating Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, and Ohio. Values for both variables in both subregions relate positively with wheat production in both subregions. Although the statistical significance of these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Tier I (metro counties)</th>
<th>Tier II</th>
<th>Tier III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texas-Nebraska</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>.08**</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>-.29</td>
<td>-.21*</td>
<td>-.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota-Minnesota</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>-.56***</td>
<td>-.50**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri-Ohio</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>-.42***</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.18*</td>
<td>.54*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho-Oregon</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.04</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>-.03</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance at level of .1  
** Statistical significance at level of .01  
*** Statistical significance at level of .001
findings varies with distance from the nearest market center, it is noteworthy that precipitation correlates positively and in a statistically significant manner with wheat production in relatively hot regions, where the length of the growing season is not as critical to the success of the crop as is the availability of moisture. This interpretation of the results is supported by the positive and statistically significant BETA for the variable GROWTH in the northern subregions, where the length of the growing season is quite important for winter wheat. The Missouri-Ohio subregion is the only one of the northern subregions that grows winter wheat, which requires 40-42 weeks to mature, whereas spring wheat takes only 16-18 weeks to mature. These findings parallel the views of Schlebecker (1973) in recognizing the selective impacts of natural environmental factors on crop location.

Note that the correlations matrix for the subregions shows collinearity above .3 between the predictors IRRIGATE and PRECIPIT, which could account for the reduced statistical significance for at least one of them. Furthermore, IRRIGATE should substitute for PRECIPIT in most cases where land rent is high and/or production is meant for trade.

OTHER VARIABLES IN THE EQUATION

Other predictors in Table VI include the variable ACCESS. The BETA coefficients for this variable at different locations are small and are not statistically significant at any location. This is indicative of their limited effect on the criterion variable. What is more significant with these coefficients, however, is the consistency of the minus sign associated with the coefficient for nearly all tiers of counties (see Table VI). This indicates a reverse association between the pair of variables. One interpretation of these findings is that a large portion of the wheat produced in this region ends up in either the international market or large metropolises distributed around the U.S. In fact, this might increase the significance
of quality and price of transportation in the location and subsequent marketing of wheat.

Next is the predictor ZONING, which also shows low coefficients with a minus sign, and which also lacks statistical significance except for Tier II counties. This is again indicative of a reduced though reverse relationship with wheat production at most locations. Such low values could have been the result of dummying the variable, since doing this reduces the range of values to be analyzed as well as contributing occasionally to a minus sign in a coefficient. In fact, dummying might be the major contributor to the small coefficient associated with the predictor ACCESS, too, since it also is represented by discrete values. Still, these minus values for the predictor ZONING support earlier findings about the predictors VALACRE and URBAN and their respective minus signs.

Finally is the predictor LOTSIZE, whose coefficients are not statistically significant at any location. Moreover, the BETA values for this variable show an inverse relationship with wheat production in the peri-urban zone, which supports what has already been found about the predictors VALACRE, URBAN, and ZONING—that is, the inverse association with wheat production at locations close to the market center.

THE EMPIRICAL TESTING OF THE CULTIVATION
OF THE VEGETABLE CROP

The reporting of the findings for the empirical test of the cultivation of vegetables in peri-urban zones will also proceed in two phases, as was the case for wheat. In the first phase we shall focus on evaluating the overall explanatory power of the regression equation as it pertains to factors affecting the cultivation of vegetables at different locations in the peri-urban area. In phase two, we shall focus on the role of each predictor individually. Each phase will have its own set of products, as they are extensions of the products used in the analysis of the previous crop.
Two products need checking for assumption violations before proceeding with the analysis. One is the matter of residuals, and the other is the correlations matrix. Checking the residuals shows no systematic patterns. It also shows no serious deviations from normality. However, there is a slight tilt to the left near the baseline of the curve. One way of handling a more serious tilt in this direction is taking the square root of the data. However, the present tilt is seen to be quite mild, so that no action was deemed necessary.

The correlations matrix shows multicollinearity between the predictors URBAN and INTERACT at a magnitude of .83. Both are considered proxy variables of urbanization's impact on agricultural land uses in the peri-urban zone, so this level of correlation is unacceptable. It was decided, therefore, that one of the two making up the multicollinear pair should be dropped from the analysis. Alternately dropping each of these predictors from the equations indicated retaining the predictor INTERACT in the analysis, and disposing of URBAN. This conclusion was based on the former's proving to be more significant statistically. Accordingly, it showed a higher $R^2$ value. It should be noted that in the case of wheat cultivation, a similar problem was experienced. In that case, however, the predictor URBAN was retained since it showed a higher level of statistical significance than did the predictor INTERACT. It might be remembered that the predictor URBAN represents the urban population of the SMSAs proper, while the predictor INTERACT represents suburban population of the SMSA, and/or the population of county seats in outer tiers of counties.

Further inspection of the correlations matrix shows the predictor PRECIPIT as being collinear with the predictors LOTSIZE and VALACRE in all tiers of counties. It also shows predictors LOTSIZE and VALACRE to be collinear. The level of these correlations ranged from .42 to .52. Such levels of collinearity are considered tolerable by most analysts. Still, and as a precautionary step, these collinear pairs were tested by alternately
dropping them from the equation to test their effects on the findings. This test did not result in any measurable differences from the values already achieved, and it was therefore decided that the analysis would proceed with all mildly collinear pairs retained. However, more attention will be paid to these variables in the analysis.

Phase One: The Sum Explanatory Power of the Regression Model for the Location of Vegetable Production in the Peri-Urban Zone

This portion of the analysis shall deal with the overall explanatory power of the regression model for the cultivation of perishable crops in peri-urban areas. The products most appropriate to this portion of the analysis are the $R^2$, the $F$-value, and the Durbin-Watson index. The values for these products are listed in Table VIII.

Table VIII is quite similar to Table V, except that the former does not include the variable FERTILIZ. The reason for the absence of this important variable is the lack of data regarding it as pertains to vegetable cultivation.
Table VIII reveals several important things. First, we see that the collective explanatory power of the present model for vegetable cultivation at different locations in the peri-urban area appears quite high. This is clear in the high $R^2$ values, which range between .97 and .42. Among other things, this means that a large proportion of the variability in the criterion variable ($Y$) is being explained by the set of predictors. The statistics mean that up to 97 percent of the factors affecting vegetable production in the metropolitan tier of counties are explained by the model.

However, the gradient for the $R^2$ drops between the market center and the outermost tier of counties; if anything, this change of values in the $R^2$ means that the factors affecting the production of these crops are not the same at all locations. Instead,
they vary with location and distance from the market center. This finding supports the research hypothesis, since it was hypothesized that vegetable production in the immediate vicinity of the market would reflect conditions that are specific to those locations. Such an interpretation agrees with the figures reported in Table VIII, which show the $R^2$ to be higher in metropolitan counties than in SMSAs.

Still, the declining values for the $R^2$ in the direction away from the market center do not lead to a vanishing of those values in the outer tier of counties. And this is indicative of remaining viability in these outer locations to this kind of perishables production. Such a finding, however, contradicts conventional theory on zones of production of perishable crops, which limits production of these crops to the inner areas of peri-urban zones.

At the same time, these findings do not contradict the research hypothesis, which emphasizes the significance of the metropolitan regions in the cultivation of perishables, since the success of inner locations in perishables production, according to the hypothesis, is not conditioned on failure of the outer locations. Instead, it is based both on the individual qualities of those crops and on the ability of inner regions to support this kind of land use. It should be noted, though, that much of the literature on this issue acknowledges the two-location initiative for perishable crop production, although there is not enough specificity about many aspects of this finding. In addition, the vast majority of the supporting literature gives the impression that it is just a matter of time before the production of these crops is totally eliminated from the immediate vicinity of the urban market, to the eventual advantage of the outer locations. Most experts cite the truck as the biggest influence of such an outcome.

Table VIII also shows large F-values, ranging from 1304 to 26, all of them significant at better than .001 level. Also significant are figures for the Durbin-Watson index, all of which exceed the level of 1.00. This is indicative of the absence of
measurable autocorrelation problems among the set of predictors. And finally, we see large sample sizes, which helps to overcome problems stemming from assumption violations, particularly those pertaining to normality of the distribution.

Phase Two: Role of the Individual Predictors in the Locating of Vegetable Production in the Peri-Urban Zone

In Phase Two, we shall examine the roles of each of the predictors individually as regards their effects on the spatial distribution of the vegetable crop in peri-urban areas. Here, too, the partial correlation coefficient in standardized form—the BETA—is used to accomplish this goal. Table IX lists the BETA coefficients for each predictor as it associates with each location. Following is an analysis of these correlations and a summary of their implications.
### Table IX

**Beta Values of Regression Output for Acreage of Vegetables Harvested at Three Locations in the Peri-Urban Zone**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>SMSAs</th>
<th>TIER I (Metro.)</th>
<th>TIER II</th>
<th>TIER III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTERACT</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.026**</td>
<td>.086***</td>
<td>.111*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECIPIT</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>-.011</td>
<td>-.098**</td>
<td>-.140*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWTH</td>
<td>-.012</td>
<td>-.016*</td>
<td>-.007</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS</td>
<td>.059*</td>
<td>.014*</td>
<td>.053*</td>
<td>-.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALACRE</td>
<td>-.022</td>
<td>.352***</td>
<td>.193***</td>
<td>.220***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTSIZE</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONING</td>
<td>.155***</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>-.034</td>
<td>-.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRRIGATE</td>
<td>.900***</td>
<td>.986***</td>
<td>.753***</td>
<td>.596***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance at level of .1
** Statistical significance at level of .01
*** Statistical significance at level of .001

Table IX shows the predictor IRRIGATE, which is statistically significant at .001, leading all other predictors in Tier I, an indication of the large amount of variability in the criterion variable (acreage of harvested vegetable crop) which can be explained by this predictor. A second predictor with a relatively significant coefficient is VALACRE. These same two predictors lead all others in the outer two tiers (Tiers II and III) as well. Both had large coefficients in the previous analysis, that is, in explaining the locations of wheat
cultural.

Whereas a minus sign distinguishes the VALACRE coefficient in the analysis of wheat production, for vegetable production the indication is reversed; that is, VALACRE shows a plus coefficient, which is indicative of a straightforward relationship between VALACRE and vegetable production. This is quite a significant development; a preliminary explanation of this relationship might go as follows:

(1) Land value, whether rent per unit area or fair market value per acre, is a major factor affecting land uses and the decision-making process for location decisions of agricultural production in peri-urban areas.

(2) This change of sign in the vegetable crop might indicate basic differences between wheat production and vegetable production with regard to higher land values per unit area, or with regard to urbanization impacts on land uses in the peri-urban zone.

(3) At the same time, both crops seem to efficiently apply the added-inputs approach as a means of combating higher land rent per unit area in the direction of the market, be they irrigation, fertilizer, or both. What matters most is that the added-inputs method is a certified means of creating higher intensity production per unit area and, consequently, higher revenues per acre of land.

Other predictors in Table IX include INTERACT, which also is statistically significant at all locations and has a relatively large coefficient and a plus sign for all tiers of counties. This indicates a strong positive association with vegetable crop location in peri-urban areas. The findings are statistically significant for all tiers of counties. Tying this to earlier findings about predictors VALACRE and IRRIGATE, one finds that these three predictors carry values and signs that support one another. It also contradicts findings for similar predictors in the analysis of wheat production. When taking into account the minus sign for the predictors URBAN and VALACRE in the analysis of wheat production,
differences between the two categories of crops with respect to the impacts of urbanization and/or higher land rents per unit area become apparent, even though both crops have managed to survive in the near vicinity of the urban market. Remember, too, that both URBAN and INTERACT are proxies for urbanization. Moreover, a strong case could easily be made about a strong relationship between the variable VALACRE and the impacts of urbanization on land values.

The coefficients for the predictor INTERACT at different locations reveal a number of interesting things. First, the BETAs for this variable are more statistically significant in metropolitan counties than in SMSAs, a clear indication of the greater impact of the local market on location decisions than distant markets. This is supported by statistically significant BETA values for the relationship between local markets and outer locations having urban nonmetropolitan population centers. The implication here is that current literature might be understating the impact of urban nonmetropolitan centers on agricultural land uses in their vicinity while overstating the impact of metropolitan areas on crop location at outer locations. In fact, the low values, lacking statistical significance, for the predictor URBAN seem to discredit the importance of metropolitan centers in this regard. Because of these uncertainties, in Table X, below, the variable INTERACT was dropped from the analysis in order to test this metropolitan impact as reflected in the variable URBAN. The result was lower values and a statistically insignificant BETA. The run also resulted in lower R² values.
The next predictors to consider are the environmental variables PRECIPIT and GROWTH. Both show minus coefficients, indicating a reverse relationship with the criterion variable, and both are statistically insignificant, particularly in the metropolitan counties. This outcome parallels earlier findings about the positive and strong association between urbanization and vegetable production that was demonstrated in the predictors.
IRRIGATE, VALACRE, and INTERACT. At the same time these findings agree with the hypothesis, which asserted that urbanization and characteristics of the crop itself assert priority over environmental factors as determinants of the location of vegetable production.

Next is the matter of the gradient of the coefficients, and one must ask, How systematic are the changes in the values of these coefficients at different distances from the market center? In other words, How does location relative to the market affect the impact of different predictors on the criterion variable?

The coefficient for the predictor IRRIGATE drops regularly as one moves farther from the market center; however, it retains its plus sign and statistical significance throughout all tiers of counties. This finding is quite significant, both for the large coefficient characterizing this predictor and for its plus sign. Having these values increase most in the metropolitan counties (Tier I) indicates that the most intensified production takes place at these inner locations. By the same token, it indicates the readiness of these crops to lend themselves to cultivation at such intensified levels.

The gradual rise of production intensity as one moves toward the market center—as seen in the IRRIGATE coefficient—shows this higher intensity per unit area facilitating agricultural land uses at locations close to the market center which otherwise would be limited to nonagricultural land uses of a characteristically urban nature. This trend is quite clear in the case of wheat production as well.

As for the predictors INTERACT, VALACRE, PRECIPIT, LOTSIZE, ACCESS, ZONING, and GROWTH, all show systematic gradation of the value of the coefficient as one proceeds along the line between the market center and the outermost locations. For example, the coefficient for VALACRE decreases in the direction away from the market center, although its sign remains positive and statistically significant. Among other things, this might indicate the close association between vegetable production and higher land rents.
resulting from urbanization. This finding is supported by the change of values associated with the predictor LOTSIZE, which shows a larger coefficient in metropolitan counties and a smaller one farther out. This indicates the ability of vegetable cultivation to thrive on smaller size lots, which are characteristically a by-product of urbanization.

The predictor ZONING also exhibits a larger coefficient in the direction of the market center, indicating compatibility between agricultural land use and urbanization. This is reinforced by the ACCESS variable, whose coefficient also increases in the direction of the market center. The negative sign and low value of the coefficient for this variable in Tier III counties might indicate basic differences in the needs of cultivators of these crops in outer locations compared to those situated in inner locations, which is supportive of another facet of the research hypothesis. For example, it is possible that frequency, variation, and easy access to different modes of transportation could be considered satisfactory to producers in the market vicinity. At the same time, outer producers might be more interested in having access to specific modes of transportation. The BETA values for ZONING increase dramatically in the tier of SMSA counties, indicating a very strong relationship between this zoning regulation and crop location at the level of SMSA counties. The sharp fall at the next tier reinforces the particularly urban nature of the impact of this variable.

THE EMPIRICAL TESTING OF THE PRODUCTION OF GREENHOUSE CULTURE AND NURSERY PRODUCTION IN PERI-URBAN ZONES

The final production category to be analyzed includes greenhouse culture (GC) and nursery products (NP). Along lines similar to those for the earlier analyses, the present investigation will be executed in two successive phases. The first phase will report the sum impact of the collective set of predictors on the criterion variable; that is, it will measure the
capabilities of the regression equation to explain the variability in $y$, the criterion variable at different locations relative to the market center. Phase two will discuss the role of each predictor individually in explaining locational variability in $y$. Both phases, though, are seen to complement rather than supplement one another, because knowing how much of the variability in $y$ can be ascribed to each predictor in the set does not result in knowing the predictive capabilities of the model as a whole, and vice versa. This is even moreso the case because of the interaction that commonly takes place between predictors executed together (Kerby, 1970).

**Phase One: The Sum Explanatory Power of the Regression Model for the Locating of Greenhouse Culture and Nursery Production at Different Locations in the Peri-Urban Zone**

Table XI presents the regression products for the sum impact of the factors hypothesized to be most responsible for the location of greenhouse culture (GC) and nursery production (NP) in peri-urban zones.
We see in Table XI $R^2$ values gradually decreasing as they progress away from the metropolitan center. This means that the present model is more expressive of production conditions of GC in the near vicinity of the market than farther away. It also means that factors of production for these crops vary with location, in a way that is similar to the variance seen with vegetable production. It also means that the present set of predictors, which were hypothesized to describe more prominently GC production in peri-urban areas, are satisfactory, especially in Tier I counties, where they claim up to 44 percent of the effect in the variability in the criterion variable. Still, comparing these $R^2$ values with those seen in the analyses of wheat and vegetable production shows measurable discrepancies in the
explanatory power of the present model. The most likely reason for these discrepancies goes back to the absence of specific predictors from this latest equation which address GC and NP, particularly those which in the earlier analyses explained the locations of wheat and vegetable cultivation--that is, FERTILIZ and IRRIGATE. These predictors are not included because of a lack of data. In fact, data on fertilizer is lacking even for vegetable production. This is so despite the fact that vegetable production is known for its intensive use of fertilizers to achieve essential high levels of productivity.

There is great diversity among crops included under the headings greenhouse culture and nursery products. At one extreme are crops cultivated in fully controlled environments; at the other extreme are crops that are almost totally dependent on the natural environment. Measurable differences in durability to environmental condition, market price, and marketing techniques, among other things, exist between various crops in this category of analysis. These differences, then, show up as discrepancies in location and methods of cultivation that in turn affect their coverage by a limited number of variables. Despite these discrepancies and the heterogeneity which distinguishes this category of crops, the R² values resulting from the regression seem to support both the hypothesis and the theoretical literature, which describes cultivation of these crops as more metropolitan and less rural. This is clear in the large R² for Tier I counties.

Other products in Table XI that help to describe the explanatory power of the regression equation include the F-values, which are significant to .001 in three out of four tiers of counties; the F-value for the SMSA tier of counties was significant at .04. The Durbin Watson index exceeds 1.00 in all tiers of counties, indicating the absence of serious autocorrelation problems in this set of data.
Phase Two: The Role of Individual Predictors in Locating Greenhouse Culture and Nursery Production In the Peri-Urban Zone

This second phase of the analysis involves pointing out the role of individual predictors in the locating of GC and NP in the vicinity of the market center. Table XII provides the BETA coefficients for the predictors thought to be most influential on the location of GC and NP in peri-urban areas.

TABLE XII
BETA VALUES OF REGRESSION OUTPUT FOR GREENHOUSE CULTURE AND NURSERY PRODUCTION AT THREE LOCATIONS IN THE PERI-URBAN ZONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>SMSA COUNTIES</th>
<th>TIER I (Metro.)</th>
<th>TIER II</th>
<th>TIER III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>URBAN</td>
<td>.200*</td>
<td>.087*</td>
<td>.108*</td>
<td>.247***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRECIPIT</td>
<td>.035</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>-.206***</td>
<td>-.114*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROWTH</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.227**</td>
<td>.189***</td>
<td>.072*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS</td>
<td>.169*</td>
<td>.086*</td>
<td>.126**</td>
<td>-.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALACRE</td>
<td>-.054</td>
<td>.438***</td>
<td>.308***</td>
<td>.238***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOTSIZE</td>
<td>-.015</td>
<td>-.011</td>
<td>-.086*</td>
<td>-.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONING</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.254***</td>
<td>.099*</td>
<td>.153**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance at level of .1
** Statistical significance at level of .01
*** Statistical significance at level of .001
All predictors in Table XII show significance, whether statistical, theoretical, or both. Further, although the role of the predictor with the largest coefficient varies with location and with distance from the market center, the table still shows systematic change in coefficient values between the market center and more distant sites for the majority of predictors in this set. Most telling of these relationships include the following:

(1) The predictors VALACRE and URBAN have large coefficients and plus signs throughout the tiers, indicative of a straightforward positive relationship between urbanization and both GC and NP.

(2) Findings pertaining to urbanization-related predictors, namely URBAN and VALACRE, do not disagree with values associated with the environmental variables PRECIPIT and GROWTH. The entire group does not seem to be in conflict with the research hypothesis. For example, PRECIPIT's coefficient is low and lacks statistical significance in both SMSA and Tier I counties, an indication of a low association between annual precipitation in this area with both GC and NP, as would be expected with mostly environmentally controlled agricultural production. Such an inverse association with PRECIPIT becomes even less significant in the outermost tiers of counties, where the coefficients' signs continue as minus, while the level of statistical significance increases. The other environmental predictor, GROWTH, however, responds differently. The coefficient for this predictor is statistically significant with larger values, particularly in the direction of the market center, an indication of a stronger association with GC and NP. There is no one simple interpretation of these results for the environmental variables. Instead, one or more of the following is likely.

(a) The reason the environmental variable PRECIPIT appears less significant is that irrigation substitutes for precipitation when possible. As already seen, irrigation associated quite significantly with both wheat and vegetable cultivation; hence, the only reason this
variable is not included in the present portion of the analysis is the lack of data. Regardless, this probability of substitution is encouraged by the fact that the rights to water for irrigation are easily acquired in the United States, and the water itself is inexpensive. Substitution becomes a different issue, though, when it comes to the variable GROWTH and the substitution of artificial light and heat for the sun's warmth and light, since such substitutions are significantly more costly. This would be the case even if these natural agents are able to penetrate transparent materials housing greenhouse culture. This means that technological limitations and high costs make it necessary for entrepreneurs to search their environment for alternatives that give more yield for less costs per unit of product.

(b) The second view is that the minus sign on the coefficient for the predictor PRECIPIT might not be authentic. It could have resulted from the collinearity problem between it and many others in the equation. If so, the original sign of the coefficient might in reality be plus, and both environmental predictors positively influencing the locating of GC and NP in the vicinity of the market center. To check this possibility, it is necessary to break the test region down into subregions, much as we did with wheat and vegetable cultivation. This will be done at the end of this section.

(c) Another way of looking at this issue is by evaluating GROWTH together with the predictor VALACRE, since both carry large and statistically significant coefficients which decrease as they move farther from the market center. Greenhouse culture is a land use with relatively high yield per unit area. This makes it rewarding cultivating these crops at sites with high rent per unit area. Such sites most often coincide with above average environmental conditions, since quality of the environment is one important criterion of assessing land value. These viewpoints agree with the fact that a large number of urban centers are located on the most productive and fertile soils of their respective regions.

(d) Another explanation may relate to production factors. GC and NP involve
crops that are produced in totally controlled environments at high expense and are directed primarily at the metropolitan market. At the same time, many of these same crops are cultivated in the open at environmentally suitable locations and are marketed to neighboring consumers in smaller, nonmetropolitan centers. This locational division saves transportation costs, exploits differences in land rent and labor costs between smaller and larger centers.

(4) Among the remaining predictors, ZONING shows the highest statistical significance. Moreover, the coefficients for this predictor carry plus signs and rise in value in the direction of the market center, indicating a positive relationship between GC and this kind of land regulation. However, as Table XII shows, variations between tiers of counties are clear. The outcome here contrasts with findings for the same sets of data run for vegetable crop locations (see Table X). One interpretation of this may be that the impacts of zoning are more urban than metropolitan when it comes to the location of GC. In other words, GC generally occurs on a small scale, by individual farmers satisfying needs of nearby markets. Interpreting GC location as a function of production scale is supported by the positive and statistically significant BETAs for the variable ZONING in the outer tiers of counties (Table XII).

(5) ACCESS is also statistically significant, but more so at locations closer to the market center, which is indicative of the significance of the distance to market in this kind of agricultural production. This supports both theory and the research hypothesis. However, the low value of the coefficient, with minus sign, which appears in the outermost tier of counties should be interpreted to more or less indicate the importance of quality over diversity of transportation to this kind of land use. This also might indicate the reduced significance of the central metropolitan market on crops that are cultivated in outer locations and are destined for neighboring nonmetropolitan markets.
(6) Finally, there is the predictor LOTSIZE, whose coefficient is both low and minus for all tiers of counties. This outcome could be the result of collinearity with other predictors more than it is indicative of a reverse relationship between land values and the GC and NP production in peri-urban areas. In fact, the correlations matrix shows this variable to have a relatively high collinearity with a number of predictors.

The last step is to check the environmental diversity issue insofar as it may be causing the low value in the coefficients for the environmental variables PRECIPIT and GROWTH. As stated, doing so requires dividing the wheat region into homogeneous subregions, as was done for the analysis of wheat and vegetable cultivation. However, doing so did not bring about any significant change in the minus sign associated with the environmental variable PRECIPIT (see Table XIII), although it did result in a higher value for the coefficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subregion</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Tier I (metro counties)</th>
<th>Tier II</th>
<th>Tier III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texas-Nebraska</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>-.013</td>
<td>-.133</td>
<td>.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>.196*</td>
<td>-.138*</td>
<td>.421***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Dakota-Minnesota</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>.436</td>
<td>.537*</td>
<td>.772**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>-.424</td>
<td>-.144</td>
<td>-.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missouri-Ohio</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>-.257*</td>
<td>-.109</td>
<td>.113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>-.085</td>
<td>.036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho-Oregon</td>
<td>precipitation</td>
<td>-.033</td>
<td>-.618*</td>
<td>-.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>-.027</td>
<td>.296</td>
<td>.275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistical significance at level of .1
** Statistical significance at level of .01
*** Statistical significance at level of .001
Additionally, more positive relationships with relatively large BETAs are emerging for GROWTH for most locations. The only exceptions are for GROWTH in the Texas-Nebraska subregion, and for PRECIPIT in the South Dakota-Montana subregion. For both the outcome is positive and statistically significant for all but one location. Since long growing seasons are common in the south, however, and because the north has few problems with evaporation, the findings may in fact indicate that greenhouse culture and nursery products farmers may sometimes avoid environmental extremes and select environmental conditions similar to those for crops that are not grown under controlled environmental conditions. Such an outcome should be seen as confirming the earlier finding that there was little significance, if any, in precipitation over the location of GC and NP. The most likely explanation for this outcome is to be found in the strong reliance of these crops on irrigation. Also, these findings indicate the extended reliance on controlled environments in the production of these crops, which in turn supports the hypothesis of the present research.
CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

The last chapter stopped short of offering specific answers to some of the focal questions raised in the present research and was somewhat general in addressing the impacts of the factors that were hypothesized to affect the patterning of peri-urban agriculture. This matter is to be dealt with in part one of the present chapter. The impacts of the predictors will be assessed as to the degree to which they affect the patterning of specific crops in the various tiers of counties. This grouping of the influencing factors will rely heavily on the information presented in Tables VI and XII. The second portion of this chapter will present specific conclusions derived from this research. Additionally, problems encountered in the research and analysis will be discussed and suggestions for future research will be outlined.

PART ONE: SUMMARY ANALYSIS

The Accessibility Variable

The variable for accessibility--ACCESS--measures the sum impact of modes of transportation on the location of agricultural production in peri-urban zones. It does not directly measure the effect of linear distance to market, although the design of the research itself makes this possible.

Beginning with the harvested wheat crop, we see in Table VI a low coefficient for the variable ACCESS, with minus sign and no statistical significance in all tiers of counties. This indicates a limited impact of the diversity of transportation on production
locations for wheat, particularly at locations in the immediate vicinity of the urban market. In other words, a diversity of modes of available transportation does not affect the location of wheat production.

This finding may have resulted from one of the following two considerations, or from both together. First, the kind rather than the mere diversity of transportation may be the true determinant of the location of wheat production. A review of the literature shows explicitly that in the case of wheat, unit trains take the lead over all other modes for transport within the U.S., whereas the ocean-going steamers prevail for overseas shipments. The second possible explanation pertains to the fact that the central market adjacent to production zones may not be the primary consumer of the vast majority of that area's production. The produce is instead destined for a broad array of national and international markets. This finding supports the research hypothesis, as will be discussed below.

Turning to the vegetable crop, Table IX shows that the coefficient for the predictor ACCESS is large, positive, and statistically significant, especially at locations closest to the market center. This finding supports claims about the positive association between vegetable production and the urban market. This finding supports the research hypothesis, which predicted that easier access to the market, particularly due to shorter distances, would induce entrepreneurs to cultivate these sites, and that production would continue despite the adverse impact of higher rents per unit area at these locations.

Table XII shows that greenhouse culture and nursery production also associates strongly with ACCESS, again particularly at locations closer to the market center; the coefficient is high, positive, and statistically significant at those sites. This also indicates the significance of the varied modes of transportation in determining the location of these forms of agricultural production in peri-urban zones. The finding here is similar to that for the vegetable crop, and might also be explained by diversity of transportation. Equally
important, this positive and statistically significant association between ACCESS and perishables production reinforces the sectoral nature of peri-urban agriculture. (This association holds for wheat production in the same areas, and it should be recalled that data shows a rather mixed production in the peri-urban zone, with wheat cultivation occurring alongside perishables production.) Still, the evidence for sectoral patterning is somewhat inconclusive, since due to the macro scale of the analysis it might still be argued that a concentric pattern holds true. It may be the case that the variable ACCESS accounts for apparent dissipation in one tier of counties.

One may finally conclude generally about the variable ACCESS in the following terms: Access to transportation varies with the type of crop requiring transport. Diversity has a dominating influence on the locations of the majority of perishable crops. However, such access does not seem to be important to the locating of grains. Moreover, the linear distance to the nearest market center, although important for some crops--particularly perishables and greenhouse culture--does not appear to significantly affect every crop. To reiterate, the variety of modes of available transportation is most important, offering significant "convenience" to the transfer of perishable crops to the urban market. This convenience, then, could translate as costs per unit product/mile, or more properly, as quick delivery, therefore enhancing the marketing edge. However, grain production seems to be more inclined toward quality transportation, where costs per mile are reduced by virtue of extended travel time. Still, with access to new technology, low-cost transport, etc., indirectly consumed grains appear capable of occupying sites close to the market center, regardless of the higher land rent per unit area.

**Other Predictors in the Equation**

Table VI shows that five predictors have relatively large coefficients and mixed signs, indicative of a high degree of association with the criterion variable--in this case
harvested wheat. These five are FERTILIZ, IRRIGATE, VALACRE, URBAN, and LOTSIZE. The first two carry plus signs with their coefficients, which indicates a positive, straightforward association with the criterion variable. The last three carry a minus sign, indicative of a reverse association, that is, detachment from the criterion variable.

Even with these contradictory signs, these five predictors evidence no contradictory associations either with the criterion variable or with one another. The implication is that wheat production is not compatible with the urban environment. This is so because, among other things, it is not the kind of agricultural product that urban consumers would want or need fresh from the farm in the shortest possible time. Moreover, the crop itself is not particularly perishable, so that short distances to the neighboring market would provide no advantage. This is clear in the negative signs with the large coefficients for URBAN, VALACRE, and LOTSIZE, since all three reflect to varying degrees the impact of urbanization on land uses in the surrounding peri-urban area.

At the same time, however, the predictors FERTILIZ and IRRIGATE are positively associated with wheat production, and seem to be rectifying the effects of the above-indicated inconveniences of urbanization. Both predictors are, in fact, intensity measurements, and as we have already seen, intensifying production is one important way of fighting the negative effects of higher land rents per unit area, which is another corollary of urbanization. Significant here is that the predictor FERTILIZ has the highest share of the R² change for wheat in all tiers of counties. In a stepwise regression check the change in R² across Tiers I, II, and III amounted to .32, .45, and .30 percent out of .42, .60, and .45 percent respectively.

This excessively high share of the R² for FERTILIZ leads to two conclusions. One is the commercial nature of wheat production, since fertilizer is an added input that raises production costs per unit product; the second is the high degree of resistance to this kind of
land use exhibited by other land uses in peri-urban zones. This last is clear from the large coefficients with minus signs for the predictors VALACRE, URBAN, and LOTSIZE. This is something which the added-inputs method appears to be combatting with success, since such a large amount of cultivated wheat acreage is located so close to the market center.

Turning to the vegetable crop, in Table IX we see that the predictors with large coefficients (and again with mixed signs) are IRRIGATE, VALACRE, INTERACT, LOTSIZE, and PRECIPIT. Note that there is no data for fertilization of the vegetable crops, so that this variable is not included in the list. The first four of the above five predictors carry a plus sign with their coefficients, indicating a positive association with vegetable production in peri-urban areas, particularly at locations close to the market center. As for PRECIPIT, it is an environmental variable and carries a minus sign for all tiers of counties. This is indicative of a diminished, if not reverse, association with vegetable production. However, this is understandable for commercial production where costs of production per unit area come next to yields because of the large share of fixed costs attached to production, which therefore encourages intensified production incentives. This view is supported by the low coefficient with minus sign for the predictor GROWTH, which is the other environmental variable in this set.

A stepwise regression check of the $R^2$ for each predictor shows IRRIGATE leading all others, with values of .79, .58, and .37 percent out of .84, .62, and .43 percent for Tier I, II, and III counties respectively.

In Table XII, greenhouse culture and nursery production show large coefficients for all predictors except LOTSIZE. Furthermore, all of the remaining predictors except PRECIPIT are positively associated, although even this predictor has a large coefficient with minus sign, which increases as it moves away from the market center. There is little doubt that greenhouse culture is tied to urbanization. This is so because of the high market
price and the need for freshness when marketing the commodity. More broadly, these findings on greenhouse culture and nursery production reflect a culmination of the impacts of package technology, which pits factors of production and distribution against one another. This leads to trade-offs and substitutions among the factors, which results in lower production costs and/or higher revenues. It also results in some crops occupying other than their original locations, or else extending farther out beyond their usual territory while still remaining commercially sound.

The Impact of the Marketplace

Several legitimate questions emerge from this discussion. One concerns the point at which one draws the line between the impacts of the local, national, and international markets on patterns of land uses in peri-urban areas, and whether or not a solid criterion even exists for this determination. The difficulties of providing definite answers for these points are illustrated by the following.

First, the system of land uses is not static. It changes constantly, so much so, in fact, that Grigg (1969) suggests that models dealing with agricultural production be designed with build-in change. Second, as Datoo (1978) suggests, the agricultural system is embedded in a hierarchy of systems whose influences can be explained as a series of constraints. But it cannot be eliminated completely. Third, there are always more factors involved in the production and spatial distribution of crops than one can possibly count. In fact, this led Phipps (1983) to conclude that part of the outcome of any analysis of land use patterns "may not be attributable to any known pattern" (p. 69).

As for the impact of the international market on the location of peri-urban agriculture, and consequently on the value of agricultural land in these areas, one should accept the fact that impacts of the international market are part of the overall impact of the so-called "situation," known to geographers. In essence, it is another facet of the impacts
of the urban market on land values in peri-urban areas, for it is impossible to separate one from the other. This situation is complicated even further by the increased accessibility of farms to local and regional markets, which in a sense makes all farmland act as though it were peri-urban, or, the other way around, makes the peri-urban zone extend almost everywhere in the countryside (in developed countries). The following from Ikerd (1985) in this regard is pertinent:

Increased international trade likely has done more to change the economic environment of U.S. agriculture than has any other single development of the past 20 to 30 years. Food grain exports have almost tripled in the last 25 years. Feed grain exports have increased by four-and-one-half times . . . . Growing exports fueled rapidly rising commodity prices and an economic boom in agriculture . . . [generating] unrealistic expectations concerning future profitability of agriculture. Those optimistic expectations were reflected in a strong demand and rising prices of agricultural land. (p. 14)

However, VALACRE's impact on perishables production is much different from its impact on wheat production. Here VALACRE associated strongly and positively with both vegetable and greenhouse production, a clear sign of the compatibility between these crops and the peri-urban environment. Still, perishables are produced in these areas at high intensities, which is clear in the large BETA value with plus sign for the predictor IRRIGATE. As pointed out earlier, for lack of data no representative variable for fertilization has been included in this portion of the analysis. The same is the case for the predictors IRRIGATE and FERTILIZE for the analyses of greenhouse culture and nursery production. Otherwise, both variables would have shown closer associations with both crops. Heady and Dillon (1961) name the application of more fertilizer for the purpose of attaining higher yields per unit area as compliance with economic principles and the mixing of resources, since this results in the best uses of the land. Such a mixing of resources might include the substitution of fertilizer for land, particularly when the former is cheaper than the latter. This view is defended by Isard (1956). These are additional sources of confusion that militate against drawing clear lines around the sphere of influence of
markets.

Still, the plus sign in the association of VALACRE with vegetable and greenhouse production indicates clearly the primary differences in the type of the relationship they enjoy with the peri-urban environment as opposed to that encountered by wheat production. Again, these varied associations seen in correlations with perishables versus grain production reflect trade-offs between a larger set of factors relating to package technology mentioned earlier. The outcome of these trade-offs, once again, is crops being allowed to easily change locations and still remain commercially viable. Factors contributing to this development include production intensity, urbanization, and characteristics of the market, to name just a few. This point will be highlighted in the following discussion about a second factor that should be accounted for when growing crops in the near vicinity of the market--urbanization.

The Impact of Urbanization

As noted earlier, the complexity of urbanization as a variable prevents any single index from being constructed to represent or measure its impact (Toboda, 1976). In the present study, urbanization is represented by two variables, INTERACT and URBAN (see Chapters IV and V for discussion). In fact, the complexity of this issue is clear in the results presented in Tables VI, IX, and XII, where the predictors URBAN and INTERACT associate differently with each crop, each one showing not only widely different values for the coefficients, but different signs as well. This wide variability means two things. First, urbanization is a force that should be reckoned with when cultivating crops in the peri-urban area; and, second, it is not a cliche that may be applied indiscriminately regardless of crop category or location relative to the market.

That this is true is clear in the sign and value of the coefficients for URBAN and INTERACT in their relationship with the crops under study. Whereas URBAN shows a
strong and statistically significant reverse correlation with wheat production, both it and INTERACT correlate strongly and positively with both vegetable crops and greenhouse culture/nursery products. This is a clear indication of the significant variations between both crops in their relationships with urbanization. It should be noted that all of these crops compete for the same locations in the market vicinity.

The Impact of the Environmental Factors

The two environmental variables, PRECIPIT and GROWTH have low values and/or a minus signs for the coefficients at most locations for all three crops, which indicates a weak effect of these environmental factors on the locations of production for these three crops. The only exception to this was with the predictor GROWTH as it associated with greenhouse culture and nursery production; the correlation here was positive and statistically significant at all locations. Otherwise, both predictors are statistically insignificant in their effect on the location of vegetable and wheat production.

The correlation matrix shows collinearity ranging from .4 to .5 between these environmental variables, as well as with other predictors in the equations—particularly VALACRE and LOTSIZE. As mentioned earlier, collinearity reduces the value of the coefficients and/or turns their sign to minus. Having such collinearity makes one hesitate to accept as final these low and/or inverse associations. To rectify this situation, both the predictors VALACRE and LOTSIZE were alternately dropped from the analysis. However, doing so neither about a higher value of the coefficient nor changed its sign. The outcome, then, strengthens earlier findings suggesting the limited effectiveness of these environmental variables in influencing the locating of crops in the vicinity of the urban market, as long as the wheat region is treated as a single entity. It is becoming increasingly clear that collinearity is not what is holding these values to their low measured levels. However, when the wheat region is divided into homogeneous subregions,
statistically significant findings were obtained for some subregions (see Table VII). Table VII shows that both variables PRECIPIT and GROWTH had large, positive, and statistically significant BETA values for some regions. Although this was shown to indicate the impact of environmental factors on wheat production, it was pointed out as well that they were overshadowed by the impact of economic location.

These new findings about the environmental variables support in principal the research hypothesis dealing with wheat production, as it was posited that wheat production in peri-urban areas would be encouraged by suitable environmental conditions, because, among other things, having such growth conditions would raise productivity per unit area at no extra cost per unit product. Bear in mind that higher intensity also proved effective for encouraging the locating of wheat production around the market, contrary to conventional theory in this regard.

Regardless, there may still be "legitimate" factors that reduce the influence of these environmental factors on the location of wheat production. One such factor may relate to the fact that the wheat plant is quite resilient to a wide range of environmental conditions. This is reflected in the wide range of conditions under which the wheat crop is presently distributed, both inside and outside the research area. Arunachalam (1965) has pointed out that "successful plant breeding for centuries has resulted in various varieties of wheat fit for diverse regions. It spread to areas that were once deemed to have no agricultural potentialities" (p. 3). Views similar to these, and views going farther and attesting to the weakness of environmental factors as a deterrent against the spread of wheat cultivation, are presented by Thompson (1962). He, too, acknowledges the adaptability of wheat to "subhumid and semiarid regions where rainfall varies a great deal from year to year and site to site, and so does temperature" (p. 149)

Sir Josiah Stamp justifies these views about the spread of wheat to diverse locations by counting five other factors, besides the impact of the environment, which he sees
influencing the patterning of crops in different areas. He calls them "principles," and they
are as follows:

(1) The effect of weight or bulk of the crop per unit of value with regard to
transport charges; (2) the need for diversification and seasonal requirements;
(3) the need for diversification to maintain soil fertility; (4) the impact of the
principle which states most productive crops (per acre) be located on more
productive land; and (5) impacts of the characteristics of the population on
patterning of production. (Quoted in Arunachalam, 1965:12)

In response to a question about the extent to which actual land use patterns adjust to
physical factors, Phipps and Dumanski (1983) acknowledge the lack of agreement among
writers on the weight that should be given in the U.S. to physical factors. They end up
disagreeing with many writers about the value of these environmental factors on the locating
of wheat production and instead emphasize the impacts of economic and social factors,
elements of the farmer's life history, as well as his technical skills as important determiners
of the locating of crops (p. 78). Heady and Dillon (1961) also recognize the significance of
economics in the locating of crops around the market. The OECD (1979) sees two major
forces working in the peri-urban areas--high land prices and increased uncertainty.
Whereas the first might discourage wheat production in the interest of perishable crops, the
other encourages production of short-term, low-investment wheat production. Hull
(1969), on the other hand, sees technological achievement as greatly mobilizing production
and reorganizing it so that some crops in effect move from one hemisphere to another. As
for the U.S., Hull sees these technological achievements as improving productivity per unit
area and inflicting locational changes on agricultural production.

Slater and Levin (1981) see technology as being capable of providing components
essential to plant life, therefore making it possible to ignore limits drawn by the
environmental limitations when locating crops. This last is a point which the second
hypothesis in the present research might have stretched. But it runs contrary to the first
hypothesis, which deals with the locating of perishables production, and which posits that
these locations depend on characteristics of the crops themselves and/or those of the urban market more significantly than on anything else. As such, the low level of association between the environmental variables and perishables production is supportive of the hypothesis. This support is enhanced by the strong associations regarding the urbanization and intensity variables.

PART TWO: CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions that follow pertain to the specifics of the present research. They are presented as responses to five questions, which represent the five major areas of this study. Answering these questions will define the parameters of the present research, including discussions of both hypotheses and the prominent findings.

(1) To what extent does the design and execution of the present research vary from previous research efforts in this field, and in what ways are these differences significant?

(2) To what extent do the findings agree or challenge theoretical assertions advanced by Von Thunen (1826) and others, particularly Von Thunen's opponent, Sinclair (1967), and to what extent do the present findings initiate a new view on the patterning of peri-urban agriculture?

(3) What is the impact of modern transportation on the patterning of peri-urban agriculture in developed economies, and which crops are most responsive to the distance-to-market factor?

(4) What is the impact of other technological and environmental factors on the spatial distribution of agriculture in the peri-urban zone, and which of these (or what others) most strongly influence the locations of crops in these areas? Of particular importance here would be the difficult issue of urbanization's role on the patterning of peri-urban agriculture.

(5) What impact do land use regulations exert on the spatial distribution of peri-
urban agriculture, and how (if at all) does this impact vary between specific crops?

It is the purpose of this conclusion to address these issues and to provide answers to the questions as fully as the research findings permit.

**Characteristics Unique to the Present Research**

There is much in the design and execution of the present research to distinguish it from previous research and study methods in this field. These differences include both an attempt to distinguish between both different classes of crops and within the same class. This runs contrary to the more common practice of handling crops in a generalized fashion. This failure has inclined past research to test little more than the measuring device itself, and not the intended hypothesis.

Instead of testing data for net returns, as in previous research, the present study uses data on total acreage cultivated with the crop in question. This was done because it is thought that figures for acreage more closely reflect the true determinants of production and choice of crops. The exception to this is in the case of greenhouse culture, for which the variable *acreage* was replaced with the variable *number of farms* with greenhouses (in the county of analysis). (Unfortunately, most of the data on greenhouse culture are withheld by the Census Bureau in order to maintain the anonymity of the farmers.) It was thought that this adjustment of acreage to numbers is valid in the interest of accuracy and sensitivity of the measuring device, ensuring that the test measures precisely what it is designed to measure. In the present case, this goal was, as stated earlier, to measure correlations with urbanization and related urbanization factors. Notable about this adjustment for greenhouse culture is that it provides a homogeneous measure, without regard to the size of the farm. It was not thought that this homogeneity would create any difficulties in the analysis, since most farms that employ greenhouse techniques are relatively small. At the same time, the kinds of perishable crops that are cultivated in greenhouses are not widely disparate.
The variables chosen to measure the correlations of land uses in peri-urban zones were closely interrelated with the items they were to measure. For example, the accessibility variable uses quality and intensity of transport available in a county as a measuring device rather than the traditional variable of linear distance to the urban market, which rarely shows much correlation (Kellerman, 1977). Further, the fertilizer and irrigation variables were both meant to measure the intensity of production and to function as proxies for urbanization and higher land values in the near vicinity of the urban market.

The variable INTERACT proved effective; as stated earlier, it was meant to measure impacts of urbanization on land uses in the peri-urban zones and outer nonmetropolitan urban centers expressed as correlation with the acreage (or number of farms in the case of greenhouse culture) cultivated with the measured crop. On the other hand, the variable URBAN was designed to measure the sum impact of the urban population of the SMSA proper on agricultural land uses in the peri-urban zone. Both variables showed statistical significance and large coefficients. However, each variable proved effective with crops that the other did not—that is, they tended to act alternately.

Contemporary Determinants of Peri-Urban Cropping Patterns

A brief summary of some aspects of previous research in the field will show how the present research differs from previous efforts. Although prior literature on peri-urban agriculture nearly unanimously accepts the cultivation of perishable crops in the peri-urban zone, most writers tie its cultivation to suitability of environmental conditions and/or to shorter distance to the urban market. Where these two conditions are not favorable, researchers in the field are pessimistic about the future of perishable crops in peri-urban areas, even those on the fringe of urban centers with metropolitan status. Grotewald (1959) presents an extreme example of this.

For the production of grain crops, there was again virtual unanimity supporting the
view that grain production exists nearly exclusively at sites farther out from the market center. Sinclair (1967) may be the sole exception to this opinion; however, Sinclair's reasons for finding exception to the rule do not totally agree with those offered in the present research.

The present research differs from prior efforts in several respects, both for the production of perishables and of grains. For example, one of the hypotheses offered here posits that perishables production is taking place in peri-urban areas because it is attracted by urbanization on the one hand, and because these perishable crops do, in many ways, fit quite nicely the urban environment. Regarding the second hypothesis, which pertains to grain production, the present research differs with most research in the field as it describes and explains the spatial distribution of grain production around the market center. Prior research suggest that grains are extensively grown, that they sell inexpensively per unit product, and that they should therefore be limited to outlying locations. The present research challenges these claims on the grounds that environmental conditions, recently improved market prices for grain crops (the result largely of newly developed international markets for grain), and higher productivity per unit land (the result largely of developments in agricultural technology) permit grain crops much greater access to the near vicinity of the market center, that is, the peri-urban zone.

Another important difference stems from the fact that a great deal of previous research on peri-urban agriculture has attempted to follow too closely the footsteps of Von Thunen (1826). Consequently, it has tended to analyze agricultural production as a lump sum, collectively failing, then, to recognize the significant factors that differentiate within individual crops, including growth requirements, consumption practices, marketing requirements, and many other factors, all of which require that criteria for assessing the probable locating of crops would vary as much as the crops themselves. Recognizing this variability is essential if one expects that the testing instrument will measure precisely what
it is intended to measure.

Another feature distinguishing the present from past research efforts involves distinctive political and environmental features of commercial agriculture in the United States which enable producers here to exploit specific natural environmental advantages without then being disadvantaged by political boundaries when marketing their produce. These disadvantages, which come in the form of duties or tariffs, may add significantly to production costs, and therefore create a considerable impact on the location of agricultural production. This factor is important insofar as it limits the applicability of the present findings, which are based on agriculture in the U.S., to areas (for example, Europe) where political considerations play a role.

A Sector Theory of Peri-Urban Cropping Patterns

Application of the present study's data and methods resulted in a sectoral cropping pattern, and not the concentric pattern that is more commonly found in models emerging from a great deal of prior research (see Figures 5 and 6). These sectoral cropping patterns are roughly wedge-shaped. Furthermore, the spatial layout of the cropping patterns varies from one crop to another in a given geographical area. For example, in the case of wheat, the pointed end of the wedge may face toward the market center. In the case of the perishable crops, however, the narrow end of the wedge may well not be pointed, but instead be rather narrow, since the production here is meant almost exclusively for the adjacent market, which in Figure 5 is an SMSA of metropolitan status.

Smaller, nonmetropolitan markets (Figure 6) have sectoral patterns that are also wedge-shaped, in this case allowing the crops to share the necessarily smaller peri-urban areas around the market's fringe. Still, though, the shape representing spatial layout is seen to differ from crop to crop. For example, in the case of vegetables, the narrow end of the wedge points outward, but is narrower in these smaller urban centers; its extension will
be shorter because more of the produce is meant for local consumption. At the same time they can survive mildly higher land rent in the peri-urban fringes of the smaller urban centers. However, the wedge representing grain (in this case wheat) would point toward the market, in the direction opposite that for vegetables, which reflects the effects of gradually increasing land rents as one approaches the market center. It should be noted, too, that grain produced here is not limited to the local area, but is in fact very widely marketed. Other crops located in the area and serving the local market will be represented by other wedges in accordance with prevailing environmental conditions. Further, islands of both grain and perishables production will occupy some outlying locations, these pockets of production reflecting specific concerns with convenient environmental conditions, access to transportation, and outlying markets (see Figure 6).

Transportation Technology and Peri-Urban Agriculture

The influence of transportation in the locating of perishable crops was revealed in the coefficient for the variable ACCESS. This variable was large and positive for vegetables production and greenhouse/nursery production. For both, the BETA values for the variable increased in the direction of the market. The variable ACCESS did not show such high or positive correlations with wheat production.

Such disparity between the two crops and their manner of correlating with the variable ACCESS reveals several important things:

(1) The production locations for perishable crops is highly sensitive to access to varied means of transport, so much so that areas with easy access to effective lines of transportation are greatly induced to utilize their peri-urban zones for this kind of agricultural land use. This trend is even more pronounced at locations closer to the market center, since the proximate market center is that area's primary marketing outlet.

(2) Production in peri-urban zones that do not have direct access to varied means of
transport may opt instead for producing grains, which are indirectly consumed, even when these sites are located only a short distance from the proximate market. It should be recalled that these products are normally marketed nationally and internationally.

(3) Access to national and international markets for grains involves transport over long distances. Accordingly, producers of these crops are concerned less with varied means of transport, and instead require "quality" transport—that is, means of transport that offer low costs for the transport of bulky produce over great distances.

(4) Given the above, correlations between ACCESS and each of these two categories of crops should reflect the sectoral nature of peri-urban agriculture. In fact, the empirical evidence clearly and strongly supports this finding. Production zones are clearly sectoral rather than concentric, contrary to assertions in a great deal of the prior literature in this field. The concentric model, in fact, relied on the assumption that all land in the peri-urban zone had direct and easy access to varied means of transport, and ignored the fact that intensity of production could be substituted for other factors of production and/or distribution. Again, the sectoral pattern of production is a direct outcome of access to new technology (including transport technology), and the feasibility of substituting factors of production for factors of distribution.

It must be noted that "agribusiness" in the United States is dominated by a relatively small number of very large companies. These companies maintain extended vertical links and spatial arrangements that enable them to manipulate production and distribution with the involvement of few intermediaries. Arrangements of this kind are thought to offer the most efficient use of resources, including application of the most advanced technologies and the fullest possible optimization of substitution in the production and distribution. This results in lower production and marketing costs and potential increases in returns per unit area for production investments in dollars.
Technology Variability and Crop Location

Despite the fact that crops may differ from one another in many ways, a number of those tested here showed that such differences should not prevent them from competing effectively against one another for access to the same production locations, and in some cases sharing the same location. This is so largely because each crop exploits characteristics unique to it and/or to characteristics of its surroundings. An important variant which can overturn the traditional expectations in this regard is the matter of access to advanced technology. This access generally works in a package, that is, as a combination of factors such as higher intensity production, bulk-rate transportation, relatively higher market prices per unit product, and easily accessed international markets. For example, substitution of factors makes it possible for low-priced wheat to compete successfully with vegetable and greenhouse production, as well as with other urban-related land uses, for peri-urban sites with high rents per unit area.

Perhaps the most significant of these technological influences are those which contribute to higher intensity production. In fact, these provide by far the most plausible explanation for the expansion of wheat cultivation in the near vicinity of the urban marketplace, where land rents are disproportionately high for a relatively low-priced and extensively cultivated crop such as wheat. Such production intensity is the result primarily of generous application of fertilizer. In fact the variable FERTILIZ carried a coefficient larger than all others in the analysis of wheat production at all locations under study.

Following is how Bond and Umberger (1979) explain the effects of the intensive use of nitrogen fertilizers on wheat production:

Nitrogen fertilizer, the major nutrient applied on wheat, has been known for decades to increase wheat yields in nitrogen-deficient soils. Nevertheless, the widespread use of nitrogen fertilizer on wheat required a reduction in cost. As a result of the more efficient fertilizer production technology developed in the 1930s prices increased much less than the price of many other inputs. [This] encouraged commercial fertilizer sales with nitrogen ingredients alone from one million tons in 1950 to over nine million tons in 1970. (p. 79)
High intensity application of fertilizers for wheat production does not appear to vary considerably with distance from the proximate market. This might indicate the overriding impacts of the national and international markets over the local differences in land rent.

The present discussion is limited to developed countries, particularly the United States, where access to advanced technology is available to the mass of producers. This includes access to inputs, foreign markets, low-cost transportation, as well as other features of technologically advanced agriculture. The discussion also presumes that locational variations are not inhibited by political factors such as tariffs and duties, and that each crop exploits to the fullest the natural environmental advantages of each site.

This higher intensity production made feasible by access to a higher level of technology is reflected in the strong and positive correlation between irrigation and wheat cultivation. Considering that other urbanization-related issues bore negative correlations with this variable, one must conclude that if it was not for the higher intensity production per unit area and the relatively higher market price per unit product--both of which are made possible by means of new technology--it would be unlikely that the commercial cultivation of wheat would have expanded to sites this close to the market center. This assertion is reinforced by the fact that even a slight improvement in the market price of wheat is capable of generating large sums of revenue for the producer. Such price increases, again, are the product of access to the international market, which has been made possible by access to modern transportation technology (see Chapters III and IV and Table I). The impact of technological advancements appears to have created enough changes in the circumstances of wheat production and marketing for the wheat crop to move into locations near the market center and compete successfully against other land uses in the peri-urban zone.

How, then, does this same technology influence the spatial patterning of perishables production, namely fresh vegetables, greenhouse culture, and nursery production? The two variables seen to best represent the impacts of technology on the
spatial distribution of perishables production are FERTILIZ and IRRIGATE. However, both are missing from the data collected for greenhouse culture and nursery production. However, IRRIGATE is present in the analysis of vegetable cultivation. As seen in Tables XI and XII, this variable has by far the highest $R^2$ change among all variables in the analysis in all tiers of counties. Furthermore, this predictor possesses the largest coefficient. Moreover, these values rise much higher as one moves in the direction of the market center. Further, in addition to being an indication of technology, IRRIGATE is also, as has been stated many times earlier, a strong indication of higher intensity production and all that this implies about the ability to compete with land uses in higher-rent areas. In short, perishable crops are distinctly more inclined toward intensified production than are a great many other agricultural products.

It should be noted here that irrigation water is not always used strictly for irrigation. Under certain circumstances it is used to keep temperatures above freezing. In essence, this is an environmental function, in that it is intended to assist with the production of perishables in locations where climatic extremes threaten the viability of the crop's production. Such cultivation becomes even more viable when there is a nearby market for that production. Of course, this is precisely the case in peri-urban areas, particularly those with metropolitan status. Needless to say, though, technology is needed to transfer water, to distribute and apply it, and, more important, for doing all of this at a bearable cost.

The present research has amply demonstrated that new technologies are capable of significantly ameliorating differences that usually exist between various crop categories with regard to their locations relative to the market center. As such, better and more technology might mean more crops competing for the same land sites. That would be more the case for locations in the immediate vicinity of the market. The reasons for this go directly to the matter of the exhaustive extent to which agricultural production exploits characteristics of each crop individually, which is made possible by the availability of more
technology. It is also the result of increased flexibility exhibited by many crops regarding their location of production because of their access to more markets. As a result of this, there should be no contradiction between the mixing of production in the immediate vicinity of the market and a more regional approach to production at outer locations. The spatial outcome of such arrangements should fit nicely with the sectoral pattern of peri-urban agriculture advanced in the present research.

In accordance with the above, the fact remains that access to new technologies means higher intensity production at lower cost. This means a competitive edge for some crops, which tends to draw them closer to the market center. Such forward motions would be costly without the advanced technology. When combined, these findings make it appear as if new technologies are distributing added values to some crops at the expense of others. In fact, this might not be far from the truth, particularly with respect to the commercially produced crops.

The Intensity of Crop Production

A significant by-product of the sectoral patterning of peri-urban agriculture pertains to the intensity of production. Findings presented in the present research dispel a great deal of uncertainty that has surrounded this issue for a long time. One such uncertainty relates to the question of whether or not production intensity should be considered a theory that is separate and distinct from a theory of cropping patterns. As discussed in Chapter II, this issue is a prominent one in the field. The findings of the present study, however, strongly indicate the following.

Intensity does not constitute an independent theory, as has been asserted for some time by other researchers--those who both agree with and disagree with Von Thunen's view of agricultural cropping patterns. The present outright rebuttal of the initiative toward a theory of intensity rests on this study's new sectoral patterning of peri-urban agriculture.
This is so largely because earlier claims that intensity is in fact an independent theory are almost exclusively tied to theory espousing a concentric pattern of production. And this, in turn, rests on the assumption that each and every production zone should have its own specific and unified level of intensity that fully encircles the market at the center of the concentric pattern. This view is a result of the prior assumption that noncompatible crops (i.e., crops conventionally assigned to different production zones) could not be mixed in any single production zone.

The above assumptions have been undermined by the present study and its sectoral pattern of production. The justification for this revision rests on the finding that peri-urban sites are availing themselves more and more readily to a package of factors for cultivating and distributing crops that rely to a growing extent on new technology. This creates a rapidly changing formula for cost-effective agricultural production in the peri-urban zone. This new formula is distinguished by a heavier reliance on substituting factors both of production and distribution. The ultimate aim is more competitive output—lower cost per unit product.

Access to new technology, then, makes it possible for entrepreneurs to manipulate production and distribution factors to their best advantage. This may take the form of increasing yields, lowering costs, or even locating crops in unconventional sites. The result of this is mixed production and new patterns of distribution, where a crop could feasibly occupy sites at two different locations in different production zones. This would require different levels of production intensity, of course, that would be achieved by trading-off other factors of production and/or distribution.

There is strong disagreement among supporters of an "intensity theory" on more than one issue. One of these is whether the intensity gradient rises smoothly in the direction of the central market, or whether it is staggered, varying with the crop under cultivation. In fact, these groups even disagree on whether this intensity gradient rises in
the direction of the market center, or instead in the opposite direction.

The present assertion that intensity is not an independent theory is supported in the present research in yet another way, which is grounded on the present findings showing a rather diffused intensity pattern that is affected largely by the kind of crops cultivated and their location relative to the market center. Still, the findings show that perishables production has an intensity gradient that rises continuously in the direction of the market. This is true both for vegetable crops and greenhouse culture. However, wheat production has a diffused production intensity pattern that does not appear to relate to the crop's location relative to the market center. This diffused intensity pattern supports Von Thunen's view, since he recognized varied levels of production intensity for different crops. In fact, Von Thunen assigned more than one intensity level for the same crop if and when that crop was cultivated at different distances from the market center (see for example grain production in tiers 3, 4, and 5 of the Isolated State).

The intensity gradient for perishables production, which rises in the direction of the market, supports the first hypothesis of the present study. This is so in that it reflects the inclination of perishables to compete for sites in the immediate vicinity of the market when sufficient intensity of production is possible. This intensity criterion also holds for grain producers in the near vicinity of the market. However, for grain producers the distinction between outer and inner sites is not that clear, since package technology makes it possible for them to substitute other factors of production and/or distribution for intensity. Contrasting the strong correlation between the variable ACCESS and perishables production with the same variable's correlation with wheat production indicates that in no way does one level of intensity systematically encircle the market (concentrically) simply because no single crop could alone claim that production zone for itself.

These findings strengthen the argument for considering intensity as a factor of production which is ancillary to the characteristics of the crop itself. Still, it is a factor that
is flexible enough to allow producers to manipulate it to influence production locations, even though it must be accepted as an integral part of a larger package of factors. Consequently, the impact of the variable intensity on the spatial distribution of agricultural production must be analyzed in the context of the entire package of factors, and not as a single-variable response to added-inputs.

The Role of the Environment in the Location of Peri-Urban Agriculture

The environmental variables show a low correlation with both crops, except for the variable GROWTH, which is positively associated with greenhouse products. The significance of this variable was confirmed, however, when the wheat region was divided into homogeneous subregions. This was supported by findings for the variable PRECIPIT, which also resulted from conducting the analysis on the basis of subregions. The new findings showed both variables to be statistically significant in only two subregions (see Tables VII and XIII). The conclusion here is that the role of the natural environment in the locating of crops in the peri-urban zone, although continuing to make differences in yields and production costs, will be strongly overshadowed by the willingness of commercial agriculture to take risks of crop failure and/or bear higher production costs per unit product in order to enjoy the locational advantages provided by proximity to the market center and/or gains for a more marketable product.

The Role of Urbanization on the Location of Peri-Urban Agriculture

For all crops the impacts of urbanization expressed through the predictors URBAN and INTERACT were independent of the impacts brought about by technology. For example, although new technologies did enable wheat production to occupy locations in the market vicinity, the negative sign associated with the predictor URBAN, with its high coefficient, continued to show the incompatibility of this land use with urbanization. This was reversed for vegetable crops and greenhouse culture, with the signs for the variables
INTERACT and URBAN turning positive with large coefficients. However, INTERACT showed statistical significance only with vegetable cultivation, whereas URBAN showed statistical significance with greenhouse production. Among other things, this indicates the complex nature of urbanization and suggests that these compound impacts are affected by an array of variables. A multi-variable approach must be used even when investigating the spatial distribution of just one crop category, since changing production locations rearranges the priorities of analysis.

Land Use Regulations and the Location of Peri-Urban Agriculture

The variable ZONING represents mandatory land use regulations enacted for the preservation of agricultural land against urban encroachment. This study's findings indicate the distinctly urban nature of this variable. This is clear in the high BETA values for the variable's association with greenhouse culture and nursery production. This trend is most pronounced in county tiers having metropolitan status. This variable's correlation with vegetable production is similar at the SMSA level. Interestingly, no such levels of statistical significance emerged for this variable for areas cultivated with wheat, either at the SMSA or metropolitan levels of counties.

These findings reflect the true urban nature of ZONING and, consequently, the close association between perishables production and land use regulations. Still, it is quite difficult to determine if there is a cause-effect relationship between the two. Moreover, if in fact a causal relationship does exist, it is equally impossible to determine which is the cause and which the effect. In other words, although it is possible that land use regulations come after the fact, that is, to protect existing perishables production in the peri-urban zone, it is equally possible that perishables production is drawn to these areas as a consequence of the passing of advantageous land use regulations. Regardless of these uncertainties, however, it is clear that a strong association exists.
The Research Findings and Present Theory

It would be a gross oversimplification to say simply that the research findings either agree or disagree with present theory. However, some viable observations on this issue may be reasonably made.

The present research has confirmed that vegetable production is suited to peri-urban areas, although for reasons that go far beyond the distance-to-market factors proposed by Von Thunen. Instead, the present research found that it was higher intensity production and its positive association with urbanization that distinguished perishables production in the high-rent areas near the market center. However, the findings also showed the feasibility of perishables production at more distant locations while at the same time noting the positive impact of the distance-to-market factor on perishables production in the peri-urban zone.

The present research confirms that higher intensity production made possible by new technologies makes feasible the cultivation of wheat in the peri-urban zone. This finding disagrees with Von Thunen's, of course. This finding also disagrees with Sinclair (1967), who ascribes such forward movement of grains to land speculation and the transitional nature of agricultural production at the advanced sites. The present study, however, asserts that grain production in the peri-urban zone is not transitional, but is there to stay. This is due primarily to higher intensity production per unit area which added inputs makes possible, and to low transportation costs and improved market price.

Technology and the Location of Peri-Urban Agriculture

New technologies have had a significant influence on the patterning of crops in the peri-urban zone, largely as a result of substitution. These impacts are expressed in the findings in more than one way. The findings make clear, for example, that high intensity production in the peri-urban zone is not limited to just perishables, as current theory often
claims. Wheat, with the assistance of added inputs like fertilizer and irrigation, may be cultivated every bit as intensively as perishables, and may therefore compete for the same land sites as are commonly occupied by vegetable farms, even those in the immediate vicinity of the urban market. On the basis of this finding, the present study advanced a sectoral pattern of distribution for peri-urban agriculture instead of the more common zonal pattern upheld by theorists over the years. Sectoral patterning of this kind makes possible the mixing of more than one crop in a given agricultural zone--including the zone in the area most immediately surrounding the urban market and which theorists commonly reserved exclusively for perishables production.

Grain production at these locations may reasonably result from calculated business decisions that are based on the assumption that such farming is economically feasible. However, such feasibility requires access to "convenient" transportation. The findings show that access to merely "varied" means of transportation was not particularly significant to siting decisions. Instead, as the literature indicates, focal is access to "specific" transport, namely, low-cost bulk carriers. Of course, transportation is not the single factor encouraging grain production in the peri-urban zone. Also important are new technologies.

The findings show that access to "varied" means of transport is also statistically significant in the locating of perishable production, particularly for perishables from greenhouse cultivation. Moreover, this significance becomes more pronounced the nearer one approaches the market center. This last finding confirms the significance of the distance-to-market factor, which was hypothesized to encourage perishables production in the near vicinity of the urban market, despite advances in transportation and food preservation technology which have made distant agricultural sites feasible. This significance confirms the sectoral nature of crop production patterns in the peri-urban zone.

The intensity of production is as important as crop category in determining crop location around the urban market, since it directly affects yields and revenues from
agriculture. The results show that intensity of production is pitted against environmental suitability in influencing crop siting decisions, since it appears that some producers are willing to overlook the threat of some environmental inconveniences in order to seek higher productivity through added inputs. This trend is more pronounced in perishables production than with grain production. For vegetable production, for example, the BETA values associated with environmental variables are statistically insignificant and/or show a minus sign, which indicates weak and inverse associations with vegetable production. Regardless, these locations witnessed the cultivation of large tracts of vegetable crops. This may be explained by the BETA with a positive sign for the variable IRRIGATE, which indicates the extent to which added inputs substitute for environmental suitability. Similarly, the variable INTERACT, which is a proxy for urbanization, also showed high BETA values with positive signs, an indication of the strong association between these kinds of crops and the nearby urban population. These findings also indicate the willingness of producers to accept some risks of crop failure arising from inconvenient environmental condition in order to locate close to urban markets. The same conclusions could be drawn for greenhouse culture.

In the case of grain production, though, environmental conditions proved to be more significant, although not so strong that producers were not willing to employ added inputs and accept higher production costs.

PART THREE: IMPLICATIONS OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH

The Findings

Following is a brief synopsis of the primary findings of the present research.

This study advances a sectoral pattern for commercial agriculture in the peri-urban zones in the United States, where access to varied markets and natural environmental conditions in not hampered by the effects of political boundaries. This new sectoral pattern
of production is meant to replace the concentric/zonal pattern first advanced by Von Thunen in the Isolated State and since upheld by most researchers in the field. Moreover, the present research convincingly argues against an intensity theory of production, since the basis of this "theory" depends upon the concentric model of production patterns, which this study disputes. Instead, intensity is viewed here as one element of a "package" of production factors that new technology makes available to producers. This production package allows the producer to manipulate production intensity factors by means of substitution.

The present research argues for a diffused intensity gradient that would vary in its direction according to the crop under cultivation and the location of production. This finding is similar to Von Thunen's, who found perishables production's intensity gradient to rise in the direction of the market, while grain production's gradient was found to be more diffuse. These findings contradict those of other researchers, particularly Sinclair (1967), who argues that the production intensity gradient invariably drops in the direction of the market. The author's findings are reflected in the attraction exerted by urban markets on perishables production.

This study also established convincingly the importance of the value of land per acre as a determinant of the patterning of peri-urban agriculture. As far as this author is aware, the present study is the first to introduce this variable into a study of this kind and obtained meaningful results. Similarly, this study was the first to advance the notion that transportation (viz a viz accessibility) was a variable affecting agricultural siting in peri-urban zones. Prior research invariably approached this variable as either a linear-distance-to-market variable or as a cost/distance one. Instead, the present study measured the county's accessibility to varied means of transportation with interstate capabilities. This measurement magnified the individual differences between the crops under study as well as identifying the market destination of the crop.
This study also recognized the complex natures of urbanization and the natural environment as variables, and to account for the complexity assigned two variables for each set of factors. The outcome justified the choice. It was noted, for example, that the variable INTERACT, which was to represent suburban populations of SMSAs or of county seats showed impacts that varied significantly from those of strictly urban populations of the SMSAs proper. To the best of this author's knowledge, this is the first time differentiations of this kind have been made.

It has been generally taken for granted that grain is cultivated extensively. Even those who lately recognized that it was in some cases cultivated intensively stopped short of advancing the notion that it might be produced at sites near the market center with high land rents, except as an expedient in cases of real estate speculation where the land was awaiting urbanization. This research found quite differently, and this finding should open new doors to research on this issue.

Discussion of the Study Design and Recommendations for Future Research

In this author's view, the present findings might be most accurately described as having added new issues to the list of factors that must be considered to be determinants of the spatial distribution of peri-urban agriculture. At the same time, they raise doubts about issues that have been taken for granted for quite some time.

Important here is the matter of the testing region. In the present case the research region was perfectly suited to the hypotheses in many respects. The study's advancement of the new sectoral pattern of production is a case in point. The study area allowed a clear determination of this new pattern regardless of the scale or region of application so long as the analysis is conducted in a developed economy with access to reasonably advanced technology. Secondly, this study raised suspicions about the way some variables have been used in the past and proposed new ways of introducing them into an analysis which
may prove useful to future researchers. Third is the matter of scale. Unlike a good deal of research on this subject, which sees no substantive differences in outcome regardless of the scale of the analysis, this author is convinced otherwise. Any set of variables introduced into an analysis must have as its most important criterion of selection the scale of its application.

Accordingly, this author recommends that researchers employ the micro scale when dealing with the market-size analysis. It would not surprise this author to find that the outcome of such research disagreed with the present findings. It might even prove to be the case that a micro-scale analysis might salvage the Isolated State in more than one way.

The Isolated State in a Sectoral View of Agricultural Production

As a theory of crop production in the peri-urban zone, the Isolated State is in many ways viable, having successfully weathered the impact of the lapse of time and the development of new technology. Following is a synopsis of some of the ways in which this is true.

(1) This study shows clearly the advantages of cultivating perishable crops in the immediate vicinity of the urban market. This is seen to be the case even in technologically advanced countries with simple and inexpensive access to a wide range of markets via sophisticated transport infrastructures.

(2) The central theme of the Isolated State which pertains to the impact of shorter distances to the market on the location of perishables production is generally supported in this study. At the same time, though, it is seen that the impacts of shorter distances are not necessarily binding, largely because of the extreme flexibility permitted producers by transportation, agricultural (i.e., added inputs), and food-preservation technologies.

(3) Von Thunen recognized the importance of considering the size of the urban center in any analysis of this kind, as well as considering various characteristics of the
consuming public. All of these factors had an impact on crop distribution in the immediate vicinity of the market in Von Thunen's time, and continue to do so today.

(4) Despite the new sectoral pattern of crop production advanced here, the importance of Von Thunen's concentric pattern cannot be dismissed lightly. Its clarity was exemplary for the ease and spontaneity with which it conveys some basic information about the nature of agricultural production, the urban market, and competition for land in the peri-urban zone. The new sectoral pattern cannot make such claims, largely due to the trade-offs, substitutions, and other technology-induced influences, discussed above, which resulted in the sectoral model in the first place. It requires more than a simple model to explain the economic viability of cultivating a crop in a high rent area because of proximity to an urban market that does not consume that crop.
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